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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is to examine students' opmwns and approaches to texts in the 
present-day textbooks of English. Special attention is paid to the contents of texts, length 
and language difficulty. Texts are closely connected with illustrational material and general 
attitudes towards textbooks. Following the above mentioned criteria, the students' ideas of 
modern English textbook were found out. 

The theoretical part offers a detailed insight into the subject matter whose components are 
textbook theory and the skill of reading. Texts, their types, functions and roles are viewed 
from pedagogy perspective as well as critical thinking in English language teaching. There 
is also a chapter on psychological characteristics of adolescents since the thesis focuses on 
this specific age group. 

The practical part deals with the data that were gathered by means of questionnaires. Their 
processing is preceded by general information on planning and carrying out the research. 
The results are summarized in the concluding part. The appendices provide text samples 
that are suggested for practical usage. 

The practical result of this thesis was replacement of textbooks at one of the grammar 
schools involved. Almost half-a-year practice has proved the change beneficial for the 
general improvement of English language teaching at this school. 

ABSTRAKT 

Cilem teto prace je zjistit postoj student:U k text:Um V soucasnych ucebnidch anglickeho jazyka 
na gymnaziich a jejich nazory na tuto problematiku. Hlavni pozornost se zamefuje zejmena na 
obsah text:U, delku a jazykovou narocnost. Textova slozka je uzce spjata s doprovodnym 
ilustracnim materialem a celkorym vztahem k ucebnici. Dle ryse uvedenych kriterii byly 
zjisteny predstavy studentU 0 moderni ucebnici anglickeho jazyka. 

Teoreticka cast nabizi detailni vhled do problematiky, jejiZ soucasti je teorie ucebnic a 
schopnost cteni. Otazka texru, jejich typu, funkd a roli je pojednana z pedagogickeho 
pohledu, stejne tak jako zarazeni kritickeho mysleni do jazykoveho vyucovani. Ponevadz se 
jedna 0 specifickou vekovou kategorii adolescenru, je zde z psychologickeho pohledu 
nastinena jejich charakteristika. 

V prakticke casti se autorka venuje zpracovani dat, ktere shromazdila formou dotazniku. 
Tomuto predchazi obecne informace o planovani a prlibehu vjzkumu. Cile jsou shrnuty 
V zavetecne Casti. 
Priloha obsahuje ptiklady text:U, ktere jsou doporuceny pro vjuku. 

Praktickym rysledkem prace byla rymena ucebnic na jedne ze zucastnenych skol. Po temer 
pulrocni praxi se ukazalo, ze tato zmena zde ptispela k celkovemu zlepseni urovne ryuky 
anglickeho jazyka. 
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1. List of Abbreviations and Symbols 

Abbreviation/Symbol Description 

biB boys 
CEFR The Common European Framework of Reference, a written 

document currently used in foreign language teaching within 
all European countries 

CUP Cambridge University Press 
ELT English language teaching 
g/G girls 
GJNH Gymnazium Jana Nerudy, Praha Hellichova 
GJNZ Gymnazium Jana Nerudy, Praha Zizkov 
GVM Gymnazium V elke Mezirici 
KG Katolicke gymnazium Tfebic 
OECD The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (from international trade) 
OUP Oxford University Press 
... an example is not presented in all its length 
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2. Introduction 

Due to the increasing importance of being a competent language user and living 

within the frame of the European quotes and norms at the same time, the English language 

gradually assumes greater value and significance. To make the education process as 

effective as possible both for the teachers and students, one of the core preconditions is to 

have a "good textbook." The diploma thesis deals with this concept in terms of a textbook 

fulfilling the basic criteria of a standard language textbook and functioning as an adequate 

and highly suitable aid for both the teachers and students. A good textbook is one of the 

determinants of successful ELT1
• However, it requires a lot of theoretical knowledge and 

experience to be able to choose good teaching aids. 

It is principally adults designing textbooks and the students' opinions are usually 

taken into account rather sporadically. However, the target audience are the students in the 

first place; therefore the views from their perspectives might be considered preferentially. 

Supposing that students are not attracted by their textbooks, their motivation and attitude 

towards the subject may rapidly decline. Therefore, it is advisable that language teachers 

keep checking upon their classes if it is not their case. First, a particular textbook should be 

reflected on and then exposed to analysis which would either verify the teacher's 

hypothesis of using an appropriate teaching aid or disprove it. In the latter case it is vital to 

replace the current textbook with a different one whose suitability has been confirmed. 

There is a countless number of English textbooks on offer at the present-day, both 

re-published evergreens and brand new ones. They compete with one another in terms of 

different teaching methods, syllabi, approaches and strategies, but also design and price. 

These reasons are all worth considering but none of them is as important to the students as 

the actual content of the textbook. A common disadvantage of all textbooks is that they 

lose their topicality and up-to-dateness very quickly. This fact is not only time-determined 

but it goes closely hand in hand with the change of students' interests and preferences. 

Theoretical studies of ELT, teaching practice and insufficiency in teaching 

materials prepared the breeding ground for writing this diploma thesis. Students' 

1 ELT- stands for English language teaching in the methodology of English 
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preferences and interests as for the topics in their currently used textbooks of English were 

some other reasons that contributed to the decision to carry out the research. The statistics 

and personal experience with different textbooks of English pointed at some discrepancies 

of material teaching aids. The result of the research was supposed to be so meaningful that 

it may have been used as an initial impulse for replacing inappropriate textbooks by those 

that achieved the best evaluation scores in the research. Individual details referring to the 

textbooks, schools and the final figures are provided in the concluding part of the thesis. 

There were four different grammar schools that took part in the research, two from 

Prague (GJN H2
, GJN Z3

) and two from two smaller towns in South Moravia (GVM4
, 

KG5
). The choice of the grammar schools was not random. There was a specific intention 

to choose a few different kinds grammar schools. GJN H is a grammar school specialised 

in languages, GJN Z specialises in music. GVM belongs to the schools of ordinary type 

and KG is a religious grammar school. Over 500 students from four different schools took 

part in the research but only 309 questionnaires could have been processed in the final 

analysis. The target groups of the students were those at the second grade of grammar 

schools aged between 15 and 20. The research was carried out on a large scale at a few 

different places in order to provide as exact results as possible. 

The project focuses on the differences among the interests of the students from 

individual schools as well as on the differences between the two sexes. To be able to fully 

understand the specifics of this age group in the school environment, one must have 

profound knowledge of psychology, methodology and ELT. All these elements formed the 

base of the questionnaire design and its analysis. That is why the diploma thesis consists of 

practical research part which is preceded by theoretical introduction into the subject matter. 

The theoretical part consists of a few chapters dealing with textbook theory and 

different types of texts, the skill of reading, The Common European Framework of 

Reference6 and the personality of a grammar school student. The first chapter mentions 

different types of textbooks, their roles and functions in ELT. The skill of reading is 

2 GJN H- Gymmizium Jana Nerudy, Praha Hellichova. Due to the high frequency of occurrence, especially 
in the research part, the official abbreviation of the school is preferred. 
3 GJN Z- Gymmizium Jana Nerudy, Praha Zizkov 
4 GVM- Gymmizium Velke Mezii'fcf 
5 KG- Katolicke gymnazium, Tl'ebfc 
6 The Common European Framework of Reference- The CEFR onwards 
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included as well since not everyone realises that there is a substantial difference in being 

able to read and actually understand a text. The CEFR plays a crucial role in foreign 

language teaching these days. It provides a set of quotes, rules and norms that describe 

what the outcomes of foreign language teaching within all European countries should be. 

The intercultural competence and the sociocultural aspects of the target language are 

integral parts of it. There is an individual chapter devoted to The CEFR, its structure and 

direct effects on the educational process in real. 

The next chapter deals with texts only. After its definition and characteristics, one 

has to realise that there are many different types of texts that students come across. The 

rule "the greater variety the better" is very apt to apply in this case. However, teachers 

should use different types of texts sensibly and in the most effective way in their classes. 

To be able to do so, it is essential to get familiarized with text typology and particular text 

parameters at least on the basic level. These issues are dealt with in the theoretical part 

first, which has a corresponding part reflected in the practical questionnaire section. 

Eventually, a short insight into the matter whether to include classical literature in classes 

or not is discussed as well. 

To be able to design a textbook for whatever subject, one has to have certain 

psychological knowledge of a particular group of students the textbook is targeted at. That 

is why a section on the period of adolescence is included next. The development of 

thinking, information processing and problem solving characterize this age category. One 

has to know the principal relations taking place on the physical, mental and emotional 

levels of the students to be able to design a good textbook for them. Also, considering the 

demands and requests of the present-day ELT and using appropriate textbooks, critical 

thinking cannot be omitted in any way. 

The practical part begins with the introduction dealing with general information 

about the pedagogic research. It includes particular figures and basic data referring to the 

students and the grammar schools that took part in the research. The actual analysis of the 

questionnaires follows. First, each grammar school is analysed separately in order to keep 

the exactness of the research and to provide the individual schools with the results, which 

all of them asked for. One can read the individual results from the tables and the 

commentaries immediately beneath. 
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The basic aims of the questionnaire were manifold. The main task was to find out 

the students' interests in the contents of the articles in their textbooks, which contributed to 

approval or disapproval of the appropriateness of particular textbooks for individual 

classes. The questionnaires aimed at the assessment of currently used textbooks and the 

students' attitudes towards them. The students were asked to give the topics and article 

themes that were interesting to them and that they would like to see more or less in their 

textbooks. The length of the texts and the language difficulty were considered as well. 

Certain amount of attention was paid to picture material and illustrations since they eo

create the reading material. The influencing factors referring to all the questionnaire items 

were the sex of the students and the location of the school. The individual differences 

surfaced in the analysis of every grammar school and eventually in the final comparing 

table. 

As for the actual research, the procedure and careful planning played their crucial 

roles. These two factors determined the practicality and usefulness of it. The questionnaires 

were intentionally distributed and collected in the late spring months so that there was 

enough time to process them, to return the results to individual grammar schools and thus 

provide them with time to react accordingly. 

The concluding part ofthe thesis is based on one comparative table with the results 

from all grammar schools with following due comparisons. It also reflects the verification 

or disapproval of the hypotheses outlined in the introductory part. Since the best criterion 

of scientific verity is practice, the personal experience based on the research results makes 

a persuasive practical conclusion of the thesis. 

In general terms, applied linguistics focuses on theory going tightly hand in hand 

with practice. That is the reason for which 30 different text samples are provided in the 

appendix section. The texts were chosen according to the statistics based on the research 

results. The chronology of the language levels is respected as well as the distinction of the 

schools using particular textbooks. The first 1 0 texts are those that caused difficulties in the 

past and therefore contributed to the large degree of negative assessment by the students. 

The samples are given here as a negative example. Contrariwise, the next 20 texts are those 

that the students were particularly fond of and assessed them very highly. Those texts may 

be used as a contribution to a teaching file. 
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An integral part of the final diploma thesis is a separate volume consisting of the 

collection of 309 questionnaires. It provides all the data which the thesis operates with and 

is based on. As for different schools, the chronology of different textbooks and their 

language levels are strictly observed. Individual questionnaires are numbered for the sake 

of more transparent proof and better orientation. 
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3. Textbook Theory 

3.1 Textbook and Its Place in the Pedagogical Process 

A language textbook belongs to such means in the sphere of education that has not 
only kept its crucial importance in the course of time, but a classical printed textbook also 
appears to be an irreplaceable teaching aid at present as well as will be in the future of 
computers, CD-ROMs and other types of multimedia. Irrespective of what particular 
subject, appropriate up-to-date textbooks, including language textbooks, condition 
effective learning. Therefore, it is essential to pay a particular amount of attention to 
textbook theory and research. As a result, a special scientific branch of multidisciplinary 
character has been constituted. The issues of quality and effectiveness of school education 
are being thoroughly discussed in the vast majority of countries worldwide. Countless 
projects on evaluation of education are being carried out at present and are elaborated upon 
through exact scientific procedures. Textbooks directly influence the function and 
production of educational systems in every country and therefore, they attract an intensive 
attention of research. 

Paradoxically enough, the targeted group of all textbooks, students, seem to stay 
outside the major focus of specialists in foreign language teaching. The tendency 
nowadays is that textbooks become obsolete very quickly. Therefore, it is essential to keep 
up with students' interests and preferences as for engaging texts and exercises. It is the 
orientation towards the realisation of certain effects upon the addressee that carries 
prominent importance in texts. In fact, one can imagine only very few language items 
without a recipient. Language would probably not come into existence without a recipient 
and it normally does not work just on its own. Banerjee says that texts "speaking for 
themselves" are extremely rare. This is also true of ancient inscriptions: even if we can 
read them, we may not understand their meaning as part of their situational and cultural 
setting. 7 That is one of the major reasons for which the presence of socio-background 
themes in texts is so emphasised. 

7 Banerjee, J. "Discourse analysis" The Rout! edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. ( eds) 
Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 178-9. 
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The core of this diploma project is based on taking all the above-mentioned facts 

into consideration. It tries to demonstrate, though on a limited level, what students think of 

their currently used textbooks and what they miss in them. In the practical part of this 

project, a special attention is devoted to texts and their characteristics. As a matter of fact, 

it is extremely demanding for teachers of English to choose a suitable textbook for their 

classes. 

The situation may have become even more complicated when the textbooks were 

challenged by the strong competition of monolingual textbooks coming in from abroad 

after the November 1989. The post-revolutionary period meant establishing contacts with 

the west. Fusek asserts that only a few people resisted the spontaneous, however simplified 

reaction, that "all foreign and new is better and right." 8 Many pedagogy theoreticians 

pointed out the false enchantment by textbooks full of colourful pictures but forgetting the 

elementary didactic principles. This is also one of the major questions dealt with in the 

research questionnaire - what students think of the graphic layout and of the illustrational 

material in their textbooks. It is not easy for teachers to choose the most appropriate 

textbook which would comply with the correct parameters and criteria of a standard 

textbook. Nevertheless, much more than the difficulty of teachers' orientation in the 

labyrinth of English methodology has to be taken into account. 

A textbook serves as a principal student's aid. It is used for revision, searching for 

links with what is already known; it contributes to clarification and understanding of 

teacher's explanations and memory fixation. Next, it enables students to check how they 

have mastered particular language phenomena. Using a textbook, language learners are 

supposed to acquire the competence of being able to work with it on their own. At the 

same time, textbooks do not substitute the teacher but go hand in hand with the teacher's 

spoken word. That is why textbooks are fully used in the process of teaching and 

consequently students are encouraged to independent learning. Most modem English 

textbooks, though, are not designed for autonomous learning but for teaching in groups or 

front class teaching. 

8 Fusek, J. "Uloha materstiny v didaktice cizichjazyku." Cizijazyky, 1998/99, roe. 42, c.l-2., p. 3-4. 
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In contrast with the past, teachers used to be the main mediators between students 

and the information to be learned. Teachers explained and students learned. Such an 

approach, though, was bounded in many deficiencies. Students became more passive and 

adopted the information in a passive manner. The spoken mode of the language was less 

suitable for launching the individual and critical thinking and subconsciously created the 

dependence on teachers' spoken word. The result of learning was more or less dependent 

on the skills and abilities of the teacher and there was almost no chance to discuss, argue or 

ask questions. Nowadays, the roles have changed and a considerate portion of the role has 

been delegated down to textbooks. That is why they are such important tools for effective 

and successful language teaching. 

3.2 Komensky and His Language Teaching Asset 

Jan Amos Komensky, a Czech educational reformer and religious leader, is 

remembered mainly for his innovations in methods of teaching, especially languages. He 

favoured the learning of Latin to facilitate the study of European culture. Cherrington 

claims that the sole aim of education in Komenskf s understanding was to make people 

pious and show them their place in the world. This is why Komensky demanded that 

everybody should be made knowledgeable about everything, irrespective of his or her 

social standing. 9 The reform of the educational system required two things. First, a 

revolution in methods of teaching was necessary so that learning might become rapid, 

pleasant, and thorough. Teachers ought to "follow in the footsteps of nature," meaning that 

they should pay attention to the mind of the child and to the way the student learned. 

It was in his Didactica Magna where he outlined the entire concept of teaching. 

Komensky suggested that the selection of topics was to be taken from real life of learners, 

particularly including encyclopaedic and scientific subjects; differentiation of teaching 

according to learning ability and age of students; using pictures for the sake of easy 

9 
Cherrington, R. "Comenius, Johannes Am os." The Rout/edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and 

Learning. (eds) Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 120. 
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memorisation; preferring the useful to the traditional. These guidelines have been the stock 

of general pedagogy since then. Most of the Didactica Magna is devoted to language 

teaching because, for Komensky, as Cherrington points out, language teaching was the 

centre of education, language being the link between individuals in a society and between 

human beings and their God. 10 

There are two language textbooks in the inventory of his writings which appeared 

in countless editions in many countries all over the world - Janua Linguarum Reserata and 

Orbis Sensualium Pictus. Both textbooks still serve as vivid examples of Komensky's 

didactic principles that teaching must be meaningful and language, particularly a foreign 

language, can only be meaningful if it refers to reality. Consequently, language teaching 

has to correspond with teaching real life. Orbis Sensualium Pictus, with its combination of 

lexemes or sentences and pictures referring to each other by numbers, may be regarded as 

an archetype of a learning dictionary still in use at present. Dictionaries are an essential 

complementarity of textbooks used in ELT. Many modem textbooks provide their own 

dictionaries and pictionaries following the syllabi. The individual volumes of the New 

Opportunities sets may be given as illustrative examples of them. 

3.3 Functions of Textbook 

Functions of textbooks stand for the roles or for the anticipated purposes that these 

didactic aids are assumed to fulfil in the real educational process. In textbook theory, as 

Pnlcha comments, a function of a textbook is viewed from the perspective of its relation 

towards individual subjects that use the textbook. 11 First, it is the function of a textbook 

from the students' perspective. Textbooks are the sources for students to learn from, which 

means that the students embrace not only particular pieces of knowledge but also some 

other components of education such as skills, competences, values, norms and attitudes 

etc ... Secondly, it is the function of textbooks from the viewpoint of teachers of English. 

Textbooks are the sources that help teachers to plan the content of their teaching and the 

direct presentation in class, assessing the educational results of their students. 

10 Ibid. p. 120. 
11 

Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 
vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 19. 
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There have been many taxonomies outlining the functions of textbooks, 

nevertheless the one by Zuajev12 has been widely recognised and is still being used these 

days. According to him the functions are: 

informational - it defines the content of education in a particular subject, 

including the extent and the targeted information to be mastered by the students 

transformational - textbooks provide the students with transformation of 

scientific information and knowledge from particular fields in order to make the 

information fairly accessible to them 

systematisational - it segments the information into particular systems 
according to individual years and observes the sequencing rules as well 

fixative and checking - textbooks enable students to practice and 

consequently master certain knowledge and skills under the guidance and supervision by 

their teachers. Textbooks may help to check the level of students' understanding by the 

means oftasks, questions and exercises 

self-educating- textbooks stimulate the students to work autonomously 

and create the motivation with the need to learn 

integrative- textbooks provide the base for understanding of integrating 

information that students come across through some other sources 

coordinative - textbooks guarantee coordination with some other didactic 

aids related to the textbook 

developing-educational - it contributes to creating diverse features of a 

harmonious character of a student 

12 
Pnkha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, ucitele, autory ucebnic a 

vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. pp. 19-21. 
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It would be ideal if teachers and consequently students were able to use textbooks 

in ways that would fulfil all the functions shortlisted above. Neither teachers nor students 

can do without good textbooks. That is why it is impossible to underestimate the 

investments into textbook making and their publications, which shall all certainly be paid 

back. However, there springs up a new problem, as Sykora points out, and that is the 

enormous offer of textbooks. Teachers can choose any textbook but nobody, not even the 

Ministry of Education can guarantee the infallibility of social and methodological values of 

the textbook. 13 

Another crucial element going hand in hand with the above-mentioned statement 

and with the educational process and textbook theory is obviously the teacher's 

professional competence and the pedagogic-methodological components he or she uses. 

Some other necessary elements that should be taken into account considering the 

educational process are the teacher's experience, the use of suitable teacher's books, 

activities of specialised institutions, the support of the school management etc ... All these 

factors applied in the right proportions may increase the number of functions of a textbook 

and make the ELT as effective as possible. 

3.4 A Prototype of an English Textbook 

Each language textbook naturally consists of both textual and extratextual 

components. The textual parts are structured into specific components as well as are the 

extratextual or visual components. All these elements constitute, as Pn1cha suggests, 

functional-structural textbook analysis. 14 As for the structural components of a text in a 

textbook, there is supposed to be a motivation text to introduce a particular topic of each 

unit and to explain the importance of a particular issue the unit deals with. One of the 

greatest tasks of such a text is to activate students and excite them for their active 

engagement. 

13 
Sykora, M. Ucebnice, jeji uloha V praci uCitele a ve studijni Cinnosti iaku a studentu. Praha: EM-effect, 

1996. p. 4. 

14 
Pnkha, 1. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 

vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 21. 
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Next, there are explanatory texts transmitting knowledge, facts, theories, history, 

norms or attitudes and values. Regulative texts are exclusively aimed at activating students 

when reading a text; they provide students with instructions for completing exercises etc ... 

There is always a large number of extracts and examples which have solely the 

demonstrative and illustrative functions. 

An integral part of all textbooks are exercises that lead students to practice and 

revision of particular phenomena and therefore to gathering experience, skills and studying 

habits. This is rather a matter of supplementary workbooks, though, rather than of basic 

textbooks. Workbooks ought to follow the syllabi of student's textbooks. Their task is to 

develop the given grammar and individual language skills on larger scale. However, 

elementary practical exercises must not be absent in any student's book. 

Some other constitutional elements of textbooks are questions, qmzzes and 

vocabulary. Many modem textbooks support the deductive way of thinking. That is why 
the questions refer preferably to grammar and searching through texts, but they also make 

a very important part of comprehension exercises. Quizzes serve for many different 

purposes and no present-day textbook would be complete without them. 

As for vocabulary, one can observe a distinctive shift from short lists directly 

following the introductory text in older textbooks to the present-day vocabulary list as a 

part of appendices. The latest textbooks, however, lead students to learn vocabulary in 

context - directly from texts, exercises or different recordings - which supports 

Komensky's didactic principle of meaningful teaching closely tied with reality. In this 

case, though, such textbook usually provides a separate mini-dictionary containing the 
vocabulary from a particular volume. This seems to be the most recent and most popular 

trend in ELT, which the students have not totally come to terms yet. 

A good English textbook should provide a selection of appendices which consist of 

grammar outline and individual word class morphology issues. The summaries of tape 

scripts, literature and culture corners or points for better writing are appreciated very much 

as well. As for appendices in workbooks, many contain a form of immediate feedback and 
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that is the key. It proves the correctness and this way directly provides the students with 

the results of their work. 

3.4.1 Contents of an English Textbook and its Analysis 

The voices pointing at contents of textbooks, their insufficiencies and discrepancies 

currently appearing in them arise not only from the perspective of pedagogy specialists but 

also from education politics, employers, parents and the general public. Rejmankova says 

that the interest in textbook contents in relation to pedagogical requirements increases in 

the Czech Republic at present. 15 Not all currently used textbooks seem to support all the 

desirable attitudes such as nationalism, Europeanism, environmental matters, tolerance 

towards ethnical minorities etc ... On the other hand, some textbooks present a shadow of· 

undesirable values such as ethnocentrism. 

All textbooks are supposed to reflect the latest scientific information from each 

subject. Referring to English textbooks, the scientific information is not the major issue. 

More important seems to be the teaching method, syllabus and consequently the actual 

contents. This is closely connected with up-to-dateness of various texts and articles. To 

make textbooks as attractive and effective as possible for a certain year, it is vital to 

include themes that are close to this age group; close in terms of particular period of time 

and interests. Pop-stars, outstanding athletes, style or fashion etc ... for example, become 

obsolete very soon and that may be a reason for which such textbook looses its 

attractiveness so soon. Students themselves criticise the matter of the out-of-dateness of 

their textbooks. 

Textbook analysis is an essential part of the process of updating and creating 

textbooks. Prucha et al. differentiate between micro and macroanalysis of textbook 

contents. Microanalysis focuses on the contents elements and their relations within 

particular passages of texts in textbooks. Macroanalysis deals with the general qualities of 

15 
Rejmankova, L. "K nekterym funkcim v)'chozich texm V ucebnicich cizichjazyku." Cizijazyky, 2002103, 

roe. 46, c. 3., pp. 77-8. 
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textbook contents and its effect on the students.16 Analogically, microanalysis of the 

contents is realised by means operating on the level of shorter passages of didactic texts, 

for example on the level of individual units, themes or paragraphs. These are usually 

means of semantic links between the elements of the contents. 

On the contrary, macrostructuration of the contents is realised by the means 

functioning on the level of the whole text or even the whole textbook. Among the most 

common means of this kind belong the contents segmentation into thematic units, chapters, 

lessons or modules and paragraphs; contents segmentation into explanatory texts, texts that 

guide learning, orientation texts; graphical symbols marking the different layers and grades 

of information; different colours, fonts, sizes of letters etc ... It is not only Ciperova who is 

convinced that the selection of information according to its importance is decisive for 

successful learning of students at all ages. 17 Didactic texts with certain proportion of 

recurrently repetitive pieces of information targeted at students of particular age groups 

contribute to fixation of the basic information. 

From the perspective of the contents, each textbook consists of the two principal 

dimensions which are the subject content and the message content. Subject content is 

explicit and obvious in every textbook. It is basically the sum of information referring to 

the scientific source of material to teach. In most cases it is the example of interdisciplinary 

relations that come up to the surface especially in ELT, where many sciences such as 

linguistics, literature, history, geography or sociology etc ... penetrate each other. Message 

content is of no less importance but it is rather implicit and much less obvious. Such type 

of content of an English textbook should be the educational and moral subtext, traditional 

social values or intercultural aspects. 

16 
Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 

vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 74. 

17 
Ciperova, M. Teorie tvorby vyucovacich pomucek. Praha: Vyzkumny ustav odbomeho skolstvf, 1977. pp. 

25-28. 
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3.4.2 Intercultural Competence 

Intercultural aspects make a part of message content of textbooks. They are ranked 

among the key issues to which should be paid a sufficient amount of attention. According 

to Mtiller-Jacquier, intercultural competence is the ability to interact effectively with 

people from cultures that we recognise as being different from our own. 18 Cultures 

simultaneously share and differ in certain aspects, for instance in beliefs, habits and values. 

The fewer culture-general aspects shared and the more culture-specifics identified, the 

more we perceive a culture as being different from ours. Interacting effectively across 

cultures means accomplishing a negotiation between people based on both culture-specific 

and culture-general features that are on the whole respectful and favourable to each. 

The difficulty in achieving successful intercultural interaction does not necessarily 

correspond to the gap between cultural backgrounds. There are several factors involved, 

not all of them cultural though, for example personality. The linguistic element is also 

highly important for developing and achieving intercultural competence. Intercultural 

interaction is generally accomplished in one language that may be either native or foreign 

to all speakers or simultaneously native for some and foreign for others. 

However, the "intercultural speaker" is not a cosmopolitan being who floats over 

cultures, but someone who is committed to turning intercultural encounters into 

intercultural relationships. The intercultural speaker mediates between two or more cultural 

identifications. Therefore, he or she has to negotiate between their own cultural, social and 

political identifications and representations with those of the other. That is, they must be 

critical. A critically thinking intercultural speaker takes critical advantage of the world 

wide opened to them by appreciating the different narratives available, by reflecting upon 

how they articulate, how they are positioned and how their positions affect their 

perspectives. 

The idea of intercultural speaker resembles the description of learners as "border 

crossers", who make a full use of the chances to establish various cross-cultural contacts 

18 
Miiller-Jacquier, J. "Intercultural Competence." The Rout! edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and 

Learning. (eds) Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 296. 
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that enable them to gather a variety of experiences. Therefore, the process of becoming 
interculturally competent seems to be more complex than just realising and distinguishing 

that there is us and another opposite component. 

Intercultural competence is one of the big up-to-date issues that are being discussed 
within language teaching in most countries at present. It is also one of the goals that the 

Council of Europe is working on. How can this kind of competence be implemented within 

language teaching, specifically into textbooks? Texts in textbooks offer a fertile breeding 

ground for introducing the students to these issues. Not only visuals or illustrational 

materials create a profound field for these matters, but it is also a number of stimulating 

texts or thought-provoking points to discuss. It also requires particular awareness on the 

side of teachers who must follow along the same lines and ensure their teaching proceeds 

this way. 

Intercultural competence includes regional and social divergences of both worlds. 
This knowledge is enriched by considering some other cultures that stretch across the 

boundaries of cultures closely connected with the mother tongue of a student. The 

language users may need to consider when and where it is suitable to introduce what kind 

of previous sociocultural knowledge and experience are expected or required. They should 

also consider what new pieces of information in social life will students have to gain in 

order to meet the requirements in a foreign language. One of the last points to realise is 
what level of awareness between the native and the target culture will the students need so 

that their relevant intercultural competence could be developed. 

3.4.3 Sociocultural Aspects of the Target Language 

Knowing certain society and culture of one or more communities using a particular 

language are integral parts of knowing the surrounding world. The features characterising 

particular European society can relate to a varied number of issues, for example to 

everyday life, living conditions, interpersonal relationships, values, religions, attitudes, 

body language, social conventions, rituals, customs etc ... 

Each textbook should seriously take into account the importance of sociocultural 
knowledge incorporated in its content. Sociocultural factors may considerably affect the 
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development in ELT to the intent that theoretical knowledge about a language is never 

sufficient enough for comprehensive understanding of the language. Not paying enough 

attention to sociocultural matters may be the source of negative influence. The language 

itself is inseparably determined by society and culture of a particular country. The 

transformed knowledge should be passed on to the students. Truly enough, students 

themselves ask for higher integration of texts with sociocultural themes. Besides, they have 

many opportunities to acquire their knowledge via modem technology such as the intemet, 

various audio-visuals etc ... However, it is not always easy to use this kind of technology 

directly in classes since not all schools are appropriately equipped with it. 

Very often, though, students already have and even are expected to have some 

previous sociocultural knowledge already. According to The CEFR observations, knowing 

the genre and certain spheres of the language usage with the assumed knowledge of a 

particular area and sociocultural knowledge helps the students with anticipation of the 

structure and content of a text and its understanding. 19 

19 Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spolecny evropskj 
referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 167. 
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3.5 Different Forms of Textbooks 

There are many different types of textbooks which are distinguished according to 

varied didactic functions corresponding to the character of English as a subject. Also, the 

individual needs of students play their crucial roles. A set of basic textbooks principally 

consists of student's books, workbooks/practice books/powerbooks, 20 mini-dictionaries 

and different types of readers or various brochures. There may be some extra supplements 

such as grammar outlines etc ... Foreign language teaching is characteristic by using a large 

number of many different text materials including readers, dictionaries, conversation 

manuals, audiovisuals, and countless teaching aids etc ... 

3.5.1 Basic Textbooks 

Every basic textbook has to fulfil a certain set of criteria among which we rank the 

veracity, scientism and the artistic level of the textbook, the unity of theory and practice in 

teaching, adequacy and appropriateness to the students. Not to a lesser extent, its 

systematicness, integrity, good arrangement and exercises play crucial roles not only in 

each individual textbook but also in the whole system of textbooks in ELT. The set of 

exercises and individual explanations must be clear, logic and highly suitable for the 
students. One of Komensky' s didactic principles he introduced into foreign language 

teaching was the principle of clarity and demonstration. Clear and demonstrative textbooks 

would not be complete if the language correctness was poor. Unfortunately, this point is 

not a negligible one. It is not an exception that teachers come across language 

incorrectness in textbooks, mainly in linguistic terminology and translated passages if there 

are some. 

The art and graphics play their crucial roles as well. All modern publishing houses 

compete with each other in the respect of the layout attractiveness and the colourful 

graphics in textbooks. These issues, though, are not as much connected with ELT as with 

marketing and the financial matters. However, the students do not always prefer overfull 

pages covered with haphazardly scattered pictures and photographs. This diploma thesis 

20 Workbooks/practice books/powerbooks- each publishing house uses its own term for a book whose aim is 
to follow the textbook in the grammar and language skills practice. 
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research proves what kind of illustrational materials the students truly like in their 

textbooks. More attention than to illustrational material is devoted to the texts and the skill 

of reading as they both form the backbone of successful ELT. 

3.5.1.1 The Skill of Reading 

The skill of reading belongs to the four principal language skills - reading, 

speaking, listening and writing. It is ranked among passive language skills. Nevertheless, 

this is rather a disputatious argument. Is it truly "a passive skill"? Mothejzikova quotes that 

we look at reading as at information processing: the reader seeks to reconstruct a message 

encoded by the writer. 21 The reader concentrates his or her prior experience and learning 

on the task, drawing on the experiences and concepts he or she has attached. Due to 

reading the language competence increases. Reading seems to be an active skill from many 

perspectives. The skill is the result of visual perception that goes tightly hand in hand with 

employing both brain hemispheres. One of the Czech prior specialists in children 

psychology, Matejcek, argues that children getting familiarized with letters as shapes 

employ mainly their right hemisphere. This hemisphere is fully working until they stop 

deciphering the systems of letters. Then, when children start reading for the content's sake, 

all the activity is transferred to the left hemisphere. 22 As a result, an experienced student 

who reads on the global level uses only the left hemisphere. 

It has to be born in mind that many literate people "cannot read," meaning they 

concentrate either on the sound production or on literal translation actually missing the 

content of what they are reading about. It means that the hemisphere centre for the speech 

content is not fully employed. This seems to be a big problem especially in ELT. First, in 

the case of loud reading in English, students strongly tend to put all their efforts into 

deciphering the correct words, consequential pronunciation, articulation and intonation. 

However, their awareness of the content has not been even employed. In the case of silent 

reading students often incline to word-by-word translation into their mother tongue, which 

is not a suitable approach either. It is needed that the students, regardless of their age and 

language level, be guided in the right way. Eventually, the targeted ideal goal of reading is 

21 Mothejzfkova, J. Methodology for TEFL Teachers. Praha: SPN, 1988. pp. 167-8. 

22 Matejcek, Z. Dyslexie, specificke poruchy uceni. Jinocany: H&H, 1995. pp. 21-5. 
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to bring students to the point when they can concentrate both on the correct spoken mode 

of English and understanding the texts contentswise. 

Lindstronberg states that: "A typical contemporary general English course book is a 

good source of standard ideas on how to help students become better readers. "23 Using 

such textbooks students are bound to come across a range of pre-reading and post-reading 

tasks for developing learners' proficiency in core sub-skills of reading such as scanning for 

specific information, reading for gist, reading with attention to details of fact, reading for 

information that is implied or assumed and reading with attention to details of form. In 

addition, there are a few areas on which basic textbooks focus less. One such area is 

bridging the gap between being able to silently read a narrative and being able to deliver it 

competently. Here comes the point of using the right methods from the teachers' point of 

v1ew. 

A negative phenomenon ofthe modern civilisation is "functional illiteracy." This is 

a label for fully literate people who are not able to process and understand certain types of 

texts nor produce them. This fact has been proved by the means of statistics for various 

countries OECD?4 As a matter of fact, there are illiterate people in the Czech Republic as 

well. In the first place it is the teacher who possesses the ability to participate on 

elimination of this negative phenomenon. 

3.5.2 Readers 

Readers function primarily as practice books for mastering the skill of reading. 

They introduce a collection of texts that are supposed to draw an outline of a wide variety 

of different texts each of which has a specific didactic purpose. Readers provide the 

students with a grasp and experience with such texts. Pesek assumes that selected artistic 

literary texts prevail in the readers designated for higher years. Their didactic purpose is to 

23 Lindstronberg, S. ( ed) Language Activities for Teenagers. Cambridge: CUP, 2004. p. 101. 

24 OECD- The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Education at A Glance: OECD 
Indicators, 1996. in Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, ucitele, 
autory ucebnic a vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 30. 
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serve as bases for future literary studies.25 It is not the rule that readers are a compulsory 

part of textbook sets. Contrariwise, they are used at schools only scarcely for two major 

reasons. First, there is a general shortage of them and second, many teachers prefer texts in 

their textbooks, which are not always the best options. The teachers emphasising the skill 

of reading either use the school library sources or they compile their own readers as a 

result of suitable text insufficiency in their textbooks. The great advantage of readers made 

for this reason is respecting particular students with their needs and interests. 

Teachers argue that it is not possible to use readers directly in classes very often 

which contradicts the fact that students should be encouraged to read to a large extent. 

Reading belongs to time-consuming activities. That is why students are often assigned 

reading tasks for home preparation. It may become a problem since not all students are 

highly motivated to do so. It is usually the students' experience with their textbook that 

imprints the first impressions and feelings about reading in English. It is another tangible 

evidence to consider the importance and seriousness of eo-inviting students to hold at least 

a part of the floor in creating English textbooks. 

3.5.2.1 Graded Readers 

Convenient substitutions of readers are simplified and abridged editions of English 

literary works that seem to be very engaging among students these days. Graded readers 

bring new insights into foreign language literature and provide authentic input for the 

development of students' reading skills. They indisputably serve as infallible guides 

aiming towards real reading in English. There are no limitations as for the choice of 

particular titles to be abridged. First of all, the range of simplified versions includes works 

of classical literature, books by contemporary authors, children literature and a wide 

selection of different genres. 

There are altogether 6 stages graded according to the language difficulty. An 

appropriate level for the age group this diploma thesis deals with is the level 5 or 6. Many 

students, though, are fully capable of reading full original versions in the higher years. 

Graded readers seem to form a necessary part of effective ELT at schools these days. They 

25 Pesek, Z. et al., Didaktika, ucebni text pro pedagogicke instituty. Praha: SPN, 1964. p. 33. 
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function not only as means of supplementary teaching aids directly in classes but also as 

assigned long term home reading tasks. 

One of the prominent reasons for the popularity of graded readers is the fact that 

they make the works of the English literature canon available for the language learners 

considering the fact how unpopular can reading sometimes become within the young 

generation. Reading in a foreign language may stimulate them and help to create a positive 

approach to the skill in general. There are many hundred-page volumes in their full 

versions, which rather discourage the youngsters from reading in many cases. Therefore, 

the students are deprived of the worthful aspects of literature, quality of writing, culture 

and socio-background knowledge. 

Another positive aspect of graded readers supports one of Komensky's principles 

and that is the one of individual progress. Each student has got the chance to choose the 

level which suits him or her best difficultywise. That is why the common fear of 

inadequacy or unreasonable proceeding is eliminated. Successful finishing a book certainly 

is an achievement to each student. It contributes to increasing motivation, self-confidence 

and poses a challenge in terms of considering a higher level or the original version. 

However, there are some disadvantages of the graded readers as well. Nowadays 

many students are advanced enough to be able to read the top stages in lower years. Then, 

they often find the simplified language disruptive and therefore the book becomes boring 

and uninteresting to them. In such cases the graded readers may impose a counter effect on 

the students. On top of that, more mature students miss the details of the plot in the 

simplified versions which is an indicator saying that their skill of reading is developed 

enough to be able to read full texts. Suitable precursors of reading full English versions are 

the "mirror editions" providing bilingual texts mirroring on two opposite pages. They seem 

to be very popular as well but not as much as the above mentioned readers. 

To give a practical example of publishing houses providing this type of books - the 

renown Penguin, OUP, CUP etc ... Many of the publications provide audio cassettes as 

well. This is even a more effective way of language learning as the students employ both 

reading and listening simultaneously. Again, this method reminds of Komensky and his so 

preferred multisensory teaching. 
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3.5.2.2 Literature Reading 

Literature deals with ways of being a human, and so embraces principal questions 

to students such as: why people do things they do, how other people think and feel, what is 

important, how we should live, what love is, how we should think of ourselves, how we 

should think of death, what the past is and what it means, what is out there etc... An 

interest in such matters may never be more vivid in a person but when being young. 

Lindstronberg is convinced that literature is only "another language" that may provide as 

many avenues to consideration of such existential matters as may literature in one's mother 

tongue.26 This is a chance of implementing interdisciplinary relations with respect to other 

subjects dealing with literature on whatever level. 

Nevertheless, it has to be born in mind that a considerable amount of any foreign 

language will remain incomprehensible to students who lack knowledge of its cultural 

bases. Therefore, it is essential that teachers provide students with their helping hand and 

encourage them by means of making literature more accessible to them. Literature is one 

of the major elements of culture. Furthermore, it is a window of the opportunity to 

understand all the other elements such as beliefs generally, religions and shared views of 

the past, folklore and last but not least, the language itself. 

It is an indisputable fact that the students of English ought to be exposed to the 

language in all its forms as it is used on everyday basis. There is a countless number of 

situations in which people cannot labour over what they write and say and their language is 

still desirable. It is highly advisable that once in a while the students should be presented 

with language as set down with thought, care and passion by someone who has a cultivated 

talent for wording. Great turns of phrases get fixed in their minds. The research into 

memory suggests that rhythm, rhyme, alliteration, allegory or other expressive devices and 

literary theoretical terms may never have a stronger influence on the students than when 

they are young. Reading foreign literature texts may therefore swell the learners' ability to 

express themselves with clarity and effect. 

26 Lindstronberg, S. (ed) Language Activities for Teenagers. Cambridge: CUP, 2004. p. 161. 
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It is essential to emphasise that nothing is totally loved by everyone, neither are 

literature sessions nor everyday classes. There is a possibility that more students than 

teachers suspect at first may have a liking for literature, or may come to have one. It is the 

decision of every teacher how much literature he or she wants to incorporate in the classes. 

Using appropriate methods and approaches, this way may lead to building a positive 

attitude of students towards literature. Some textbooks are more open and supportive as for 

literature corners. Nevertheless, a bigger portion of responsibility for introducing literature 

in class still lies on the teachers. The practical part shows what the students' attitudes to 

literary extracts in their textbooks really are. 

3.5.3 Workbooks 

Workbooks are usually integral parts of English textbooks sets. Their structure 

resembles textbooks in many aspects with the difference of the explanatory component 

which is not represented on such a wide scale here. The main aim is to practice and fix 

what is mentioned in the basic textbook. The appendix of workbooks may be a key to 

provide students with immediate feedback. The difference in the colourful layout is 

distinctive as well. It is not a display of lower quality but ability to serve as an effective 

didactic aid. At the same time, such simple workbook processing lowers the cost in 

contrast with most basic textbooks whose price reaches gigantic sums and therefore may 

become one of the influential elements complicating their introduction in class. 

Workbooks consist mainly of material illustrating theory that is explained in 

textbooks to a large extent; there are sets of tasks and exercises to master certain linguistic 

phenomena. In other words, there is an extra set of activities to give students the chance to 

master what they are supposed to. As for the texts to read, one finds similarities or rather 

almost identities with textbooks. Since workbooks are intended mainly for home work in 

the higher years of grammar schools, one may find texts of considerable length here. It 

may be the reason for giving students more time to spend with the text, to find the 

translation of all unfamiliar expressions and therefore contribute to better comprehension 

of the text. Unfortunately, there is not always enough time nor opportunity to use 

workbooks directly in class. Nevertheless, the teachers use them as a very efficient means 

of supplementary material to practice. On the other hand, workbooks provide the students 
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with many chances to practice at home what they learn in class and this way lead them to a 

higher level of studying independence and autonomy. 

3.6 The Common European Framework for Reference- The 

CEFR 

The CEFR is a material of crucial importance, one of the necessities currently used 

in foreign language teaching within all European countries. It is a written document that 

sets three main tasks for itself. First, it aims at promoting and facilitating cooperation and 

mutual information among educational institutions in different countries. Secondly, it 

provides a sound basis for mutual recognition of language qualifications. Thirdly, it assists 

learners, teachers, course designers, examining bodies and educational administrators to 

reflect on their current practice and to situate and co-ordinate their efforts. Hiillen outlines 

that The CEFR for language learning, teaching and assessment was developed as a part of 

The Council of Europe Project27 "Language Learning for European Citizenship" between 

1991 and 1997, with a view to its general launch in 2001.28 

To realise the above-mentioned goals, The CEFR needs to be sufficiently 

comprehensive. It must specify a full range of language use as well as knowledge and 

skills necessary to proficient use in order to enable any of its users to describe their 

objectives and achievements. Another requirement is its transparency and giving explicit 

clearly formulated information in a comprehensible way to all the users. It also ought to be 

coherent with all its harmoniously interconnected parts and free from internal 

contradiction. Flexibility, openness, dynamism and non-dogmatisms are some other 

important issues that characterize the document. Hiillen emphasises that the main aim is 

not to prescribe how languages should be learnt, taught and assessed, but to raise 

awareness, stimulate reflection and improve communication among practitioners of all 

kinds and persuasions as to what they actually do.29 

27 The Council of Europe Project- you may see only Council of Europe in press 
28 Hiillen, W. Common European Framework. The Routledge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and 
Learning. (eds) Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 121. 
29 lbid, p. 122. 
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The CEFR provides a general base for syllabi design, instructions for curricula, 

examinations, textbooks etc ... within all European countries. It gives precise descriptions 

of what students are supposed to know in order to be able to use the language for 

communicative reasons. It defines the kind of knowledge and skills the learners must gain 

so that they were able to react in an adequate way. The description includes the cultural 

context in which the language is based. The CEFR defines the grades of mastering the 

language which is marked Al-C2.30 The scale is generally recognized within Europe. It 

enables the measurement of students' progress at every stage of learning the language. It is 

outlined in The CEFR that this document contributes to general comprehensibility of 

courses, syllabi and qualification certificates by providing common framework for 

comprehensible description of goals, contents and methods and this way supports the 

international cooperation in foreign languages. 31 

Providing objective criteria for the description of language competences makes a 

reciprocal recognition of qualification certificates received in different study contexts and 

this way contributes to general mobility in Europe. Bums claims that this approach gives a 

decisive impulse to lifelong or life-accompanying learning which is particularly 

characteristic for ELT.32 Certification is indirectly significant for foreign language teaching 

and learning because it contributes to the development of modular forms of teaching. It 

allows learning to be organised in approachable stages, monitors approval of what has been 

achieved and thereby creates motivation to continue. These are some of the advantages of 

certification practices independent of the professional significance of certificates. The main 

goal of language teaching in the intention of intercultural approach is the support of 

positive development of the whole student's personality and his or her identity awareness 

through enriching experience with other foreign languages and some other cultures. 

30 A l-C2 is the generally used scale. This thesis focuses on the students aged 15-20, their language 
knowledge should correspond to levels Blor B2. The output knowledge of the students should be at least B2. 
There are many students who can outperform the general average and their knowledge is much higher at 
those particular years. 

31 Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spoleeny evropskf; 
referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 1. 

32 Bums, A. "Adult Language Learning." The Routledge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. 
(eds) Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 296. 
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3.6.1 The Structure of The CEFR 

The CEFR has got its own structure that can clearly be observed. It consists of four 

major sections: 

1. the descriptive scheme that presents and exemplifies the parameters and 

categories that are needed to describe what language users have to do in order to 

communicate in situational contexts. There is a very important role of the texts which carry 

the message from the producer to the receiver. Another vital part of this section is so much 

discussed list of key competences that enable the language users to perform acts of 

communication. Finally, there are strategies which enable bringing these competences in 

action. 

2. a survey of approaches to language learning and teaching that provide 

options for a user to consider them in relation to their existing practice 

3. a set of scales for describing proficiency in language use, both globally and 

in relation to the categories of the descriptive scheme at a series of levels 

4. a discussion of the issues raised for curricular design in different educational 

contexts with particular respect to the development of plurilingualism 

3.6.1.1 The Descriptive Scheme 

The CEFR provides descriptive categories for different areas in ELT. As the 

document says, it is in the sphere of language context in terms of the locations, institutions, 

personal roles, objects, events, operations and texts which characterise situations arising in 

the domains such as personal, public, occupational and educational one. Social life is 

reflected in these areas as well as the external conditions and constraints under which the 

users communicate. The mental context of the communicating parties is included as well.33 

33 
Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spolecny evropskj 

referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 122-3. 
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These categories refer to communicative tasks and purposes, which are presented not only 

in practical manner but also in playful and aesthetic way. 

Another integral part is created by themes that provide the content of particular acts 

of communication. The criteria for language activities are classified as productive, 

receptive, interactive and mediating, in which the participants act simply as channels of 

communication between two or more persons who for one reason or another cannot 

communicate directly. It is crucial to focus on language processes carried by language 

users in planning, executing and monitoring their reading, speaking, writing and listening 

skills. Going hand in hand with reading skills, there is a whole section dealing with media 

and text types as well as with the nature and role of texts in relation to use. The ability of 

human beings to communicate depends on their having their knowledge and necessary 

competences and skills. All human competencies may be drawn on in the course of 

communication. The CEFR distinguishes between those of general character and those 

more closely related to language. 

3.6.1.2 General versus Communicative Language Competences 

General competences include the declarative knowledge of the physical world, 

society and culture; practical, intercultural and sociocultural skills and the "know-how", 

personality factors including attitudes, motivations, values, beliefs, cognitive styles and 

psychological types of characters; general linguistics and the above-mentioned cultural 

awareness, together with learning skills and heuristics. Following The CEFR, 

communicative language competences include linguistic competence, which is in fact the 

knowledge and skill using the formal resources from which meaningful texts may be 

assembled and formulated, embracing lexical, phonological and morpho-syntactic 

elements, categories, classes, structures, processes and relations, and the relation of form 

and meaning under the umbrella term semantics. 34 

34 Hull en, W. Common European Framework. The Rout/edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and 
Learning. (eds) Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 123. 
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Sociolinguistic competences are ranked among the communicative language 

competences. They are covering markers of social relations, politeness conventions, 

popular sayings and differences in the register. It is dialect and accent that are observed as 

social markers in English. Pragmatic competences include knowledge and control of the 

discourse structure. The CEFR often operates with the term strategies, the means exploited 

by language learners to mobilise and balance their resources, to activate skills and 

procedures in order to maximise the effectiveness of the language activities - reception, 

production, interaction and mediation. 
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4. The Term "Text" 

First of all, it is necessary to make a clear definition of a "text" since it is one of the 

key word of the thesis. The term "text" itselfhas become one of the most frequent words in 

science generally. A lot of time, research and expertise have already been devoted to its 

analysis. According to The Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar a text is defined as "a 

piece of written or spoken language. Text is intended to be a neutral term for any stretch of 

language, including transcribed spoken language, viewed not so much as a grammatical 

unit but as in some way a semantic or pragmatic unit."35 

Text, according to The CEFR, is any segment of a language both in spoken and 

written form that students perceive, create or exchange with someone.36 There is no 

communicative act mediated by a language that would not have a text. That is one of the 

reasons underlying the fact that texts play a lot of different roles in social life. There are 

many different types of texts belonging to various genres. Each text is transmitted by 

certain media, usually in a written form or by sound. Media include for example voice, 

computer, television, audio and video tapes, DVD, press, broadcasting, etc ... All these 

play their irreplaceable roles in language teaching and learning. 

Teachers have to consider what type of text students must be able to handle and 

finally master in the case of reception, production, interaction or mediation. Both teachers 

and students should be encouraged to critical understanding of text characteristics, which 

should be visible in cases of the classroom language, forming instructions and answers in 

tests and examinations. 

The result of the process of language production is a text. Once it is presented or 

written, it becomes the result transmitted by certain media, being independent of its 

creator. Then, the text is used as an input for the process of language reception. Teachers 

should thoroughly think through the texts they work with and adjust them to the 

35 

http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/SEARCH RESULTS.html?q=text&authstatuscode=202&category=s 
8&ssid=8356223 8&scope=subject&time=0.309418704256206 , accessed 21111107. 

36 Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spoleeny evropskf 
referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 95. 
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communicative purposes, to the context of usage- focusing on the situation, the receiver, 

restrictions etc ... It is vital that the texts be adjusted to particular media. Students should 

be led this way by their teachers who should pay attention to a suitable way of leading at 

the same time. 

Each student is supposed to possess a certain set of knowledge and skills so that he 

or she was able to identify, comprehend and interpret a text. On the other hand, students 

themselves should be able to organise, formulate and create texts as well. 

With respect to textbooks, Prucha uses the expression "text" in two different ways -

as a verbal component and a textbook as a whole. 37 First, it is considered to be a verbal 

textual component. Referring to its extent, it is usually the largest component of textbooks. 

It is expressed by language means, verbally. Verbal texts have their own characteristics 

that undergo different criteria and experiments with them. 

Second, a text is understood as a whole textbook, including both verbal and visual 

components. In this perspective, a textbook stands for a type of didactic text. Then, a text is 

perceived as an information unit that is expressed by means of various kinds, such as 

words, figures, pictures, charts, graphs etc ... This diploma project deals with the concept 

of texts as verbal components of textbooks. A text represents the unity of linguistic, 

structural and physical properties such as its length, type of font, visuals accompanying the 

text etc ... 

Texts in language textbooks form their backbone but substantially differ from other 

subjects' textbooks in which the textual component prevails. The issue of textbooks has 

always played a crucial role in successful language teaching and learning. As for drawing 

the guidelines for language textbook design, Komensky was one of the most influential 

personae throughout the centuries. 

37 
Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 

vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 24. 
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4.1 Text and Its Characteristics 

Some 350 years ago Francis Bacon said: "Some books are to be tasted, others to be 

swallowed and some few to be chewed and digested; that is, some books are to be read 

only in parts, others are to be read but not curiously (i.e. not carefully), and some few to be 

read wholly with diligence and attention."38 The same may be said about different types of 

texts that currently appear in the present-day textbooks. Students handle them exactly the 

same way. To evaluate a text that is supposed to be used for a student or a group of 

students, Pnlcha suggests a few factors to be taken into a serious consideration first -

language difficulty, text types, structure of demonstration, physical presentation, length of 

the text and its importance and attractiveness from the students' perspective.39 

4.1.1 Language Difficulty 

Complicated syntactic structures always require a high level of concentration which 

could otherwise be devoted to reading comprehension. By difficult structures are 

understood multiple sentences with many subordinate clauses, complicated forms, multiple 

negations, intentional polysemy or the usage of anaphoric or deictic elements without their 

clear antecedents or referents. However, too much simplification in authentic texts may 

even contribute to increasing difficulty. The absence of redundancies and meaning clues 

may cause uneasy orientation and text comprehension. 

Choosing a text one has to consider the level of students' language skills. 

Consequently, the choice has to be adequate to the students' knowledge. Strakova says that 

it is only 8.5% students who would like to read texts consisting only of structures and 

vocabulary they have once mastered and are confident users of.40 This is a physical proof 

that students require more challenging texts. Textual material consisting of language that is 

38 Lashley, C. and W. Best. 12 Steps to Study Success. London: Thomson, 2004. p. 55. 

39 Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 
vyzkumne pracovniky. Brno: Paido, 1998. p. 167-8. 

40 Strakova, Z. "Aku ucebnicu anglickeho jazyka." Cizijazyky, 1999/2000, roe. 43, c. 5. p. 163. 
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notoriously known provides confidence on the one hand but the students are aware of the 

fact that this does not contribute to their language development. Texts should verbalise 

lexico-grammatical material, which stands for the connection of thematic-lexical content 

and its appropriate grammar structures. Such texts should enable students to become 

familiar with certain grammar aspects in the context of meaningful utterances. 

4.1.2 Text Types 

Knowing different types of literary genres, being on a certain language level, being 

knowledgeable about particular subject matters and having sociocultural knowledge- all 

these aspects help students to anticipate the structure and content of a text and its 

understanding. Concrete or abstract character of a text plays its role in comprehension as 

well. Particular descriptions, instructions or narratives supported by adequate visuals are 

regarded to be less difficult in contrast with abstract argumentation or explanation. 

Texts differ from one another in terms of length, consistency but above all in their 

intention. These features can distinguish between various types of texts and there are many 

of them. Countless attempts of their classification have been proposed. One of the basic 

distinctions may be the spoken versus written form. This taxonomy is more elaborated on 

by The CEFR. It gives particular suggestions which type is regarded for a typically written 

or spoken text. 

a) Spoken texts include public announcements, addresses, lectures, presentations, 

homilies, rituals, entertainment texts (drama, authorial reading, songs etc ... ), sport reports, 

news broadcasting, public speeches and discussions, dialogs, phone calls, interviews etc ... 

b) Written texts refer to textbooks, books, newspapers and magazines, brochures, 

leaflets, manuals, public inscriptions, labels, tickets, dictionaries and thesauri, letters, 

essays, messages, databases etc ... 41 

41 Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spolecny evropskf; 
referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 95. 
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Another important aspect in the text taxonomy is the distinction of authentic texts 

contrasted with authorial texts, which are specially tailor-made for particular textbooks and 

their levels. It seems to be a matter of controversy how much authenticity is appropriate to 

use in texts for classroom purposes. The level of language knowledge has to be taken into 

consideration in the first place. The proportion between authenticity and authorial texts 

should be kept in balance. The CEFR provides a distinctive characterisation of the two 

different types of texts - authentic texts and those designed for classroom teaching: 42 

a) Authentic texts are created in order to communicate without the slightest 

intention of classroom teaching. Students should be exposed to authentic texts as they 

represent the real everyday usage of the language. Students ought to meet reality as much 

as possible. In contrast with the past, the authentic language is easily available through 

books, computers, television, and some other media. The choice of texts in basic textbooks 

depends on the language level of the students, their linguistic experience, interests and 

background knowledge. 

b) Texts specifically designed for classroom teaching must correspond to certain 

linguistic issues that are set in a context and the syllabus of the particular textbook must be 

followed. The textbooks of elementary levels usually consist of artificial texts. It is mainly 

due to the limited knowledge of the students. Very specific types of texts that are 

artificially designed are exercises to practice different linguistic phenomena, including 

instructions and the classroom language of the teacher. The question is whether these 

specific types of texts are readily and easily used by the students. It is important that even 

such type of content, formulation and presentation of those texts are seriously taken into 

account by the teachers. 

There is another issue to be discussed and that is the question in what way students 

should be able to produce texts. The attention is not paid to the spoken mode; the thesis 

deals with written texts only. As for beginners, teachers should proceed with increasing 

difficulty. A typical procedure starts with dictating short passages, written or copied 

exercises, translations, letters, essays and projects. It is very difficult to estimate the point 

up to which students, considering the receptive, productive and interactive way of 

42Ibid., p. 148. 
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communication, will be able to differentiate between various types of texts. It is not easy to 

anticipate they way the students will develop their listening, reading, speaking and writing 

skills. This refers to both individuals and groups. It is a difficult task for the ELT teachers 

to recognize how much of their help, encouragement and support students need in this 

process. 

4.1.3 Structure of Demonstration 

Appropriate structure of demonstration contributes to lowering text difficulty and 

consequent complexity of information processing. Text coherence and its well arranged 

organisation belong among these factors. These include for instance chronological 

succession, grading and well organised thoughts followed by their explanations. Very 

important is the explicit character of presenting information, i.e. directly in words, absence 

of conflicting or unexpected information. 

4.1.4 Physical Presentation 

There are two basic types of texts in which the difficulty is clearly reflected. It is 

the written or spoken form of text. As for the spoken texts, it is crucial to process the 

information in reality. On top of that, any distorting and disruptive elements increase the 

ability to understand. It is a bigger group of speakers or difficult differentiation of their 

voices that cause more difficulties to be identified and understood in case of spoken 

discourse or texts one listens to. There are some other factors increasing the difficulty of 

listening comprehension that include spoken mode of two or more people speaking 

simultaneously. Then it is the factor of phonetic reduction, unfamiliar accent or dialect, the 

speed of the utterance, flat intonation, audibility oflow quality etc ... 

4.1.5 Length of Text 

The general truth is that a shorter text is less demanding from many points of view 

in comparison with a text dealing with the same theme but a longer one. Length is an 

important element that should be paid a lot of attention to. The longer text the bigger 
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memory load, faster loss of attention - especially in the case of younger students, and the 

bigger risk of tiredness etc ... However, a longer text that is not too dense and is rather 

descriptive may be easier for a student to comprehend in contrast with a dense shorter text 

presenting the same information. Currently used textbooks offer a collection of texts of 

different lengths, all being used for their specific purposes. 

4.1.6 The Importance of Texts 

High level of motivation stemming from students' interests in topics may be found 

helpful as for text comprehension and keeping their continuous efforts to understand. 

However, motivation does not necessarily have to lead to better understanding. It is fairly 

expectable that the use of not very frequent vocabulary increases the text difficulty. What 

is highly probable, though, is the fact that texts containing specialised vocabulary referring 

to a familiar, relevant and interesting theme are much less difficult for specialists in a 

particular field in contrast with texts containing general vocabulary. Also, a specialist 

handles such text with much more confidence and pride. Analogically, students interested 

in a particular topic may be called "specialists." Therefore, it is fairly beneficial to know 

what their interests are and adjust textbooks according to their interests as a consequence. 

This is a vital factor influencing the effectiveness of ELT. 

None of the teachers should underestimate encouragmg students to share their 

personal knowledge, thoughts, ideas and opinions since it may increase their motivation, 

self-confidence and it may also activate their linguistic competence referring to text. 

Incorporation of a task focusing on understanding within a frame of another task may 

cause that the task itself is meaningful and that it increases students' active involvement. 
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4.2 Functions of Texts 

It is very important to analyze functions of texts used in classroom teaching and to 

focus on the aspects of their structural shaping. Designing a textbook, one has to have as 

large spectrum of texts as possible to be able to choose a representative collection of 

different genres, themes or linguistic aspects. The most important types of texts are the 

initial ones. Based on the ground of linguistic principles and themes for particular units 

they have to be adequate, interesting, impressive and information worthwile. Sometimes, 

however, the educational and pedagogical elements are not fully attended to. According to 

Rejmankova, texts should stand for solutions of communicative tasks and situations.43 

Texts ought to function as the cornerstones for mastering various linguistic phenomena. 

They also provide practice on the basis of different communicative tasks and assignments. 

As Perdue says, the selected texts should form one sense unit, should be appropriate for the 

target group, and should be maximally authentic.44 

4.2.1 Roles of Text 

It is a frequently asked question what roles should texts in ELT play. It all very 

much depends on the purposes of particular texts and on the ways students are going to 

learn from them. The CEFR speaks merely about "working" ofthe text. It is working of the 

text as such but the comprehensibility due to deduction from verbal context and visual aids 

must be ensured.45 Then, working of a text may be proved by asking to reproduce a story, 

asking simple questions, comprehension checks, picture matching and some other activities 

depending on teachers' creativity. However, questions on text may be asked either in the 

target language or in the mother tongue. It depends on the goal and also the knowledge of 

the students. 

43 
Rejmankova, L. "K nekterym funkcfm rychozich texti'l V ucebnicfch cizichjazyku." Cizijazyky, 2002/03, 

roc.46,c.3. pp. 77-8. 

44 Persie, C. "C-test." The Rout/edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. (eds) Byram, M. 
and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 157-8. 

45 Council for Cultural Co-operation Education Commitee, Modem Languages Division, Spoleeny evropskj 
referencni ramec pro jazyky. Olomouc: Univerzita Palackeho, 2002. p. 148. 
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The teachers, educators and language specialists have been trying to reach an 

agreement on whether it is better to use the mother tongue and translation in classes or 

whether it should be completely avoided. This argument has been discussed for years. The 

final conclusion, though, is very difficult to reach as it is not a matter of generalisation and 

there are situations in which the mother tongue helps, in contrast with some others when it 

functions as interference. 

Nevertheless, before reading a text as such, it is important to introduce the 

discourse with pre-reading activities. Having read the text, the follow-up activities should 

come after so that the top effectiveness of the text was reached. Using a good language 

textbook, Lindstronberg says that you are bound to come across a range of pre-reading and 

post-reading tasks for developing learners' proficiency in core sub-skills of reading such as 

scanning for specific information, reading for gist, reading with attention to details of fact, 

reading for information that is implied or assumed and reading with attention to details of 

form.46 It would be very time-consuming to include all the steps within one class; 

nevertheless, none of them should be missed out for the fruitfulness of reading. Texts to 

read have different purposes; the most important one is to learn from them. 

4.2.2 Learning from Text 

One of the prime functions of every textbook is that students are supposed to study 

from it. That is why a textbook should be designed not only considering its contents but 

also the means of the content presentation. Learning from text is a process of perception, 

processing and retaining information that is transmitted through a particular didactic text. 

Didactic text is not a random information unit presented either in written or spoken form; it 

is neither any verbal-visual aid serving as a means of the educational process. From the 

foreign language teaching point of view, it is a specially chosen or designed unit carrying a 

particular amount of information affecting the development of the students' knowledge of 

the foreign language. 

46 Lindstronberg, S. (ed) Language Activities for Teenagers. Cambridge: CUP, 2004. p. 101. 
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Understanding a text springs from the interaction among specific qualities of a text 

and specific qualities of a student. First, when learning from text, the cardinal factor is the 

clash between the cognitive competence of the student and the structure of the text. 

Students possess a certain amount of knowledge, skills and abilities which they are able to 

operate with and through which they get to know the real world. On the other hand, every 

text has got its own structure that consists of informational elements such as concepts and 

statements. The difficulty of texts is graded. The skills, abilities and qualities may 

correspond with each other in mutual interaction or may be totally different. 

Another crucial element playing its role when learning from text is the relationship 

between the language competence of the students and the language structure of the text. 

Language competences include the knowledge of certain linguistic features and the rules of 

their usage. On the other hand, each verbal text, either spoken or written, owns certain 

linguistic features and characteristics. The basic principle for understanding a text is the 

fact that the students' language competences and the linguistic structure of a text must 

correspond with one another on a certain level. In the opposite case, mutual understanding 

would not occur and therefore there could not be any learning from text. 

Pnlcha suggests that the crucial interaction when learning from text is the 

relationship between the interests, attitudinal and motivational qualities of students and 

stimulatory characteristics of a text.47 Stimulatory characteristics mean such structural 

elements in textbooks which coordinate and arouse students' learning. To be more 

illustrative, these include for example different types of questions and tasks, motivating 

introduction, instructions and stimuli to certain activities, type and size of the font, colour 

design etc ... 

What equally matters is the relationship between the communicative characteristics 

of a text and communicative precondition of its processing from the student's perspective. 

Communicative qualities of a text include its form, segmentation, structuring of the 

content, length, sequencing, staging and the layout of individual pages. Communicative 

conditions and circumstances of the process of learning from text should be considered as 

well. Students learn from texts in certain communicative situations and in certain 

4 7 
Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 

vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 28. 
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educational environment - either in class or outside school institutions. These are the two 

most common types of environment. From the perspective of a textbook design, it is 

important to consider the type of communicative environment which the students are going 

to work in. 

The skill to understand depends on the age of students up to a certain level - with 

increasing age increases the experience and language competences. Pnlcha released the 

results of a research dealing with the mutual dependence of text understanding and sex and 

different location of schools. He asserts that the dependence has not been proved in either 

case of these two factors. 48 

In fact many students do not seem to possess a sufficient command of textual 

competence. It means that they are not able to process texts on an adequate level and 

choose the relevant information from texts, differentiate between the important and 

irrelevant, make synthesis and condensation of the information etc ... It seems that the 

educational process taking place in classes does not pay enough attention to activities that 

should be used when working with texts. This sounds as a paradox as most of the 

educational process within schools is based on reception and passive processing of verbal 

information. For the above mentioned reasons, it is important that enough attention is paid 

to textbook theory and analysis which has got its own institutionalised base. It is a 

multidisciplinary branch clarifying textbooks from the perspective of their functions and 

structures. It also elaborates on the relationships between the users and processes taking 

place when the textbooks are used. 

48 Prucha, J. Ucebnice: Teorie a analyzy edukacniho media. Pfirucka pro studenty, uCitele, autory ucebnic a 
vyzkumne pracovniky. Bmo: Paido, 1998. p. 30. 
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4.3 Literary Texts 

The use of literary texts in a foreign language classroom is being much discussed 

these days. Sakuma claims that those who are interested in literature argue that literary 

texts should not be merely used as a springboard for foreign language learning. In their 

opinion, foreign language learning should remain subordinated to the study of literature.49 

For those who are primarily interested in learning foreign languages, literary texts are said 

to be unsuitable for several reasons. First of all, the language of literary texts is not 

important for mastering practical situations in a foreign culture. Next, not all language 

learners must necessarily be fond of literature and not every genre is every student's 

interest. Finally, it may not be motivating for students to have to identify stylistic and 

structural characteristics of literary texts. Yet, this critique deserves some second thoughts. 

What is the potential of a text for ELT? 

First of all, it is necessary to define what difference there is between literary texts 

and some other types of discourse. First of all, one may argue that the language is 

considerably different. Literary texts are claimed to be marked by a special use of 

language. Yet, some other critics argue that it is impossible to differentiate between literary 

and non-literary language. Then our attitudes towards texts, specifically to different literary 

genres differ. We perceive factographic texts differently in comparison with fiction or 

poetry, in which case one has to use a higher level of imagination. It seems to be very 

difficult to come up with a general definition of literary texts when one considers the range 

of texts, genres and the various disciplines and subjects that highlight different aspects of 

literary texts. The definition of what literature is and what it can achieve becomes further 

complicated when we take the learner abilities into consideration. Four ways of justifying 

the use of literature are important in the context of foreign language learning. These are 

contributions to foreign language learning, stylistic analysis of literary texts, aesthetic

pedagogical justifications and the significance of literary texts for intercultural 

understanding. 

49 Sakuma, Y. "Literary texts." The Rout/edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. (eds) 
Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 375. 
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4.3.1 Contribution to Foreign Language Learning 

Strictly speaking, literary texts used in textbooks and foreign language classroom 

must contribute to language learning. If students enjoy reading literary extracts, like 

speaking and writing about them, this criteria is fairly justified. Duff and Maley define 

their goal of including literary texts in classes saying that: "The primary aim of our 

approach is quite simply to use literary texts as a resource ... for stimulating language 

activities ... What we are interested in is engaging the students interactively with the text, 

with fellow students, and with the teacher in the performance of tasks involving literary 

texts."50 

Each teacher of English should consider that if more emphasis is put on solely 

practical situations of everyday life such as buying a ticket, ordering a meal or asking for 

directions, students will not be sufficiently motivated to learn a foreign language. 

Something will still be missing. This way, one would omit the aesthetic-educational 

element and language learning could not be as effective as it could be. Students need topics 

to argue about, to talk, to read and write about. Literature provides these opportunities. The 

value of integrating literary texts in textbooks and classes does not lie in the texts as such 

but probably in activities connected with the texts. The activities are also adjusted to 

learners' language skills and competences. The readers find the meaning in the text; they 

create under the guidance of the text or create according to their own needs and 

imagination. 

4.3.2 Stylistic Analysis of Literary Texts 

It is crucial to bear in mind the generally accepted fact that one learns foreign 

language by reading and talking about interesting topics. An insight into the use of 

language must be gained if the learner's expressive ability should be improved. Working 

with literary texts often concentrates mainly on the topics of the texts, biographical and 

historical background knowledge. The analysis of the language is usually missed. There is 

50 Sakuma, Y. "Literary texts." The Rout/edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. (eds) 
Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 376. 
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a suggestion that the stylistic analysis of literary texts can unite literary studies and foreign 

language learning. The stylistic analysis may also increase learners' motivation because 

they might enjoy reading literary texts when they become aware of the language principles 

used in them. This moment is an essential presupposition for appreciating literary texts. 

However, there comes an opposite assertion which claims that one cannot learn a 

foreign language by analysing the style of literary texts and that stylistic analysis may be 

conducive to learners' enjoyment of literary texts. At this point, it is very difficult to come 

to an objectively right conclusion. It all very much depends on presentation, the approach 

of the teacher and the reason for which he or she decided to include this particular text in 

class or the basic textbook. 

4.3.3 Aesthetic-Pedagogical Justifications 

Aesthetic-pedagogical aspects of reading seem to stay rather behind in classes. It is 

often argued that there is no use in paying attention to such unimportant aspects. More 

attention when working with literary texts seems to be paid to physical elements such as 

grammar or vocabulary. Aesthetic reading does not depend on the inner characteristics of 

the text and its content but rather on the attitude towards the text. Aesthetic reading is 

pedagogically significant since it allows the learner to explore the thoughts and feelings 

elicited by the text. Literary texts are important as they direct attention to thoughts and 

their arrangement. The narrative mode of thought seems to be rather neglected in the 

present-day culture. 

When students read about experiences and stories about others, they themselves 

may also think what they might have felt, thought and done in that or similar situation. 

Therefore, reading literary texts can touch the deepest layers of the student's personality. 

The emphasis on the significance of the experiences presented in literary texts for the 

learner's personality is important because texts used in foreign language classrooms are 

unfortunately often rather shallow. The question is whether students are capable of 

appreciating values of literary texts at all or whether it is merely the teachers' secret wish 

for them to do so. 
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4.3.4 The Significance of Literary Texts for Intercultural Understanding 

Literary texts are significant for intercultural understanding in number of ways. 

They contribute to this kind of understanding for they stimulate the readers to imagine a 

world different from their own. They are also encouraged to put themselves into the 

position of others. Being able to see things from the others' perspective comprises of two 

aspects ofintercultural understanding: first, students become aware ofthe relativity oftheir 

own attitudes, values and world views. Then they transcend them when they extend their 

sympathies and become aware of the needs, hopes and fears of others. 

In reality, however, people are neither programmed by their culture nor are they 

mere products of their cultural condition. They are able to reflect on their situation, 

distance themselves from their culture to some extent, negotiate contradictory values and 

find creative solutions to their problems. In the aesthetic experience the characters are not 

regarded as objects but as subjects who students can identify with. 

Literary texts produce different readings with different readers. Conversation about 

such different readings in the foreign language classroom can make learners aware of their 

prior knowledge, their expectations and stereotypes they bring into the text. Thus, they can 

become conscious of what guides them at the background - a critical insight essential for 

intercultural understanding. 

Literary texts depict, for example, what it means to be a child, a woman, or a 

member of an ethnic minority, what it means to be in love or to experience death in a 

foreign culture. Such understanding of literary texts opens up new perspectives for the 

relationship between literary texts and cultural studies. Post-colonial and minority texts are 

of special significance for intercultural understanding, because these often dramatise 

intercultural conflicts and reveal causes for misunderstanding and misrecognition of others. 

Therefore, they should definitely not be absent in English textbooks used in present-day 

classes. 
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4.3.5 Poetry in Class 

There has been much controversy whether literary texts, poetry specifically, should 

be included in classes. Many teachers of English are inclined to support the statement for 

many different reasons. First, poetry extracts in textbooks are found useful. Travelling and 

random everyday communication should not serve as the only means of motivation, it is 

the intercultural dialog that is necessary to implant as well. Classroom is usually the first 

place where it can take place. Students learn to perceive the language message in a broad 

concept of sociocultural studies and at the same time rely on their own sociocultural 

matters. Zahradnikova is convinced that poetry is more effective than any other type of 

authentic texts that are used in language classes at the same time. 51 It helps to lead students 

to reasoning over the text, looking for links, connections and own references that influence 

their comprehension of the text. Students can either agree or take a negative stand to it. 

This kind of emotive relationship does not seem to be found in other types of 

literary texts. Generally, many students seem to approach poetry with rather sceptical 

expectations and reservations. Reluctance is a bad starting point for understanding such 

text. Gadamer suggests that understanding equals the base of thinking and understanding 

equals understanding in different ways. 52 It is only a sample of an artistic text that can 

show students that understanding individual words does not necessarily mean 

understanding the whole text. At the same time, it means that understanding and 

associations of each student will not be identical. Working with an artistic extract offers an 

important aspect of language teaching and that is leading to learning autonomy and critical 

thinking of students. Critical thinking increases its position on the scales of importance. 

Another important asset of including poetry in classes is the phonetic aspect of 

poetry. Memorizing often evokes rather negative connotation in our minds but it can show 

its positive aspects as well. Memorizing in case of poetry can mean fixing of correct 

pronunciation and rhythm, lexical units and linguistic structures. On top of that, it is a 

brilliant memory exercise. 

51 Zahradnikova, J. "Poezie a cile jazykoveho vyucovani." Cizi jazyky, 2002/03, roe. 46, c.l, p. 65. 

52 Gadamer, J. in "Poezie a cile jazykoveho vyucovani." Cizi jazyky, 2002/03, roe. 46, c.!, p. 66. 
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Poetry extracts included in textbooks bring a lot of advantages. The message of the 

text is condensed into a few lines; it reflects the author's individuality. The text is deprived 

of textbook cliches and banalities. It makes students think, look for associations and form 

their own opinions and ideas. These are the reasons for which poetry is regarded to exceed 

common language classes. It also fulfils the aim of forming the character of a student. 

Therefore, poetry brings a lot into classes in terms of affecting emotive perception and 

leads to critical thinking. Students can either identify or polemicize with the text. They 

learn to be more perceptive to the phonetics of the language. Next, methods of autonomous 

learning are strengthened as well as memory mechanisms, fixation of the language material 

and perception of socio-cultural background with their own individual references. 

There are many different ways of working with a poetry extract. It includes silent or 

loud reading, listening to the text, different tasks referring to the text and follow-up 

discussions. Poetry demands special attention to the language from its readers, but this is 

only the first step in reading. Sakuma asserts that the next step is that readers have to find 

relevance in the way language is textually patterned. Since they have to make poems their 

own by their individual response, the result is a variety of divergent interpretations. 53 

53 Sakuma, Y. "Literary texts." The Rout! edge Encyclopaedia of Language Teaching and Learning. ( eds) 
Byram, M. and C. Brumfit et al. London: Routledge, 2002. p. 376. 
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5. Critical Thinking 

Much attention is given to the subject of so called "thinking skills" or "core skills" 

these days. The idea behind the emphasis on such skills is that, whatever the studying 

subject is, one uses skills common to all subjects. The element of positive transfer 

functions reliably in this case. If one can develop and improve this kind of skills, then the 

performance in a particular subject should naturally be developed and improved as well. 

Critical thinking as a "core skill" is emphasized to a large extent these days. All currently 

used textbooks ought to encourage students and provide them with enough stimuli to 

practice it in class and more importantly, thus prepare for real life. This is one of the main 

goals of formal education. 

Critical thinking is concerned with arguments and ways in which people try to 

show that their case is "better" than someone else's. Students should be gradually able to 

make useful assessments of such arguments, whether they meet them in classes or outside 

school. Intentionally incorporating elements of critical thinking in class, students ought to 

learn to produce better arguments of their own, whether for a discussion, debate, a paper or 

an essay. Systematic work on the development of critical thinking makes students much 

more confident in handling material that they are expected to read in the means of helping 

them to pick out the main points and assess them. Brink-Budgen sees critical thinking as 

something that should not be studied for its own sake. This special skill has its place in 

education only if it earns its keep, by contributing to an improved educational 

performance. 54 

An integral part of critical thinking development is the recognition of the 

importance of arguments. Arguments are found everywhere - in newspapers, magazines, 

on television and radio. They are found in every school subject, in every debate and should 

be plentifully found in students' textbooks. Some are good arguments, some are not. Some 

are so familiar that one would not think of them as arguments, some challenge many of 

one's beliefs. It is partly because there are so many attempts to persuade someone of one 

54 
Brink-Budgen van den, R. Critical Thinking for Students. Oxford: howtobooks, 2004. p. 7. 
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thing rather than another that a person needs to develop skills in assessing arguments. But 

it is also important to develop one's own arguments, especially if a student wants to 

become competent at dealing with arguments in academic subjects. 

It is very much up to teachers how much they focus on the development of critical 

thinking in their classes. Luckily enough, most currently used textbooks count on its 

importance; therefore there are many exercises in textbooks to practice this skill at school. 

At the same time, the development of critical thinking requires pair or group work in order 

to be most productive and most efficient. School environment provides the most suitable 

grounds for such practice. This is also one of the many reasons to explain that most 

textbooks being used these days are not suitable for autonomous learning. 

However, critical thinking cannot be developed on the same level within all age 

groups. Working with arguments, whose structure is not as particularly structured as in the 

case of older students still finds its usefulness and place. It is advisable to train the very 

young learners to create elementary arguments which are highly probable to develop with 

time. To be able to intentionally create these kinds of skills in the students, teachers are 

supposed to know the psychological base of the students they work with. The targeted 

group of this thesis are grammar school students who as any other age group have their 

specific needs and require special approaches. 
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6. Concept of an Adolescent Grammar School Student 

The diploma thesis focuses on students of the second grade of grammar schools. 

The age span stretches from the age of 15 to 20. This group is specific from many 

perspectives. Referring at the research and the contents of the texts in their textbooks, the 

students are very sensitive. They start developing their critical thinking in the natural way; 

they feel full of enthusiasm to decide about their rights, contents of their courses and 

education in general. Teachers and educators should take advantage of this natural 

phenomenon in a positive way and use it for the benefit both of the students and 

themselves. 

6.1 The Period of Adolescence 

The period of adolescence covers the span between childhood and adulthood. The 

age interval is quite large, generally from 10 to 20. Some psychologists divide this period 

into two individual stages, the early and later adolescence. This period is characteristic by a 

complex transformation of the person's character. These changes include somatic, mental 

and social changes. Many changes are biologically determined, nevertheless, the 

development of the character is indisputably influenced by mental and social factors. The 

process of getting mature is dependent on concrete cultural and social factors that 

contribute to formation of requirements and expectations of society towards teenagers. It is 

a period of searching and reappraisal. The individuals are supposed to manage their own 

transformation, to reach an acceptable social status and create their subjectively 

satisfactory form of their own identity. 

Maturing individuals understand childhood as a period that must be overcome as 

soon as possible. They strive to equal adults, at least in certain areas. Adolescents tend to 

get rid of children attributes and of social submissiveness as soon as they can. They strive 

to gain more rights and freedom to make decisions. At the same time, they do not favour 

the fact of accepting the duties and responsibilities of adulthood. The present-day trend, 

due to secular acceleration, expands in both directions. Adolescence tends to begin earlier 

and end later. Early adolescence is typical by the change in the ways of thinking. 

Teenagers are gradually capable of abstract thinking, which also refers to non-existent 
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variants. As for late adolescence, our target group, it seems to be a period of large 

individual variability, especially in the mental and social areas. An important milestone is 

finishing professional preparation, which is followed by working career or another type of 

studies. 

6.1.1 Cognitive Processes 

V agnerova as well as many other psychologists agree that cognitive development is 

the result of the interaction of maturing and learning. 55 Once an adolescent is mature 

enough from the neurophysiologic aspect and has gained necessary experience due to 

systematic education, he or she can further develop his or her cognitive skills. There are 

always different disproportions among individual language learners. However, learners of 

certain age, personal qualities and abilities incline to process the language in similar ways, 

as Littlewood suggests. Both internal and external factors influence the process of 

language learning and are also the reason for which some learners are more successful than 

others. 56 

6.1.1.1 Development of Thinking, Information Processing and Problem Solving 

During early adolescence, the way of thinking undergoes changes from the 

qualitative point of view. This way of thinking enables going beyond concrete reality. 

According to Piaget, this stage is called the stage of formal logical operations. 57 The 

development of thinking is characterised by gradual loss of dependence on concrete reality. 

Children's thinking was connected with exploring the real world and real action. Pre

pubescents want to get to know the world as it truly is. However, adolescents have got the 

need to think about what this world could be like, or rather, what it should be like. Reality 

seems to be only a variant of many possibilities. That is one of the reasons for which this 

particular age group was chosen for the research on textbooks in the diploma thesis. 

55 Vagnerova, M. Vjvojova psychologie I. Detstvi a dospivani. Praha: Karolinum, 2005. p. 332. 

56 Littlewood, W. Foreign and Second Language Learning. Cambridge: CUP, 1992. pp. 51-67. 

57 Piaget, J. in Vagnerova, M. Vjvojova psychologie I. Detstvi a dospivani. Praha: Karolinum, 2005. p. 332. 
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Students at this age are capable of hypothetical thinking, they consider all possible aspects, 

even the ones that do not exist in reality or are not even probable. 

At this stage, it is possible to summarise the features of the ways the adolescents 

think. In the first place, they admit a variety of many possibilities. Such way of thinking 

contributes to broadening the horizons of reasoning. Logical operations enable considering 

problems from many different perspectives. This possibility can be understood as a 

presupposition for understanding of other people's opinions or, possibly, of different 

theories. In the second place, the adolescents are capable of more systematic way of 

thinking. The style of manipulation changes with input. Students are able to set hypotheses 

and consequently either confirm or disprove them. They accept more possibilities and that 

is why they can take various ways of solving a problem into account. In the third place, 

adolescents can experiment with their own ideas and thoughts; they can combine them and 

integrate them in a whole. The flexibility of their thinking is developing. 

Adolescents can gradually master the abstract way of thinking whose core may 

become virtually anything. The independence of thoughts about concrete reality enables 

the adolescent to understand different theories and problem solving from a different 

perspective than up to now. Logical operations may be marked as a kind of hypothetical

deductive thinking. It refers to the excess into the area that is impossible to observe directly 

and into the area that goes beyond one's own partial experience. The skill of thinking this 

way is getting better and more precise. 

As for inductive thinking, it develops on the abstract level as well. Combinatory 

thinking enables students to solve problems requiring formal-logical approach. This 

approach is typical by a more complex way of processing of preliminary information, its 

combination, ordination and comparison. The ability to interpret results of researches 

increases in the context of logically possible conclusions. Adolescents develop their 

flexibility of thinking at this stage. Correction of own ways of thinking seems to be 

difficult for the students, especially for the reasons of their insecurity and hurting their self

confidence. The integral parts of their thinking are their thoughts of the future and 

reflections of the past. At the same time, what is necessary for every adolescent and for his 

or her positive development are the needs of security and certainty, the need of self

realisation and the need of the open future. 
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The new way of thinking may become one of the sources of insecurity. The change 

of opinions and attitudes towards the surrounding world causes that the adolescents are 

overcritical and tend to polemicize. V agnerova claims that they also succumb to the 

delusion that their opinions are unique and that they think in a different way from others. 58 

This persuasion arises due to the subjective experience of one's own change of thinking. 

The feeling of being exceptional is caused by not knowing the means of other people's 

thinking. Adolescents are oversensitive and touchy, they are convinced that somebody 

watches and criticises them all the time. However, these phenomena seem to be only of 

temporary character, they will disappear with increasing age and time. 

Adolescents are able to understand general rules and can apply them in some other 

situations. They refuse exceptions and compromises as these carry a violating connotation. 

They accept orders in their principal forms. At the same time, students at this age are rather 

radical. Radicalism is a physical proof of their self-defence against uncleamess and 

ambiguity. Towards the end oflater adolescence, the way of thinking does not undergo any 

fundamental changes any more. This phase is typical by flexibility and ability to use new 

ways of solving a problem. The judgements are emotionally loaded, they get excited easily 

and their excitement influences their ways of thinking. The period of adolescence is 

characteristic by the development of metacognition, improving the estimate of one own's 

skills and abilities. This is partially conditioned by the complete tendency to introspection 

and reflection about oneself and one's own competences. 

6.1.1.2 Enlargement of Memory and Attention Span 

Both memory and attention play crucial roles in ELT. Attention is hugely 

determined by motivation. It is a demanding task for teachers to construct the spirit of 

motivation in the classroom, which makes totally different atmosphere. There are many 

different types of motivation. Nevertheless, H. D. Brown simply ascertains that if students 

are motivated, they learn - if not, they do not learn. 59 The adolescents have a bigger 

memory capacity because they are capable of applying more effective strategies that allow 

58 
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them to keep needful information in mind. Cap says that they use more mature way of 

selective revision when they focus on more difficult passages to learn, search for systems 

and organisation of the information to learn. Some students start applying elaboration, 

which means searching for such a way of organising information that would make 

remembering much easier, they develop mnemotechnic aids etc ... 60 Such approach to 

learning and recalling is much more systematic. Strategies of recollecting use various 

associations. There appear tendencies to derive associations in a logical way through 

deductive thinking. The period of adolescence is characteristic by the development of 

meta-memory, especially about one's own memory skills. As for attention, adults can 

control their attention much better and can use different strategies for its focus and 

sustaining. Adolescents work more systematically, they are capable of paying attention to 

more stimuli and their systematic exploration develops as well. 

6.1.2 Emotional Development 

Adolescence is connected with hormonal changes that stimulate changes in the 

emotional development. These changes are reflected in oscillation of feelings, bigger 

emotionallability, excitability, tendency to overreact in ordinary situations. The emotional 

confusion seems to increase as well. Emotional reactions are not often adequate. 

V agnerova says that they react to their own feelings as to something irritating, which 

means in an annoying and exasperating manner.61 The tendency to think about one's 

feelings increases time and time again. The tendency to bad mood and depressive 

behaviour rises, which goes hand in hand with some other problems of interpersonal 

character. 

Insecurity and vulnerability of self-respect are presented by squeamishness towards 

other people. Unfortunately, these reactions are often interpreted as offensive and 

unfriendly, which is not always an adequate way of solving a problem. Such kind of 

behaviour is the result of personal insecurity. Negativism, hostility and aggression 

increase. The world surrounding the adolescents is not objectively changed. However, its 

subjective face is different, it has got a different personal meaning and that is why it works 

6° Cap, J. Psychologie vychovy a vyucowini. Praha: Univerzita Karlova, 1993. pp. 214-7. 
61 Vagnerova, M. Vfvojowi psychologie I. Detstvi a dospiwini. Praha: Karolinum, 2005. p. 340. 
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differently and makes different impressions. If an adolescent is exposed to a load that he or 

she is not able to cope with, one of the possible means of self-defence is regression to a 

lower developing stage. A very common means of a defensive reaction is escapism into 

fantasy. This is a common problem teachers tackle with in classes on every day basis. It is 

another element that teachers can take an advantage of in a positive way. Towards the end 

of the period of adolescence the emotions stabilize, older adolescents are not so moody and 

emotionally unstable. 

6.1.3 Autoregulative Skills 

During the period of adolescence, the volitional skills develop quite rapidly. Self

control and perseverance become considerably better. Their development is supported by 

better estimation of one's own possibilities. The period of later adolescence is 

characteristic by emotional stabilisation as well as by stabilisation of volitional 

autoregulation. Adolescents should be able to control their own personality. Autoregulative 

mechanisms operate especially in situations of load and pressure. The previous period of 

earlier adolescence is typical by the growth of personal qualities to cope with situations of 

load and pressure. Searching for social support or relying on oneself, the ability of 

emotional regulation are necessary parts of adolescence. The tendency to suppress negative 

emotions grows with age; it almost disappears at the end of the period. 
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7. Pedagogic Research 

The pedagogic research chapter deals with currently used textbooks at the second 

grade of grammar schools in the Czech Republic. It focuses on students' attitudes towards 

texts in the textbooks of English. As it has been mentioned above, textbook analysis is an 

integral part of ELT. Foreign language textbooks differ from other textbooks in their 

substance. English textbooks and the topics in them must be kept up-to-date and 

correspond to students' needs and interests, which is unfortunately not always the case. It 

is predominantly adults designing textbooks and students' opinions and attitudes are rarely 

taken into consideration. There are many textbooks whose methodology and syllabi are 

extremely well-developed. Nevertheless, the texts, that comprise the major component of 

the textbooks, miss the topicality and currentness. These were the major reasons for 

carrying out this research. The main goal was to find out the students' areas of interest as 

well as their wishes and ideas of topics they would like in their English textbooks. As a 

result, the contents of appendices offer sample texts that were chosen as popular and 

attractive to the students as well as a number of texts that were not assessed in positive 

terms (see appendices 1-30). 

The two principal rating criteria were the interests of students at grammar schools 

within the city of Prague and outside. The second criterion was the distinction between the 

interests of the opposite sexes. Grammar schools in the Czech Republic are exclusively 

coeducational. Obviously, the interests of boys and girls have always been more or less 

different. Nevertheless, the textbooks for individual classes in ELT can take this fact into 

account only partially. One of the big tasks for those who design language textbooks is to 

find out balanced contents of articles in which either of the two sexes could find their own 

courses of interest. 

The research method used was the method of questionnaire. The questionnaire was 

designed exclusively for grammar school students, aged 15-20. It consists of the basic 

information about a student- his or her sex, age, school, the year of study and the currently 

used textbook. There are 8 questions altogether, 3 of them are solely multiple choice 

questions, 2 of them are a combination of multiple choice plus free own answers, 2 

questions require free answers only. The last question is solely optional; nevertheless, 
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depending on a particular grammar school, many students took their chance to express 

their opinion on their English textbook and the texts in it. The last question is divided into 

two parts- students' positive and negative comments. It is always difficult to process free 

answers in the final statistics but the research would have missed its crucial values without 

them. To see the precise questionnaire pattern and the individual sheets comprising the 

research, see the separate attachment volume. 

The questionnaires were distributed at four grammar schools within the Czech 

Republic (GJN, GJN Z, GVM and KG) in mid April and were collected by the end of May 

2007. This schedule was planned intentionally this way considering the pre-holiday period 

when schools order basic textbooks for the next academic year. GJN Z had not made the 

decision at that time yet and intentionally waited for the results of this research whether to 

keep the current textbooks or replace them with some more suitable ones. 

The questionnaires from each grammar school are analysed separately for the 

practicality of the purpose. Therefore, the layout and the structure may seem monotonous 

and not clearly arranged. The justification is that the thesis aims at the exactness and 

preciseness of the research. Also, each grammar school had asked for their particular 

results in order to use them for their own purposes. This agreement was the basic condition 

for launching the research at each school. The total figures might not seem transparent 

enough for the reason of not having the exact proportion between individual grammar 

schools. That is why the final comparing table 56 is shown in percentage. 

The questionnaires are written in Czech in order to limit potential ambiguities and 

miscomprehension on the side of the students. The target language for the answers was not 

specified, students could answer both in Czech and in English. The students commented on 

different questions mostly in Czech. However, the list of themes they like and do not like 

was written preferably in English. The students were allowed to have the textbooks at their 

side. For the purpose of the diploma thesis all has been translated into English. 

The total of distributed questionnaires was 500 in order to make the research as 

valid and objective as possible. However, the total of questionnaires that were collected 

and processed in the final phase was 309. Only 320 out of 500 questionnaires returned, 11 
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of which could not have been included in the processing for their incompleteness and 

absence of some important data. 

The total of students distinguishing the number of boys and girls who took part in 

the research is demonstrated in table 1. 

Table 1 

Total of participants 
Prague b62 45 125 309 

g63 80 
Outside Prague b 66 184 

g 118 

The research operates with a range of different levels of 3 different types of basic 

textbooks - Opportunities, Matrix and Headway. (Opportunities Intermediate, New 

Opportunities Intermediate, New Opportunities Upper Intermediate, Matrix Intermediate, 

New Headway Pre-Intermediate, Headway Intermediate, New Headway Intermediate.) 

The analysis of individual grammar schools and their comparison is dealt with in the 

following chapters. 

62 b- boys 
63 g- girls 
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7.1 Gymnazium Jana Nerudy, Praha Hellichova 

The part of the research at this grammar school was launched on 26th April 2007. 

100 questionnaires were distributed in 3 different years - the fifth, the sixth and the 

seventh. The original plan was to include the final year as well. However, the students 

were unfortunately absent for the reason of an exchange stay in France. They had left for 

their reading week in mid May. The questionnaires were collected on 24th May 2007. Both 

the teachers and the students were very cooperative, especially the teachers who did not 

mind devoting a quarter of an hour to completing the questionnaires in the hustle on the tail 

end of the school year. Only 61 questionnaires returned, 4 of which could not have been 

included for their incompleteness. The final number of the students that took part in the 

research at this school was 57 - 18 boys and 39 girls, see table 2. The age span of the 

students stretches between 16 and 19 years. 

The textbooks used, Opportunities, come from Longman publishing house. They use 

different levels and different editions at GJN H -New Opportunities Upper Intermediate in 

the 5th year, Opportunities Intermediate in the 6th year, and Opportunities Intermediate in 

the 7th year. It has to be remarked, though, that GJN His a grammar school specialising in 

foreign languages, there is a bilingual Czech/French section. The fifth year belongs to the 

classes focusing on languages; therefore the level Upper Intermediate is well-founded. 

Table 2 

G, mmizium Jana Nerudy, Hellichova 
sth year b 11 39 57 b 18 

g 28 
6th year b 3 10 

g 39 

g 7 
7th year b 4 8 

g 4 

Another important point to mention is the edition of the textbook. It was found out 

that due to frequent re-publishing of individual sets of textbooks, many grammar schools 

generally prefer introducing the "New" editions to their classes. Since the older versions 

have been in circulation for quite some time already, most teachers prefer finishing the 
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whole set within the course of studies of a particular class. This statement proves the truth 

that the 5th year uses the updated edition in comparison with the higher years that still 

follow the older version of the textbooks. 

7.1.1 Questionnaire Analysis I 

This part includes the analysis of the questionnaire for this particular grammar 

school. Each question is followed by a table showing the results of the school. Then, a 

commentary and explanations follow. 

1. My general attitude to the textbook: 

A) I like it, it suits me 

B) I like it but mind its being all in English 

C) I would prefer another one because ... 

D) I do not like it, I mind it because ... 

Table 3 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
1. B G 

A 14 27 41 
B 1 0 1 
c 2 chaotic, not nice 11 very difficult for my language level, 13 

chaotic, all in English, no literature 
corners, grammar should be explained 
in Czech, lack of grammar practice 

D 1 chaotic, not nice 1 it is all in English 2 
18 39 57 

As the table shows, the vast majority of students are satisfied with their textbooks. 

There is only 1 student who minds the textbook because it is all in English. This 

commentary has been proved to be one of the most disputatious questions not only among 

the students but also among their parents and the teachers as well. 

The most famous publishing houses design their textbooks preferably in English 

strictly without the presence of another language. However, the research shows that many 

students complain about this fact. Due to the needs of all concerned, a kind of 
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compensation has been provided. You can find the corresponding vocabulary translation 

online.64 This is a common way how many students work these days. It increases the level 

of autonomous learning. The set of New Opportunities contains a vocabulary brochure 

translated into Czech, which is a pocket-part of the textbook. However, it is not the case of 

all New Opportunities textbooks. The only exception in the set is New Opportunities Upper 

Intermediate still not having it. 

A similar translation problem is imposed on the basic textbooks, including both 

Opportunities and New Opportunities, as for the grammar section. A good illustrative 

example is the point C, where a combination of multiple choice and free answers occurs. In 

this case, free answers justify and explain the decision of the students. Table 3 contains a 

list of the most frequent reasons for students' preferences for some other textbooks. Many 

students, especially girls, expressed that they mind the total absence of Czech in their 

textbooks and that grammar explanations should be provided in Czech. Some publishers, 

such as OUP have already responded to the need and have published a separate brochure 

on grammar which follows the staging and sequencing of the basic textbook. Longman, the 

publishing house of New Opportunities, has not come up with a separate grammar 

brochure yet. At the present-day, it is only Headway that has got its own grammar 

brochure. 

The variety of different textbook supplements is closely connected with another 

matter and that is the money. Many students would welcome less costly textbooks. This 

statement stands in the contradiction with the fact that there are many additional brochures 

available that make the learning process more effective. 

As for the answer to the point D, only 2 students said they did not like their 

textbooks and minded them. They say the textbooks are chaotic, disorganized and 

confusing. This comment seems to be repetitive on a few different occasions throughout 

the research. Students mind the graphic layout which gives rather a confusing impression. 

They consider it very difficult to find some system and orientation in it. It underlines fact 

that the textbook is not suitable for autonomous learning. 

64Supplement vocabulary for the set of New Opportunities is available on www.longman.com/opportunities. 
accessed 06/08/2007. 
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2. My general attitude to the content of the texts in the textbook: 

A) Most themes are suitable for my age and language competences, e.g .... 

B) Most themes are too difficult for me, e.g ... . 

C) Most themes are not interesting to me, e.g ... . 

D) I do not care about the themes, I read the texts because I have to 

Table 4 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
2. B G 

A 10 humour, culture, 28 beauty, style, laughter, autobiography, 38 
travelling, England, comic novel, global issues, travelling, 
beauty, science, literature corners, celebrities, identity, 
poetry, sci-fi, society, books, frontiers, space, fashion, 
detective stories style 

B 1 nations, identities 1 identities 2 
c 4 style, fashion 6 futurology, style, beauty, 10 
D 3 4 7 

18 39 57 

Most students, both boys and girls, state in the question number 2 that the themes 

are suitable for their age and language competences. It was the intention not to give them 

any choice or any other limitations. They were provided with some space to express how 

they generally feel about the books, texts and themselves. According to The CEFR, it is 

very important to practice self-assessment including one's own skills and competences, 

which is another integral part of ELT. Therefore, the European Commission introduced 

self-assessment Portfolios that serve this purpose. Unfortunately, they are not introduced 

very much in classes these days as many teachers complain about the lack of time to work 

with them. 

The point A clearly illustrates the differences in sexes as for theme preferences. 

Girls were more communicative answering this question and provided more themes they 

thought were suitable for them. The most preferred themes in girls' case are beauty, style, 

laughter but also more literature themes or up-to-date global issues. Boys prefer humour as 

well, cultural themes and travelling follow. Only 2 students find the texts in Opportunities 

difficult, namely nations and identities. 

The second largest number of answers is the point C, where students comment on 

the themes that are not interesting to them. Girls are obviously rather critical to the themes 
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from the technical areas and futurology, whereas boys mind the chapters on fashion and 

beauty. Altogether 7 students do not care about the themes at all and regard it their duty to 

read the texts. 

3. I would like to see more themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 5 

3. THEME /BOYS TOTAL 

sports 5 

histo_l)'_ 3 

science 3 

inventions, technology, hi-tech 2 

literature 2 

ideal choice as it is 2 

geography 1 

nature, biology 1 

travelling 1 

u2-to-date problems of the world 1 

curiosities 1 

Table 6 

3. THEME I GIRLS TOTAL 

music 7 

background studies of the English speaking 7 

countries 
arts, culture 6 

film 5 

literature 4 

history 4 

ideal choice as it is 4 

life of teenagers 3 

nature, biology 3 

geography 3 

famous people, CV s 3 

science 2 

travelling 2 

everyday life 2 

curiosities 2 

fashion 2 

topics for the school leaving exam 2 

sports 1 

inventions, technology, hi-tech 1 

colloquial language 1 

up-to-date problems of the world 1 

leisure time, hobbies 1 
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universities, education I 
psychology I 
relationships I 
politics I 

This question is the most important one in the questionnaire as it shows what kinds 

of themes the students miss and would like to see in their textbooks more. The students 

were not given any choice; it was one of the free-answer questions. There were set no 

limits on the number of themes they could mention in order to find out their true interests 

and willingness to cooperate. The totals in tables 5 and 6 summarize what themes the boys 

and girls separately came up with. Not all students took the chance to mention some topics. 

The most popular themes that boys m1ss m the textbooks are sports, history, 

science, inventions, hi-tech and literature. 2 boys would not change anything in the 

textbooks; they are satisfied with what they offer. As for girls, they would appreciate more 

themes from the field of music, background studies of the English speaking countries, arts, 

culture and film. These themes seem to be more humanistic in contrast with boys whose 

preferred themes are obviously rather technical. 

Students are generally criticised for the lack of humanistic thinking and for their 

bad relationships to culture, history or science nowadays. The statistics mentioned above 

disapproves the statement since it shows just the opposite. 

The mm of foreign language teaching is to make the process as effective as 

possible. Suitable texts with themes that students are interested in may be a vital element 

playing its effective role in the process. On top of that, many teachers face the fact that 

reading is not very popular among students these days. Attractive themes could contribute 

to increasing popularity of the skill. 

The greatest asset of this particular question is in offering teachers the space for 

introducing more of these themes into their classes in the form of complementary reading 

material. Luckily enough, there are many supplementary magazines, handbooks, outlines, 

the intemet etc ... that could serve as a handy source of such texts. 
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4. There should be fewer themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 7 

THEME/BOYS TOTAL 
I do not think there should be fewer particular themes 5 
fashion 1 
hobbies 1 

Table 8 

THEME /GIRLS TOTAL 
hi-tech, technology 4 
history 2 

I have no idea 2 
letters 2 
education 2 
philosophy 1 
science 1 
film 1 
ecology, environment 1 
teenage life 1 
poetry 1 
fiction, stories I 
identity 1 
problems of the modern world 1 
humorous texts 1 
all is OK, I do not mind any themes in the book 1 

As a parallel to the previous question, the students were asked to express 

their opinions on such themes they would like to see in their textbooks on a more limited 

scale. Not all students took their chance to do so. Surprisingly enough, the boys do not find 

hardly any texts they would particularly mind or that should be mentioned less. On the 

other hand, the girls were rather critical. They do not feel very happy about the themes 

from the field of technology, history but also education. 

5. The length of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Short, I would not mind longer texts 

C) The texts are too long 
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Table 9 

5. B G TOTAL 
A 12 28 40 

B 1 9 10 

c 5 2 7 

18 39 57 

This question proves the fact that the vast majority of students are happy with their 

textbooks and think the texts correspond to their age and language competences. The 

answer B disproves the generally believed statement that students are not fond of reading 

these days. Altogether 1 0 students think the texts are short and they would not mind them 

being longer. Only 7 students think the texts are too long. 

6. The language difficulty of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Easy, I would not mind more difficult language 

C) Too difficult, that is why the texts are so incomprehensible to me 

Table 10 

6. B G TOTAL 
A 16 32 48 

B 0 2 2 

c 2 5 7 

18 39 57 

It is not only the themes, the right length and proportion of different exercises etc ... 

but also the language difficulty for certain age that must be seriously considered. In the 

question 6 most students agree that the textbook is appropriate for them languagewise. 

Only 2 students claim they would not mind longer texts in comparison with 7 students 

saying the texts are too difficult for them. As the research shows, the students are more or 

less satisfied with their textbooks. This question contributes to the demonstration of the 

strengths of New Opportunities and that is the language adequacy. 
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7. The illustrational material accompanying the texts SHOULD BE to me: 

A) Mostly nice and suitable colourful pictures 

B) Mostly photographs from the real world 

C) Mostly simple drawings, schemes, maps, graphs 

D) Good combination of all the above mentioned 

Table 11 

7. B G TOTAL 
A 2 1 3 
B 2 5 7 
c 3 2 5 
D 11 31 42 

18 39 57 

The issue of the wrong layout has already been mentioned above. The picture 

material is one of the most important factors influencing the graphic layout of the page. On 

the one hand, illustrational material in textbooks should be demonstrative, attractive and 

text supportive. However, some textbooks seem to show rather an over-exaggeration of 

picture and colour experiments and therefore have a totally opposite effect on the students. 

That is why this question has been included in the questionnaire even if it does not refer to 

the texts directly but only supports them. 

Most students agree that the illustrational material should create a balance between 

nice and suitable colourful pictures, photographs from the real world and simple drawings, 

schemes, maps, graphs etc ... However, there is still a number of students who ask for real 

life-like photographs. Fewer students wish schematic material and only 3 voted for nice 

and colourful pictures. 

8. If you wish to express any other comments or suggestions, please, do so: 

A) Positive comments 

Boys had no positive comments on the textbook 

Table 12 

8+ COMMENTS/ GIRLS TOTAL 
very good, nice, up-to date, interesting themes 1 
good graphic layout 1 
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B) Negative comments 

Table 13 

8- COMMENTS I BOYS TOTAL 
grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 1 
I miss more colloquial language and American English 1 

Table 14 

8- COMMENTS I GIRLS TOTAL 
horrible distractive pictures 2 
better than Headway 1 
unsuitable, small range of vocabulary 1 
short texts 1 

This question opens a few issues to discussion as well. 9 out of 57 students from 

GJN H decided to reply. 2 girls came up with positive comments, which referred to the 

themes and the graphic layout. More boys' comments were rather negative, criticising the 

total absence of Czech and colloquial language. Many students have got the chance to 

travel abroad or are exposed to the authentic language through various means these days. 

Therefore, many have found out that the language used in reality sometimes differs from 

what the textbooks offer. That is why they ask for more examples of non-standard 

language. This provides a space for the creativity of teachers and the use of supplementary 

material. 

The next difficulty is caused due to different language varieties and this happens 

because of the fact that most textbooks currently used are British and obviously supplied 

with British English audio-material. The teachers have their own variety preferences too. 

On the contrary, most students come across the American variety of English nowadays, 

especially due to the media. These are all weighty reasons for introducing the basic rules as 

for the standard language use but at the same time, other varieties of the language should 

be introduced in classes as well. The girls are rather critical to the illustrational material in 

the textbook. They do not seem to be happy with the length of the texts and the length of 

vocabulary lists they are offered here. 
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Conclusion: 

The students at GJN H find the textbooks currently used (both Opportunities and 

New Opportunities) suitable and appropriate, most of them have a positive approach 

towards them. Individual suggestions drawn out on the basis of the students' impulses 

mentioned within the questionnaire processing may serve as an invaluable source for the 

higher effectiveness ofELT at this grammar school. 
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\i 

7.2 Gymnazium Jana Nerudy, Praha Zizkov 

The research at this grammar school was launched on lOth April 2007. 100 

questionnaires were distributed in 4 different years - from the fifth to the eighth year. The 

seventh year was not eventually included in the processing as it is the only year at the 

school using a textbook from a different set. The questionnaires were distributed and 

collected in all the classes on the same day. All the questionnaires were fully completed, 

none had to be excluded. The final number of the students that took part in the research at 

this school was 68, 27 boys and 41 girls, see table 15. The age span of the students 

stretches between 15 and 20 years. It is crucial to mention that the whole grammar school 

specialises in music, functions simultaneously as a conservatoire as well. This fact reflects 

mainly in the question number 3 where students express their opinions on the themes they 

would like to find in their textbooks more. 

Table 15 

Gymmizium Jana Nerudy, Zizkov 
sth year b 11 30 68 b 27 

g 19 
6th year b 11 23 

g 12 
gth year b 5 15 g 41 

g 10 

The textbooks currently used are Matrix Intermediate in all years. They come from 

the OUP publishing house. Another important point to mention is the edition of the 

textbook. Generally speaking, grammar schools prefer introducing the "New" editions to 

their classes. However, this grammar school defies the rule. There is an edition of New 

Matrix; however, none of the classes uses them at the moment. What is striking, though, is 

that the final year uses the same textbook, Matrix Intermediate, as the fifth year without 

any differences in specialisation whatsoever. 
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7 .2.1 Questionnaire Analysis 11 

This part includes the analysis of the questionnaires collected at GJN Z. Each 

question is followed by a table showing the results of this particular grammar school. Then, 

a commentary follows. 

1. My general attitude to the textbook: 

A) I like it, it suits me 

B) I like it but mind its being all in English 

C) I would prefer another one because ... 

D) I do not like it, I mind it because ... 

Table 16 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
1. B G 

A 6 16 22 
B 7 no vocabulary following the 7 13 

texts 

c 11 wrong graphic layout, chaotic, 14 very difficult for my language 26 
disorganized, non-systematic, level, grammar and vocabulary 
uninteresting themes and texts, should be in Czech, no Czech in 
not nice, difficult grammar and the textbook, wrong graphic 
vocabulary, useless for real life, layout, chaotic, chaotic grammar, 
misses more focus on the chaotic vocabulary, lack of 
graduation exam, useless grammar practice, uninteresting 
conversation, not translated themes, vocabulary list IS 

vocabulary, useless exercises, useless, vocabulary should 
expensive, not enough exercises follow texts, more theme based 
to practice, no key - no rather than grammar based, too 
feedback, unsuitable for scientific themes, few exercises 
autonomous learning, texts are to practice, not challenging 
fictitious, no real world nor enough, focuses on detail, some 
language in use, no up-to-date more important grammar 
topics missing, too childish, too much 

vocabulary, unsuitable for 
autonomous studying, no 
literature corners 

D 3 chaotic, wrong layout, too 4 my insufficient knowledge of 7 
difficult grammar, extremes m text 

difficulty - too easy/too difficult, 
chaotic, difficult, wrong themes, 
autonomous learning impossible, 
uninteresting, useless 
vocabulary, not enough practice 
but rather explanation, I think it 
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should be a Czech-English 
textbook and should prepare us 
for the graduation exam, no 
useful themes for the graduation 
exam 

27 41 68 

According to the table, the vast majority of students do not seem to be happy with 

their textbooks and ask for a change. The reasons for Matrix being so unpopular at this 

school are shortlisted in the above table 16. The reasons are chronologically organized 

according to their mentioned frequency. The boys in comparison with the girls are rather 

critical. They complain most about the graphic layout that does not suit them and about the 

textbook being chaotic and disorganized. The matter of uninteresting themes and texts 

follows straight after that. The girls find the book very difficult for their language skills 

and competences. The next most important problem from their perspective is seen in the 

total absence of Czech as for both vocabulary and grammar. The girls find the graphic 

layout as a distractive element as well as the boys. The students shortlisted many other 

reasons for which they call for another textbook. 

Nevertheless, there is still quite a high number of students at GJN Z who like their 

textbooks and say it suits their needs. Quite a lot of students, boys and girls in almost the 

same proportion, mind the total absence of their mother tongue and think it would be better 

if the vocabulary and grammar were translated into Czech. 7 students manifestly mind the 

textbook for the above mentioned reasons which are almost identical with the reasons 

given for another textbook preference. 

The interesting point at GJN Z 1s that the students mention the textbook 

unsuitability for autonomous learning and the fact that there is no key at the back to 

provide the immediate feedback. This fact may be explained as a consequence of the 

school being specialized in music. Due to a very strong music overload, the students miss a 

lot of classes and tend to keep up with the language in the form of autonomous studies. 

However, the vast majority of the present-day textbooks are not designed for autonomous 

learning. 
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2. My general attitude to the content of the texts in the textbook: 

A) Most themes are suitable for my age and language competences, e.g .... 

B) Most themes are too difficult for me, e.g ... . 

C) Most themes are not interesting to me, e.g ... . 

D) I do not care about the themes, I read the texts because I have to 

Table 17 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
2. B G 

A 7 body, New York, 13 celebrities, New York, taking risks, 20 
criminality, caving, Hadrian's Wall, memory, history, 
taking risks, socio- environment, nationalities, body 
cultural studies from language, fame and family, fashion, 
English speaking travelling, comic style, intemet, 
countries, science, music, health, travelling, 
autobiographies, film 
history, culture, 
celebrities 

B 3 brain, memory, 9 crime, punishment, New York, 13 
caving, body brainpower, nations, caving, body 
language, language, history, politics, science 
brainstorming, New 
York 

c 14 history, 12 environment, brain, primaeval ages, 26 
psychometric tests, I am bored by repetitive themes in 
reliving the past, ups all English textbooks - ecology and 
and downs of human squatters; brain, identity, caving, 
race, dreaming, science 
agriculture, 
celebrities, New 
York, future, risks, 
body language 

D 3 7 9 
27 41 68 

The answers to question number 2 support the request for new textbooks even more 

since 26 students altogether think the themes are not interesting to them. The boys mention 

history in the first place, then psychology and the social areas. Among the girls' least 

popular themes rank environment and ecology, human brain and primaeval ages. 

Analogically following the previous question, many students say that most themes are 

suitable for their age and language competences. 13 students consider the themes 

inappropriate from the language difficulty point of view. 9 students express their idleness 

to the themes and topics in their textbook 
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3. I would like to see more themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 18 

3. THEME/BOYS TOTAL 
inventions, technology, hi-tech 8 
music 7 
science 6 
history 5 
sports 5 
arts, culture 5 
ideal choice as it is 4 
background studies of English speaking countries 4 
nature, biology 3 
everyday_ life 3 
travelling 2 
curiosities 2 
topics for the school leaving exam 2 
up-to-date problems of the world 2 
film 1 
geography 1 
life of teenagers 1 
PC, pc games, intemet 1 
ecology 1 
humorous stories 1 
leisure time, hobbies, communication 1 
fashion 1 
relationships 1 
literature 1 
psychology, sociology 1 

Table 19 

3. THEME I GIRLS TOTAL 

music 20 
background studies of English speaking countries 20 
topics for the school leaving exam 8 
geography 8 
everyday life 8 
sports 6 
arts, culture 6 
history 5 
up-to-date problems of the world 5 
literature 4 
film 3 
nature, biology 3 
travelling 3 
ecology 2 
fashion 2 
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life of teenagers 1 
inventions, technology, hi-tech 1 
colloquial language 1 
stories 1 
ideal choice as it is 1 
psychology, sociology 1 
universities, education 1 

As it has been mentioned above, this grammar school specialises in music which 

clearly surfaces in this case. As one would naturally expect, the boys' strongest interests lie 

in the technical field which occupies the first position on the scale. Next, it is the strong 

element of music that plays its crucial role. A very close area to technology is science, 

which follows in the third place. Similarities appear in the girls' interests where music is 

the strongest element. Equally, it is the background studies of the English speaking 

countries that the girls would like to see in their textbooks more. According to the students, 

Matrix does not seem to provide enough themes of this kind. The girls place their interests 

in the preparation for the school leaving exam on the same level with geography and 

everyday English. Among the themes that are not covered sufficiently belong sports, arts 

and culture. Both the boys and girls came up with a lot of various themes and topics in 

contrast with some other grammar schools. 

4. There should be fewer themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 20 

4. THEME/BOYS TOTAL 
I do not think there should be fewer particular themes 13 
pop-stars, show business 8 
history 5 
science 4 
hi-tech, technology 3 
fiction, stories 3 
family, family life 2 
sports 2 
special, technical fields 2 
education 2 
school leaving exam topics 1 
geography 1 
ecology, environment 1 
English speaking countries 1 
fashion 1 
poetry 1 
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Table 21 

4. THEME I GIRLS TOTAL 
I do not think there should be fewer particular themes 11 
special, technical fields 8 
pop-stars, show business 6 
I have no idea 5 
ecology, environment 5 
history 3 
fiction, stories 3 
politology 2 
hi-tech, technology 2 
poetry 2 
family, family life 1 
PC 1 
fashion 1 
problems of the modem world 1 
future 1 

As a parallel to the previous question, the students got some space to express their 

opinions on the themes they would like to see less in their textbooks. In contrast with the 

question number 3 where students added the themes, they do not seem to be as mindful in 

reducing the themes. Many students, neither boys nor girls think that there should be fewer 

particular themes in the textbook. The students at GJN Z do not seem to be fond of 

showbusiness or pop-stars. Another theme that is not very popular in boys' case is history. 

As one would have expected, some girls' unfavourite themes are technology, special and 

technical fields. 

5. The length of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Short, I would not mind longer texts 

C) The texts are too long 

Table 22 

5. B G TOTAL 
A 16 31 48 
B 4 3 8 
c 7 5 12 

27 39 68 
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Most students find the length of the texts appropriate to their age and language 

competences. The length of the texts does not seem to play any crucial role in the above 

mentioned dislikes of this textbook. Quite a high number of students still think the texts are 

too long and therefore incomprehensible. 

6. The language difficulty of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Easy, I would not mind more difficult language 

C) Too difficult, that is why the texts are so incomprehensible to me 

Table 23 

6. B G TOTAL 
A 15 22 37 
B 2 1 2 
c 10 18 29 

27 41 68 

As the research shows, the students are more or less satisfied with the text difficulty 

in their textbooks. However, there is a large number of students, especially girls, who think 

the difficulty is inadequate to their language skills and competences. On the one hand, it is 

challenging and stimulating when the language difficulty is slightly more demanding. Only 

a fragment of the respondents would welcome more difficult language in the texts. 

7. The illustrational material accompanying the texts SHOULD BE to me: 

A) Mostly nice and suitable colourful pictures 

B) Mostly photographs from the real world 

C) Mostly simple drawings, schemes, maps, graphs 

D) Good combination of all the above mentioned 
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Table 24 

7. B G TOTAL 
A 4 3 7 
B 4 6 10 
c 6 3 9 
D 13 26 42 

27 38 68 

According to this table, most girls reached an agreement on the last item in the 

choice and it is that they would welcome a good combination of pictures, photographs and 

graphics for illustrational material accompanying the texts. The second highest number 

stands for the photographs from the real world. This statement corresponds to the fact that 

the students at GJN Z do not seem to like hypotheses and questionable matters but prefer 

facts and realia. The differences between those students who would like pictures and 

graphs are not too significant. 

8.1fyou wish to express any other comments or suggestions, please, do so: 

A) Positive comments 

Table 25 

8+ COMMENTS I BOYS 
good grammar and vocabulary outlines at the back 

Table 26 

8+ COMMENTS I GIRLS 
the best textbook we have ever had 
good grammar and vocabulary outlines at the back 
good articles 

B) Negative comments 

Table 27 

8- COMMENTS I BOYS 
grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 
price 
does not prepare for the graduation exam 
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grammar is not explained properly 
2 

wrong graphic layout 
2 

not enough space for filling the gaps 1 

horrible distractive pictures 
1 

I miss more colloquial language 
1 

I miss list of irregular verbs 
1 

I miss audio material 
1 

uninteresting themes 
1 

chaotic, non-systematic 
1 

Table 28 

8- COMMENTS I GIRLS TOTAL 

grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 7 

too difficult 
5 

unsuitable for autonomous learning 3 

chaotic, non-systematic 
2 

does not encourage for discussion 2 

not enough space for filling the gaps 1 

wrong graphic layout 
1 

unsuitable, small range of vocabulary 1 

not for real, practical life, based on hypotheses 1 

grammar not explained properly 
1 

all in English 
1 

In contrast with some other grammar schools, these students were very 

communicative as for their final optional answers. They came up with many comments 

whose results have been organised in the tables 25-28. These include both positive and 

negative remarks. 

The students especially appreciate both the vocabulary and grammar outlines at the 

back of the textbook; these become suitable for autonomous learning they ask for. 1 

student even mentions "good texts." However, the critical commentaries unfortunately 

outnumber the positive ones as in the case of all the grammar schools. The most criticised 

issue in both the students' cases was the total absence of Czech. The boys also perceive the 

price as unbearable. 3 of them suggest that they would prefer less colourful and 

presentationwise simpler textbooks to these would-be attractive and popular ones. The 

boys seem to be very conscious of the graduation exam. They think the themes in the 

textbook should correspond to the themes included in the list of the themes for the 

graduation exam. The girls' greatest concerns fall on the language difficulty and 

autonomous learning. 
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In contrast with Opportunities, OUP has not published any supplementary 

brochures for Matrix. There is no translated vocabulary, summarised grammar or 

additional audio-material to help the students who struggle with the monolingual version of 

the textbook. There is not even a website providing vocabulary translation into Czech, 

there are versions of German, French, Spanish and Slovenian, though. 65 

Conclusion: 

The students at GIN Z find the currently used textbooks as not the best choice and 

ask for some different ones. On the basis of the results, a few more grammar schools in 

Prague were contacted and asked what kind of textbooks they used. This was not a part of 

the research, though. There was only one more grammar school using New Matrix. This 

outcome proved the fact that there are some other textbooks which may be more suitable 

for ELT at grammar schools than Matrix. The area of the students' interests at GIN Z 
seems to be influenced by the narrow profile of the school. Nevertheless, the students 

brought forth a lot of valuable issues to be considered. 

65 There is an official OUP website available - www.oup.com/matrix. However, the Czech translation has not 
been added to the list yet. 
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7.3 Gymnazium V elke Mezifici 

This is the chapter analysing the first of the two grammar schools outside Prague. 

One of the main interests is to find out to what extent the attitudes of the students in and 

outside Prague differ from one another. 

The part of the research at this grammar school was launched on 9th May 2007. 200 

questionnaires were distributed in 3 different years - the fifth, the sixth and the seventh. 

The original plan was to include the final eighth year but the students were not available. 

The questionnaires were collected on 25th May 2007. Both the teachers and the students 

were extremely cooperative. The teachers were very eager to know the results of the 

research. 135 questionnaires returned, 5 of them could not have been included as they were 

incomplete. The final number of students that took part in the research at this school was 

135 students - 55 boys and 80 girls, see table 29 for the details. The age span of the 

students stretches between 15 and 19 years. 

Table 29 

Gymmizium Velke MezifiCi 
sth year b 21 54 135 b 55 

g 33 
6th year b 19 39 

g 80 
g 20 

7th year b 15 42 
g 27 

The grammar school uses the same textbooks as in the case of GJN H -

Opportunities set from Longman publishing house. The fifth year uses New Opportunities 

Intermediate, the sixth year has Opportunities Intermediate as well as the seventh year. 

The sixth and the seventh years are finishing the set of the older version of the textbooks; 

the fifth year uses the "New" edition with the hope to follow the set. It has been found out 

that due to the frequent re-publishing of individual sets of textbooks; grammar schools 

generally prefer introducing the "New" edition in their classes. However, because the older 

versions have been in circulation already, some teachers prefer finishing the whole set. 
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This statement proves the truth why the 5th year use the updated edition in comparison with 

the higher years that still follow the older version. 

7 .3.1 Questionnaire Analysis Ill 

This part includes the pure analysis of the questionnaire research. Each question is 

followed by a table showing the results of this particular school. Then, a commentary 

follows. 

1. My general attitude to the textbook: 

A) I like it, it suits me 

B) I like it but mind its being all in English 

C) I would prefer another one because ... 

D) I do not like it, I mind it because ... 

Table 30 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
1. B G 

A 31 49 80 
B 18 21 39 
c 5 it is very chaotic, 10 grammar should be explained in Czech, 15 

difficult, it is simply no Czech instructions nor explanations, 
another workbook, chaotic, disorganized, uninteresting 
no new information, texts, I do not like the style of grammar 
too easy learning and revising, there IS not 

enough exercises for grammar practice 
D I It is very easy and 0 1 

therefore boring 
55 80 135 

The overwhelming majority of the students chose the first option, which means that 

they like their textbooks and find them suitable. The second largest final number of the 

students say that they miss Czech translations in the textbook. This fact is connected with 

the following point C, in which the girls criticize the absence of their mother tongue. The 

next reasons for preferring some other textbook is the chaos and disorganization that 
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students find within its pages. There was only 1 student who expressed his wish to have 

another textbook because of finding this one too easy and therefore boring for him. 

Most students both at GVM and in Prague generally think the books are either 

suitable for their language level or are too difficult. The discrepancies in the point C are 

caused by the obvious fact that each class is always a mixed ability class. It imposes more 

demands on the teachers to deal with. The last point is a clear proof of what can easily 

happen in classes these days. The knowledge of this particular student must have been 

higher in comparison with the rest of the class; therefore it caused the feeling of boredom 

in his case. 

2. My general attitude to the content of the texts in the textbook: 

A) Most themes are suitable for my age and language competences, e.g .... 

B) Most themes are too difficult for me, e.g ... . 

C) Most themes are not interesting to me, e.g ... . 

D) I do not care about the themes, I read the texts because I have to 

Table 31 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
2 B G 

A 31 culture, people, extreme 56 future career, beauty, style, laughter, 87 
sports, music, history, poetry, autobiography, comic novel, global 
detective stories lifestyle, issues, travelling, literature corners, 
career, culture shock, celebrities, books, identity, society, 
England, humour, culture, Wales, books, frontiers, space, 
beauty, science, travelling, fashion, style, media, adventure, 
media, explorers, films, fear people, travelling, fear of flying, 
of flying, Jesse James, memory, Amundsen, explorers, 
adventure, English speaking catastrophe, film, sport, stories, 
countries, studying abroad, adventure, people, travelling, fear of 
learning, Australia, stories, flying, memory, explorers, film, 
sci-fi person description, sport, famous 

people, science, Australia, media, 
learning, famous places, teachers, 
your choice, person description, 
Britain, school, first impressions, 
jobs, people learning 

B 6 nations, identities 3 survival of the fittest 8 
c 5 style, fashion, inspiration, my 13 style, beauty, futurology, travelling, 17 

ideal school explorers, sports, film, pop-stars, 
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England and its inhabitants, 
adventure, learning, fear of flying, 
meeting m the library, media, 
wheels, learning 

D 13 8 21 
55 80 135 

The vast majority of the students only proved what has been mentioned above. The 

popularity of textbooks is underlined by the claim of 87 students who find most texts 

suitable for their age and language competences. The boys seem to be most interested in 

culture, people and extreme sports, whereas the girls prefer such themes as future career, 

beauty, style and laughter. Only 8 students confirm that the texts are too difficult for them. 

The themes they mentioned were 3 - nations, identities and survival of the fittest. Still, 

there are some themes that the boys naturally do not find very interesting. These are style 

and fashion, inspiration and my ideal school. Surprisingly enough, the most frequent 

unpopular topics among the girls were style and beauty as well, futurology and travelling. 

Quite a high number of the students read the texts only because they have to, they do not 

find any deeper personal interests in them. 

3. I would like to see more themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 32 

3. THEMES I BOYS TOTAL 
sports 21 
inventions, technololQ', hi-tech 12 
pc, pc games, internet 7 
ideal choice as it is 7 
history 6 
background studies of English speaking countries 4 
film 4 
life of teenagers 3 
leisure time, hobbies, communication 2 
nature, biology 2 
geography 2 
sc1ence 2 
jobs 1 
mythology 1 
relationships 1 
media 1 
curiosities 1 
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everyday life 1 
up-to-date problems of the world 1 
colloquial language 1 
food 1 
sci-fi 1 
foreign countries 1 
crafts - crocheting, needlework 1 

Table 33 

3. THEMES I GIRLS TOTAL 
sports 25 
bac~round studies of the En~lish speakin~ countries 19 
nature, biology 18 
geography 16 
music 16 
ideal choice as it is 14 
inventions, technology, hi-tech 13 
history 11 
film 10 
travelling 8 
everyday life 7 
PC, pc games, internet 7 
famous people, CV s 6 
up-to-date problems of the world 6 
life of teenagers 6 
arts, culture 6 
leisure time, hobbies 4 
science 3 
stories 3 
foreign countries 3 
curiosities 3 
literature 3 
topics for the school leaving exam 3 
universities, education 2 
fashion 2 
curiosities 2 
ecology, environment 2 
foreign countries 2 
inventions, technology, hi-tech 1 
science 1 
humorous stories 1 
psychology 1 
jobs 1 

First of all, many students showed their strong interests in the range of themes in 

their textbooks. Out of all the four grammar schools involved, these students came up with 

the widest variety of themes as for their own suggestions, likes and preferences. The most 
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popular themes which the boys would like to see in their textbooks more are sports, 

technology and computers. These 3 top themes are not very different from their colleagues 

in Prague. However, the girls' preferences are considerably different. The unbeatably 

highest number of the girls claim that they would like to find more topics on sports in their 

textbooks. The next persuasive weight of interest lies in background studies of the English 

speaking countries. Nature and biology figure in the third place. This topic has been found 

on the list of the girls' preferences very low- comparing with the two previous grammar 

schools in Prague. In the case of GVM, the students seem to be generally attracted by more 

rational areas such as science, which is another positive discovery as for the interests of 
students. 

4. There should be fewer themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 34 

4. THEMES I BOYS TOTAL 
all is OK, I do not mind any themes in the book 27 
pop-stars, show business 5 
travelling 4 
history 3 
literature 2 
I have no idea 2 
culture 2 
fiction, stories 2 
nature, biology 2 
hi-tech, technology I 
media I 
special, technical fields I 
fairy tales I 
education, universities I 
ecology, environment I 
fashion I 

Table 35 

4. THEMES I GIRLS TOTAL 
all is OK, I do not mind any themes in the book 4I 
hi-tech, technology 12 
travelling 6 
education, universities 4 
fiction, stories 4 
PC 3 
philosophy 3 
history 2 
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media 2 
sport 2 
I have no idea 2 
special, technical fields 2 
literature I 
science I 
English speaking countries I 
geography I 
culture I 
film I 
pop-stars, show business I 

According to the tables 34 and 35, most students are happy with the choice of the 

themes they find in their textbooks and therefore do not have any particular themes on their 

minds that they would find inappropriate. However, 5 boys suggest they mind the themes 

dealing with showbusiness and pop-stars. Surprisingly, the theme of travelling does not 

seem to be very popular among the boys either. As well as the boys, most girls think the 

themes are chosen in an appropriate balance and they would not reduce any themes. Many 

girls do not feel very comfortable reading articles on technology. In parallel with the boys, 

travelling does not belong to the themes they would particularly like. 

5. The length of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Short, I would not mind longer texts 

C) The texts are too long 

Table 36 

5. B G TOTAL 
A 33 63 96 
B I6 I4 30 
c 6 3 9 

55 80 135 

Even more reassurance as for the satisfaction with New Opportunities comes with 

the question 5. Almost all the students are convinced that the texts are adequate to their age 

and language competences. Quite a high number of students would welcome even more 

difficult texts. Only 9 respondents think the texts reach beyond their knowledge. 
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6. The language difficulty of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Easy, I would not mind more difficult language 

C) Too difficult, that is why texts are so incomprehensible to me 

Table 37 

6. B G TOTAL 
A 41 67 108 
B 8 7 16 
c 6 6 13 

55 80 135 

As the table 3 7 shows, the students are more or less satisfied with the text 
difficulty. From this perspective, most students agree that the textbook is appropriate for 

them. 16 students claim that they would not mind longer texts in comparison with 13 

students saying the texts are too difficult for them. 

7. The illustrational material accompanying the texts SHOULD BE to me: 

A) Mostly nice and suitable colourful pictures 

B) Mostly photographs from the real world 

C) Mostly simple drawings, schemes, maps, graphs 

D) Good combination of all the above mentioned 

Table 38 

7. B G TOTAL 
A 2 5 7 
B 19 13 32 
c 2 0 2 
D 32 62 94 

55 80 135 

The issue of wrong layout in New Opportunities has already been mentioned above. 

Most students agree that the illustrational material should create a balance between nice 
and suitable colourful pictures, photographs from the real world and simple drawings, 
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schemes, maps, graphs etc ... Quite a large number of respondents claim the best material 

accompanying the texts are photographs from the real world. Only 2 boys prefer schematic 

supportive material and 7 students voted for nice and colourful pictures. 

8. If you wish to express any other comments or suggestions, please, do so: 

A) Positive comments 

Table 39 

8+ COMMENTS I BOYS 
very good, nice, up-to date, interesting themes 
the best textbook we have ever had 

Table 40 

8+ COMMENTS I GIRLS 
the best textbook we have ever had 
good grammar and vocabulary outline at the back 

B) Negative comments 

Table 41 

8- COMMENTS I BOYS 
wrong graphic layout 
too many exercises to practice 
not enough space for filling the gaps 
too difficult 
grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 
miss more detailed and longer texts 
price 
miss more humour 

Table 42 

8- COMMENTS I GIRLS 
grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 
not enough space for filling the gaps 
too difficult 
miss more humour 
vocabulary should be at the text 
all in English 
grammar explained in a confusing way 
miss audio material 
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This question opens a few issues to discussion. Altogether 18 students from GVM 
decided to reply. In comparison with some other grammar schools, there were surprisingly 
many students commenting on their textbooks in a positive way. The boys appreciate 

especially the good, nice, up-to date, interesting themes and 2 boys claim it is the best 

English textbook they have ever had. 3 girls say the same. There is one more positive 

commentary on good grammar and vocabulary outlines at the back. 

There are quite a lot of negative aspects that the students found reflecting on their 

textbooks and the texts in them. The boys criticize the wrong layout most. For the list of 

some more of their opinions, see table 41. 2 girls are not happy with the monolingualism of 

their textbooks and would welcome vocabulary and grammar translated into their mother 

tongue. There is a criticizing opinion which may stem from autonomous learning and that 

is the lack of audio-material. Generally speaking, there is no such set of textbooks 

providing enough listening opportunities for students to practice autonomously on their 
own. 

Conclusion: 

Students at GVM find the textbooks currently used (both Opportunities and New 

Opportunities) suitable and appropriate for learning English. The vast majority of them 

have a positive approach towards them. There have been mentioned some suggestions 

drawn out on the basis of the students' impulses within the questionnaire processing. One 

of the strongest differences from the Prague grammar schools has been noticed in the 

question number 3 that deals with the students' interests and preferences. The students at 

GVM seem to be more interested in rational areas and facts such as natural sciences. 
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7.4 Katolicke gymnazium, Trebic 

KG has been chosen in order to make the research broader as for different types of 

grammar schools commonly operating in this country. It is the second school outside 

Prague which balances the proportion between grammar schools in and outside Prague. 

The main focus is placed on the third question, on the interests of the students as for the 

content of the texts. 

The part of the research at this grammar school was launched on 30th April 2007. 

1 00 questionnaires were distributed in all 4 years of the second grade of the grammar 

school, beginning with the fifth one. The questionnaires were collected on 22nd May 2007. 

The total of returned questionnaires was 54. 5 of them had to be excluded because of they 

were incomplete. 

The total of the students who took part in the research at this grammar school was 

49 - 11 boys and 38 girls. See table 43 for more details. The age span of the students 

stretches from 16 to 20 years. 

Table 43 

Katolicke gymn:izium, Trebic 
sth year b 4 12 49 b 11 

2 8 
6th year b 4 16 

g 12 

g 38 

7th year b 0 12 
g 12 

gth year b 3 9 

g 6 

The textbooks currently used are New Headway Pre-Intermediate, Headway 

Intermediate and New Headway Intermediate. The set of textbooks comes from OUP, the 

same as Matrix at GJN Z. As it has been mentioned above, there are "New" editions of 
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these textbooks as well. The "New" version is being introduced into the lower years with 
the intention to continue in the following years and to replace the older versions. 

This grammar school is not specialised in languages, nevertheless, foreign language 
teaching is divided into two major subjects - German major and English major. This is the 
reason for which the students in the fifth year use New Headway Pre-Intermediate, as well 
as in the seventh year. The sixth year uses Headway Intermediate and the eighth year has 
New Headway Intermediate. Headway is one of the sets of textbooks that provide the 
students with appropriate brochures on grammar and vocabulary outlines translated in 
Czech and with sufficient audio-material. All these additional materials rapidly influence 
the price, though. The price is one of the most criticised issues not only at KG. 

7.4.1 Questionnaire Analysis IV 

This part includes the analysis of the questionnaire research. Each question is 
followed by a table showing the results of this particular school. Then, a commentary 
follows. 

1. My general attitude to the textbook: 

A) I like it, it suits me 

B) I like it but mind its being all in English 

C) I would prefer another one because ... 

D) I do not like it, I mind it because ... 

Table 44 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
1. B G 

A 7 18 25 
B 4 chaotic, not very 14 18 

mce 
c 0 2 very expensive, too many partner 2 

dialogs 
D 0 4 chaotic, nonsystematic, inappropriate 4 

exercises, boring themes and exercises, 
all in English, there come up new and 
new editions every year, all in English, 
lack of realistic themes, lack of themes 
for life and conversation, too easy and 
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inappropriate for my age, stories of 
peoQ!e are boring 

11 38 49 

Most students say that they are satisfied with their textbooks. Quite a high number 
of the respondents, mainly girls, claim they mind the absence of their mother tongue. This 
is a remarkable phenomenon as there is always a high percentage of students, namely girls, 
complaining about this fact at every grammar school analysed so far. Boys generally do 
not seem to mind this fact on such a large scale. Only 2 girls would prefer another textbook 
for the reason of the price and unsuitable style of conversation practice to them. As for the 
point D, the students were quite communicative. 4 girls do not like their textbooks at all. 

1 student claims that the textbook is too easy and inappropriate for her. This may be 
caused by the fact that the last but one year uses the textbook of the pre-intermediate level. 
The students may be discouraged by the inadequacy of the textbook perhaps because they 
wish to learn more and wish for more challenging contents including texts. The themes in 
the sets of textbooks are adapted to certain age of students. It is obvious that with 
increasing age the interests change as well. There are some more criticising answers -
boring themes and exercises, lack of realistic themes, lack of conversational topics, the 
stories are boring. The sets of textbooks are designed for continuous systematic work 
starting at about the age of 12. It is a challenge for the teachers to provide students with 
such texts that would be attractive themeswise to them but at the same time would remain 
within the language competences of the students. 

2. My general attitude to the content of the texts in the textbook: 

A) Most themes are suitable for my age and language competences, e.g .... 

B) Most themes are too difficult for me, e.g ... . 

C) Most themes are not interesting to me, e.g ... . 

D) I do not care about the themes, I read the texts because I have to 

Table 45 

ANSWERS TOTAL 
2. I B I G 

A 14 I 15 music, teenagers, pop-stars, curiosities, 19 
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history, geography, travelling, food, 
celebrities, realistic themes, people, shopping, 
travelling, fiction, mystery, dreams, food, 
ghosts, England, wilderness, society, people 

B 0 0 0 
c 2 absurd 6 history of Pizza, gardening, ghosts 8 

unrealistic 
stories, food, 
clothes 

D 5 17 22 
11 38 49 

The results of this question are rather alarming as most students say they have no 

interests in the themes, they read the texts merely because they have to. This fact may point 

at the lack of interest and idleness to participation on creating the language teaching 

process. The girls seem to outnumber boys in this aspect. The second largest figure refers 

to the students who think the topics are interesting and suitable to them. The most favourite 

themes are music, life of teenagers, pop-stars and curiosities. Surprisingly enough, in 

contrast with the other inspected grammar schools, there was no student suggesting the 

themes were too difficult. 

4. I would like to see more themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 46 

3. THEMES I BOYS TOTAL 
sports 4 
music 2 
curiosities 1 
ecology 1 
nature, biology 1 
geography 1 
film 1 
inventions, technology, hi-tech 1 
ideal choice as it is 1 

Table 47 

3. THEMES I GIRLS TOTAL 
every_da_y life 9 
famous people, CVs 8 
sports 7 
background studies of English speaking countries 7 
geography 5 
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ideal choice as it is 4 
music 3 
topics for the school leaving exam 3 
shop_Qing 3 
history 2 
life of teenagers 2 
food 2 
travelling 2 
up-to-date problems of the world 2 
curiosities 2 
fashion 2 
leisure time, hobbies, communication 1 
arts, culture 1 
stories 1 
nature, biology 1 
pc, pc games, intemet I 

The strongest interests of the boys lie in similar areas as in the case of the other 

grammar schools. These include sports and music. This fact does not point at any 

differences in the interests of the students at a religious school outside Prague. These two 

interests more or less correspond. Nevertheless, KG is the only grammar school in the 

research where the boys did not ask for more topics from the field of hi-tech, science and 

technology in general. 

The girls seem to be rather more rational and focused on real life in the first place. 

Their second strongest interests are themes on showbusiness and famous people. This is a 

substantial difference from the grammar schools in Prague where this topic has been rather 

criticised and put on the list of the topics that should be reduced in the textbooks. The girls 

at grammar schools outside Prague seem to be fond of sports. The theme of the background 

studies of the English speaking countries seems to be widely popular at every school no 

matter what the location or the age of the students are. 

4. There should be fewer themes from these areas in the textbook: 

Table 48 

4. THEMES I BOYS TOTAL 
all is OK, I do not mind any themes in the book 4 
relationships, fami!y 2 
philosophy 1 
science 1 
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Table 49 

4. THEMES I GIRLS TOTAL 
all is OK, I do not mind any themes in the book 18 
history 5 
I have no idea 4 
pop-stars, show business 3 
relationships, family 1 
science 1 
education 1 
hi-tech, technology 1 

Not many students took their chance to comment on this question. The majority of 

them say, though, there is no particular theme that should be limited in the textbook. The 

boys think it is relationships, family issues and the theme of philosophy that should be 

mentioned less. The girls think there is too much history in the textbooks. Altogether 4 

girls say they have no idea about such themes that should be introduced less. 

5. The length of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Short, I would not mind longer texts 

C) The texts are too long 

Table 50 

5. B G TOTAL 
A 10 28 38 
B 1 8 9 
c 0 2 2 

11 38 49 

As for the length of the texts, most students think they are adequate to their age and 

language competences. 9 students ask for more difficult texts. This may be caused by the 

fact of introducing English as a second foreign language at a later age. Only 2 girls think 

the texts are too long for them. 
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6. The language difficulty of the texts is to me: 

A) Adequate to my age and my language competences 

B) Easy, I would not mind more difficult language 

C) Too difficult, that is why texts are so incomprehensible to me 

Table 51 

6. B G TOTAL 
A 11 35 46 
B 0 2 2 
c 0 1 1 

11 38 49 

The overpowering majority of the students are convinced that the language 

difficulty is appropriate for them. However, considering the age and pre-interrnediate level 

in the final year, only 2 students think they would welcome more difficult texts. It denies 

the hypothesis mentioned above that the texts are too easy and the students would like to 

learn more. Or, such result may be a proof of the students' weak will to engage actively in 

the process of ELT. 

7. The illustrational material accompanying the texts SHOULD BE to me: 

A) Mostly nice and suitable colourful pictures 

B) Mostly photographs from the real world 

C) Mostly simple drawings, schemes, maps, graphs 

D) Good combination of all the above mentioned 

Table 52 

7. B G TOTAL 
A 1 4 5 
B 3 11 13 
c 0 0 0 
D 7 23 29 

The results in the final point do not differ from the other grammar schools very 

much. Most students wish the illustrational material was a combination of pictures, 
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photographs and graphs. 13 students would like to see mainly photographs from the real 

world in their textbooks. There is nobody asking for more schematic illustrational material. 

8. If you wish to express any other comments or suggestions, please, do so: 

A) Positive comments 

Boys expressed no positive comments on their textbooks 

Table 53 

I 8+ I 
I I nice photographs 

B) Negative comments 

Table 54 

I 8 
+ I price 

Table 55 

8+ 

COMMENTS I GIRLS 

COMMENTS/BOYS 

COMMENTS I GIRLS 
grammar, vocabulary should be explained in Czech 
pnce 

too detailed 
too easy 
no help for graduation exam 
all in English 

TOTAL 

I ~OTAL I 

TOTAL 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

As for the positive comments on the textbook, none of the boys took their chance. 1 

girl appreciated the aesthetics of the nice photographs in the textbook. 

As for the negative comments, 1 boy complained about the price of the textbook. 

The girls are not happy with the total absence of Czech. The students came up with some 

other individual comments but in a limited number. See the tables 53-5. 

Conclusion: 

The students at KG find the textbooks merely as textbooks they have to use. Having 

completed the analysis oftheir questionnaires, the students do not seem to be too interested 
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in the contents of the textbook. Nevertheless, all of them were very willing to cooperate 

and fill the questionnaires in. The fact that it is a religious school does not seem to play any 

role neither in their attitudes towards the texts, nor in the choice of the topics the students 

would like to see in their textbooks more or less. There have been found some differences 

in the students' interests, though, which may be caused by the location and the size of the 

places they live at. 
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8. Final Conclusion 

The concluding part returns to practice which was one of the prime impulses for 

writing this thesis. The results of the research have been beneficial for teaching practice. 

The final passage of this chapter proves this statement. The focus of the concluding part 

lies in comparison of the results of the four grammar schools involved and in the 

verification and disproval of the initial hypotheses. 

The above-mentioned theory of textbooks, the skill of reading, text analysis and 

characteristics of adolescent students form the basic preconditions for operating with the 

data related to the texts in different English textbooks. The CEFR substantially influences 

the parameters of English basic textbooks in terms of language levels, language skills and 

competences, learning strategies and communicative skills. Most English textbooks being 

used these days follow The CEFR strategies and contribute to global European 

interconnection in ELT this way. 

Four different grammar schools have been chosen for the research. The aspect of 

locality proved to play its role in the interests of the students. To make the research even 

more valid and precise, each grammar school is different in their focus and specialization. 

It has been proved that there are differences in the interests of the students which are 

caused by the sex and locality of the grammar school - whether within the city of Prague 

or outside. The answers and opinions of the students are noticeably influenced by different 

kinds of textbooks as well. 

Three types of textbooks of different levels were analysed - Matrix, Headway and 

Opportunities. The individual analyses show the strengths and insufficiencies of the 

textbooks. The students expressed their opinions on them, on the themes and the other 

criteria mentioned above. This kind of material may serve as an invaluable source for all 

teachers of English and their everyday classes. 

The core of the research does not lie in the textbooks as such but in the students' 

opinions and approaches to texts in the present-day textbooks of English. A special 

attention is paid to the contents of texts, length and language difficulty. Texts are closely 
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connected with illustrational material and general attitudes towards textbooks. Texts form a 

substantial part of every textbook, there is always an introductory text of a comparatively 

long extension and a few shorter texts scattered within each unit. There is a wide range of 

different topics and themes in them. Not all the texts, however, correspond to students' 

needs and interests. There are a few natural factors that cause the discrepancies and these 

are sex, place of living or mixed ability classes etc ... All the factors have been taken into 

consideration in the final table 56. It shows the percentage, proportions and differences 

among individual grammar schools and their textbooks. 
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
textbook used 

QUESTIONS/A GJNI-1 GJNZ GVM KG NSWERS Opportunities, New Opportunities Matrix Opportunities, New Opportunities Headway 
B/% G/% B/% G/% B/% G/% B/% G/% 

I. A 77.7 69.2 22.2 39 56.4 61.3 63.6% 47.4% 
B 5.5 0 25.9 17 32.7 26.3 36.4 36.8 c ll.l 28.2 40. 34.1 9.1 12.5 0 5.3 D 5.5 2.5 11.1 9.8 1.8 0 0 10.5 

2. A 55.5 71.8 25.9 3!.7 56.4 70 36.4 39.5 
B 5.5 2.6 1l.l 22 10.9 3.8 0 0 c 22.2 15.3 51.9 29.3 9.1 16.3 18.2 15.8 
D 16.7 10.2 ll.l 17.1 23.6 10 45.5 44.7 

3. 1. sports music, background inventions, technology, music, background sports sports sports everyday life 
studies of the hi-tech studies of the 
English speaking English speaking 
countries countries 

2. history, science arts, culture music topics for the inventions, background studies of music famous people, CVs 
school leaving technology, hi-tech the English speaking 
exam, geography, countries 
everyday life 

3. inventions, film science sports, arts, culture pc, pc games, nature, biology curiosities sports 
technology, hi- interne! 

I 
tech, literature, 
ideal choice as it is 

4. l do not think hi-tech, l do not think there l do not think all is ok, l do not all is ok, l do not mind all is ok, l do not all is ok, I do not mind any themes in the book there should be technology should be fewer there should be mind any themes in any themes in the mind any themes in 
fewer particular particular themes fewer particular the book book the book 
themes themes 

2. fashion history, I have not pop-stars, show special, technical pop-stars, show hi-tech, technology relationships, family history 
got any idea, business fields business 
letters, education 

3. hobbies philosophy, history pop-stars, show travelling travelling philosophy I have not got any idea 
science ... business 
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5. A 66.7 71.8 59.3 79.5 60 78.8 90.9 73.7 
B 5.6 23.1 14.8 7.7 29.1 17.5 9.1 21.1 c 27.8 5.1 25.9 12.8 10.9 3.8 0 5.3 

6. A 88.9 82.1 55.6 53.7 74.5 83.8 100 92.1 
B 0 5.1 7.4 2.4 14.5 8.8 0 5.3 c 11.1 12.8 37 43.9 10.9 7.5 0 2.6 

7. A 11.1 2.6 14.8 7.9 3.6 6.3 9.1 10.5 
B 11.1 12.8 14.8 15.8 34.5 16.3 27.3 28.9 c 16.7 5.1 22.2 7.9 3.6 0 0 0 D 61.1 79.5 48.1 68.4 58.2 77.5 63.6 60.5 

8.+ I. - very good, nice, good grammar and the best textbook very good, nice, up- the best textbook we - nice photographs 
up-to date, vocabulary outlines at we have ever had, to date, interesting have ever had 
interesting themes the back good grammar and themes 

vocabulary 
outlines at the 
back 

2. - good graphic - good the best good - -

I 

layout articles textbook we have grammar and 
ever had vocabulary outline at 

the back 
3. - - - - - - - -

8.- I. grammar, horrible distractive grammar, vocabulary gram m wrong grammar, price grammar, vocabulary 
vocabulary should pictures should be explained in ar, vocabulary graphic layout vocabulary should be should 
be explained in Czech should be explained in Czech be explained in 
Czech explained in Czech 

Czech 

2. I miss more better than price too not not enough - price 
colloquial Headway, difficult enough space for space for filling the 
language and unsuitable, small filling the gaps gaps 
American English range of 

vocabulary 

3. - short texts no graduation exam unsuita grammar, grammar - too detailed 
preparation, grammar ble for vocabulary should explained in a 
not explained properly, autonomous be explained in confusing way 
wrong graphic layout learning Czech 

- -· --·----·· --· 
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8.1 General Approach towards Textbooks 

The students from GJN H seem to be happy with their textbooks; they like them 

and find them appropriate. The same phenomenon has been noticed at GVM where the 

percentage reaches far over the half. No matter what the location of the school is, it seems 

to be the type of the textbooks, Opportunities that are attractive to students on the largest 

scale. The boys from GJN H have the most positive approach towards their textbooks. The 

least positive approach has been noticed in the case of the boys at GJN Z with their 

textbook Matrix. 

The most students who mind that their textbooks are all in English are the students 

from KG. The equal percentage of the boys and girls share the same opinions. Surprisingly 

enough, only a fragment of the boys and not a single girl from GJN H mind the total 

absence of Czech in their monolingual textbook. 

The most students who desperately ask for another textbook are the students from 

GJN Z. Matrix does not seem to suit them for the above mentioned reasons. The students, 

especially the boys, are convinced that the textbooks lack a lot and there are too many 

extracts they do not find useful for their English language learning. Not many students 

from KG think they would like a different textbook although many of them complain about 

the book and do not like it. This fact points at a certain amount of idleness towards the 

language learning and the students' lack of interest in their own participation on eo

creating the teaching-learning process. 

The most students who say they mind their current textbooks are the students from 

GJN Z. The boys are rather critical in their opinions. This result may be explained in terms 

of their resignation to the textbooks and strong decision to obtain new ones. The most 

positive approach towards their textbooks was found out in the case of the students from 

GVM. There is hardly anybody who minds the textbook at its present state. 
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8.2 General Attitude towards the Content of the Texts 

In analogy with the first question, most students using Opportunities seem to be 

happy with the content of the texts. The students find them appropriate for their age and 

language skills and competences. The highest score was reached by the girls from GJN H 

and the girls from GVM immediately followed. The lowest level of satisfaction with their 

textbooks was proved by the students from GJN Z. Again, they showed their attitude 

towards the textbooks and their strong will to gain a new one. These students also think 

that most themes are too difficult for them, which is another reason for their rejecting the 

textbook. However, nobody at KG finds the texts too difficult. It could be due to 

introducing low levels of the Headway textbooks in the higher years. The students at this 

grammar school do not seem to be interested in the themes. The themes are not difficult for 

them either. 

The most disappointed with the content of the texts are the students using Matrix, 

the students from GJN Z. Over a half of them say they do not find any interest in the texts. 

A very high number of voices saying they do not care about the texts in the textbooks 

raised the students from KG. Almost half of them mention they do not care about the texts; 

they are idle towards the content and read the texts only because they have to. 

8.3 Topics that Should Occur More Frequently 

This is one of the most beneficial questions for the research. No limits were 

imposed on the students, they were given no special instructions how many topics they 

could mention. It was entirely up to them what and how many topics they wanted to bring 

forth. The differences between the sexes as well as the regional differences came 

distinctively up to the surface. The most active in giving the number of topics were the 

students from GVM immediately followed by the students from GJN Z. The least active in 

providing the answers were the students from GJN Hand KG. 

The students from GVM request more topics dealing with sports. This topic was 

mentioned by 25 respondents. The same topic was mentioned by the boys from GJN H and 
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KG in the first place. Sport seems to be the most popular and the most wanted topic among 

the students both in Prague and outside. However, as for the sex, it seems to be the boys' 

preference. Occupying the first position on the scale, sport was immediately followed by 

music and the background studies of the English speaking countries. These two topics are 

preferred by the girls from the Prague grammar schools, both GJN H and GJN Z. The girls 

from KG miss more topics from everyday life. 

The next popular topics include a wide range of various areas and are not as 

univocal as sport. Generally, the boys from Prague seem to prefer history, science and 

music in contrast with the boys from the grammar schools outside the city whose interest 

lies in technology and correspondingly in music. The girls from GJN H seem to prefer 

rather artistic topics- arts and culture. The girls from GJN Z are rather realistic and wish 

more topics for the graduation exam as well as scenes from everyday communication. The 

girls from outside Prague emphasise background studies of the English speaking countries 

and stories of famous people and biographies. Again, the students from Prague show rather 

artistic inclination in contrast with those from outside Prague who seem to be rather 

technically and rationally oriented. 

The third group of the most mentioned topics consists of a spectre of rather 

scientific topics including technology, science and literature in the case of boys in Prague. 

A large number of them also think the choice of texts in Opportunities is ideal the way it 

is. The girls miss more films, arts and culture. The boys voted for rather rational themes 

whereas the girls seem to be more artistic in this case. As for the students from outside 

Prague, the boys seem to be interested in computers and curiosities. The girls prove their 

rational inclination to nature, biology and sports. The students shortlisted many more 

topics but for the transparency of the research, there are only the three most frequent 

themes that each school came forth with. 
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8.4 Themes That Should Be Mentioned Less 

The answers were almost identical at all schools. Most students without the 

difference of age or sex agree that the choice is rather well balanced and there is no such 

topic they would really mind. The only exceptions are the girls from GJN H who believe 

that the topics dealing with technology should be mentioned less. 

Both the boys and girls from Prague express their wish for less history. The boys 

incline to refuse the topics dealing with fashion and style; the girls are not particularly fond 

of technology. The girls from GJN H do not welcome too many topics connected with 

education, epistolary forms of texts and hypothetical philosophical articles. As for GJN Z, 
the grammar school specialized in music; the students refuse the topics from the area of 

pop-stars and showbusiness, apparently because of their simultaneous education in music 

of certain quality and levels. 

Referring to the grammar schools outside Prague, the same element of rejection of 

pop-stars and showbusiness has been noticed at GVM. On the contrary, the students at KG 

place this issue among the preferred topics. Both the boys and girls from GVM think there 

are too many articles on travelling and they should be reduced. Naturally, the girls are not 

very happy with too many technology topics. Surprisingly enough, the boys from KG 

would like to see less topics on family, relationships and philosophy- apparently because 

the students are being introduced to such topics in some other humanistic subjects that the 

school has got in its syllabus on the plentiful scale. The girls think they get too much 

history, however, quite a few of them express they have no idea about what topics should 

be reduced in their textbooks. 

8.5 The Length of the Texts 

The students who reached the highest percentage as for the appropriateness of the 

length of the texts for them are the students using Headway. The issues of language 

difficulty and particular language levels have been foreshadowed above. It is probably the 

reason for so many students to give the answer that the length of the texts is appropriate to 
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them. The percentage of the answers at the other schools seems to fluctuate at around the 

same rate as for the satisfaction with the length. The students from GJN Z, who do not find 

the texts appropriate for their language knowledge, are least satisfied. 

The students at GVM, who find the texts rather short and ask for more difficult 

texts, seem to be the most enthusiastic. This statement proves their interest in the subject 

matter and perhaps the content of the texts themselves. The boys from GJN H are those 

who require longer texts the least. These discrepancies between the two grammar schools 

using the same textbooks Opportunities and each being set in different location seem to be 

diametrically different. The result does not seem to depend on the textbooks as such but 

perhaps on the students' relationships to reading and their interests in the articles. 

The students from each of the Prague grammar schools, boys in both cases, 

represent the highest number of the students who think the texts are too difficult for them. 

None of the boys from KG suggests that the textbook Headway is adequate to their 

language skills or competences, however, there is nobody asking for more challenging and 

longer texts. 

8.6 The Language Difficulty of the Texts 

The unrivalled 100% of boys from KG state that they are happy with the language 

difficulty of the texts in Headway. The girls from the same school reached almost the same 

proportion. The students from GVM find the texts rather easy and ask for more difficult 

texts, both the boys and girls. 

The incomparably highest number of students who think the texts are over too 

difficult and therefore incomprehensible to them are the students from GJN Z. 
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8. 7 Illustrational Material of the Texts 

The illustrations form an integral component of articles. They certainly influence 

the students' comprehension and general relationship to particular texts in their books. 

Therefore this question was included in the research as well. It does not deal with the fact 

what there is but with what the students wish there should be. It focuses on the students' 

opinions based on their experience with current textbooks. The first three answers are 

created by one type of illustrational material, the last point is a combination of the three 

above mentioned types and this was the most popular choice for all the students. 

Nevertheless, most students who would like to see suitable and colourful pictures 

are the boys from GJN Z. Those who wish pictures least are the girls from GJN H. In 

general, boys seem to outnumber girls who wish pictures for the illustrational material. The 

second answer, the photographs of the real world, seems to be the most suitable for the 

students from GVM, boys specifically. It has been mentioned above that the students from 

this grammar school incline to rational areas and issues based on reality. KG scored with 

almost the same numbers. Those who would like photographs the least are the students 

fromGJNH. 

The third point refers at rather structural means of accompanying the texts. The 

most students who would like to see a lot of graphics in their textbooks are the students 

from GJN Z. One of the possible explanations is that they are specialized in music and 

have to read the notes which are merely different transcriptions and expressions of reality, 

the same as graphs or schemes. On the whole, the most popular choice among the students 

is the last point, which is the combination of all three above mentioned possibilities. 

8.8 Optional Commentaries Brought forth 

The final question is of high importance. The students were given the opportunity 

to comment on what they like or dislike about their current textbooks. The commentaries 

were divided into two separate subsections, a positive and a negative one. 
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Despite numerous criticisms, the students managed to bring forth a lot of positive comments as well. The most appreciative are the students from GVM, both the boys and girls, who are convinced that Opportunities are the best textbooks they have ever had. They claim so because of their up-to-dateness and interesting topics as well as the good vocabulary outlines and grammar summaries in the appendix. The second group of the students who express some positive attitudes are surprisingly the students from GJN Z. According to the results and their analysis, this fact disproves the statement that the students are not happy with their textbooks and desperately wish for some new ones. On the other hand, these students were the most active in giving numerous answers and comments, which proves their involvement in ELT and their determination to reach some better changes. 

There was only one girl from GJN H positively commenting on the most criticized graphic layout, she finds it as one ofthe priorities ofthe textbook. Analogically, only one girl from KG says that she likes the photographs and pictures in her textbook. However, more students were rather communicative as for criticising their textbooks and texts in general. The most common and the most frequent complaint that reached an overpowering number at all grammar schools was the total absence of the mother tongue as for the vocabulary and grammar translation. This complaint was made by the students, both the boys and girls without a difference among locations of the grammar schools or different textbooks. Even Headway that provides some supplementary material with grammar translation failed in this case. 

The students from GVM agree that there is not enough space for filling in the gaps in the texts and exercises. This matter is closely connected with the unsuitable layout, which was another most criticised issue. These students were the only ones to mention it although there are some other schools using the same textbooks. 

A common commentary as for unreasonable price was mentioned by the students who use Matrix and Headway. In fact, Opportunities do not differ from them moneywise. The reason for claiming so has not been discovered as there are neither regional differences nor preferences of different sexes. The students from GJN H are not satisfied with the text and vocabulary difficulty, they would welcome longer texts as well as a wider range of appropriate and useful vocabulary. Also, the boys from the same grammar school point out 
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an interesting matter. It is the lack of colloquial language and a limited presentation of 

varieties of English. One has to take into account that this grammar school specialises in 

foreign languages. 

The students at GJN Z are not happy with the insufficient grammar explanations, 

which may be closely connected with the inappropriateness for autonomous learning. Only 

one girl from KG thinks the textbooks are too detailed, she would wish for slightly more 

schematisation and briefness. In general terms, the students were the most communicative 

and interested in the last question were those who are interested in participation in ELT. 

The girls clearly outnumbered the boys in all four cases. As for the individual grammar 

schools, the first position is occupied by the students from GJN Z that is immediately 

followed by GVM. 

8.9 Practical Results 

The practical result of the thesis is the change of textbooks at GJN Z. The grammar 

school had the textbooks Matrix replaced with New Opportunities on the basis of 

theoretical background with combination of the research results. The change took place 

after the summer holidays at the beginning of the new term in all the years of the second 

grade of GJN Z. 

According to the research, many students from this school assessed the textbook 

Matrix in negative terms and the vast majority of them asked for a new alternative. What 

was criticised most was the language difficulty, absence of the mother tongue, chaos, 

uninteresting content of the texts, the lack of socio-background studies of the English 

speaking countries etc ... For particular details see chapter 7 .2.1. 

There are two more schools using New Opportunities for years, namely GJN H and 

GVM. The students from those schools are generally satisfied with them. However, there 

were some negative comments brought forth as well. For particular details see chapters 

7.1.1 and 7.3.1. 
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New Opportunities have been used at GJN Z for almost half-a-year now. The 

change has proved itself beneficial for the general improvement of English language 

teaching at this school. Both the teachers and the students are satisfied with them. Over 80 

students claim the textbooks are much more challenging and definitely more attractive. 

The contents of the texts are humorous as well as are inspiring. The reading material is 

interesting and provides the students with new knowledge not only about up-to-date topics 

but also about socio-background studies of the English speaking countries. Therefore it 

contributes even more to the theme correspondence with the usual graduation exam topics. 

The length of the texts and their language difficulty are adequate to the students as well as 

the picture material. These textbooks generally comply with the parameters mentioned by 

the students in the questionnaires. The successful textbook replacement is the greatest 

achievement of the thesis. 
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11.1 Resume 

Tato diplomova prace se zabyva vyzkumem postoje studentu k textum 

v soucasnych ucebnicich anglickeho jazyka na gymnaziich a jejich nazory na tuto 

problematiku. Pozomostje zamerena zejmena na obsah textu, delku ajazykovou 

narocnost. Texty uzce souvisi s doprovodnym ilustracnim materialem a v souCinnosti tak 

dotvareji celkovy vztah studentu k ucebnicim. Prace si kladla za cil zjistit predstavy 

studentu o adekvatni ucebnici anglickeho jazyka. 

Znalost anglickeho jazyka nab)1va na stale vetSi dlilezitosti diky neustale 

vzrustajicim pozadavkum soucasne spolecnosti. Velky vliv na vyuku cizich jazyku maji 

normy a kriteria Evropske unie. Efektivni ryuka je ovlivnena mnoha faktory, mezi ktere 

patfi i vhodna ucebnice. Tato diplomova prace se zameruje na soucasne pouzivane 

ucebnice, zejmena na texty v nich a na didakticke pomucky odpovidajici parametrum a 

standardnim normam schvalenY"m Ministerstvem skolstvi mladeze a telovychovy Ceske 

republiky. Adekvatni ucebnice anglickeho jazyka V kombinaci s radne kvalifikovanym 

vyucujicim zajist'uji uspesnou vyuku. Rozeznat vhodnou ucebnici je vsak velmi komplexni 

otazkou, ktera je podminena teoretickymi znalostmi z oblasti teorie ucebnic, metodologie 

anglickeho jazyka a dlouhodobou praxi. 

Ucebnice jsou navrhovany zejmena vedeckymi pracovniky ve spolupraci s uCiteli, 

avsak zretel studentu je bran V uvahu velmi sporadicky. Cilenou skupinou uzivatelu 

ucebnic jsou predevsim prave studenti, proto by jejich potreby a nazory mely bYt 

uprednostneny. Za predpokladu, ze ucebnice neni pro studenty dostatecne motivujici, muze 

dojit k prudkemu poklesu zajmu o dany predmet. Proto je nutne stale reflektovat na vyuku 

a monitorovat stav v jednotlivych rocnicich a skolach. V pfipade zjisteni nevhodnosti 

urCite ucebnice je zapotrebi zaujmout potrebne stanovisko a tuto vyukovou pomucku 

nahraditjinou, efektivnejsi. 

Modemi trh je vsak presyceny nescetnymi druhy ucebnic, ktere Sl vzajemne 

konkuruji rozlicnymi didaktickymi metodami, sylaby, pristupy a strategiemi, ale take 

designem a v neposledni rade cenou. Vsechna tato kriteria je treba brat v uvahu, avsak 

zadne z nich se nejevi tak dulezite jako vlastni obsah jednotlivych ucebnic. Beznou a 

soucasne spolecnou nevyhodou vsech ucebnic anglickeho jazyka je ztrata jejich 
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aktmilnosti. Tento fakt neni podminen pouze casem, ale jde ruku v ruce se zmenou zajmu 

studentu a jejich preferenci. 

Teoreticka studia v,Yuky anglickeho jazyka, uCitelska praxe a insuficience ve 

v)'ukovych materialech pfipravily zivnou pudu pro tuto diplomovou praci. Zajmy a 

preference studentu CO Se tyce temat V SOUCasne pouzivanych ucebnicich pfispely 

k rozhodnuti provest vyzkum v teto oblasti. Statistika a osobni zkusenosti s ruznymi 

ucebnicemi ve vyuce poukazaly na nedostatky v ucebnich materialech. Vysledky vyzkumu 

jsou blize pojednany V prakticke casti prace. 

Vyzkumu se zucastnily celkem 4 skoly, 2 prazske (Gymnazium Jana Nerudy Praha 

Hellichova, Gymnazium Jana Nerudy Praha Zizkov) a 2 mimoprazske (Gymnazium Velke 

Mezifici a Katolicke gymnazium Tfebic). Vyber jednotlivych skol nebyl nahodny. GJN H 

je jazykove gymnazium, GJN Z ma hudebni zamefeni, GVM se fadi ke vseobecnym 

gymnaziim a Katolicke gymnazium reprezentuje skoly cirkevni. Na techto skolach bylo 

distribuovano celkem 500 dotazniku, z nichz pouze 309 bylo zpracovano. Cilenou vekovou 

skupinou byli studenti vyssiho stupne gymnazii, tedy studenti ve veku 15-20 let. Vyzkum 

byl proveden na vice mistech ve velkem rozsahu za ucelem ziskat co nejpfesnejsi data. 

Prace zkouma rozdily V zajmech studentu na ruznych gymnaziich, stejne tak jako 

zajmove rozdily mezi jednotliv)'mi pohlavimi V uvedenych skolach Za ucelem plneho 

porozumeni specifik teto vekove kategorie v edukacnim prostfedi je zapotfebi odbornych 

znalosti z oblasti psychologie, metodologie a pedagogiky. Vsechny tyto aspekty byly 

zohledneny pfi tvorbe a zpracovani vyzkumnych dotazniku. Proto je stezejni casti prace 

zpracovani vyzkumu, kteremu pfedchazi teoreticka cast. 

Teoretickou cast tvofi kapitoly, ktere dopodrobna rozpracovavaji teorii ucebnic, 

ruzne druhy textu a schopnost cteni. Velka cast teorie se venuje Spolecnemu evropskemu 

referencnimu ramci, ktery tvofi kostru vyucovani cizim jazykum. Nedilnou soucasti teto 

kapitoly je osobnost adolescenta nahlednuta z psychologickeho hlediska. 

Teorie ucebnic se zabyva rozpracovanim jednotlivych druhu ucebnich pomucek, 

jejich rolemi a funkcemi ve v)'uce anglickeho jazyka. Schopnost cteni je zde 

zakomponovana z praktickych duvodu, nebot' ne kazdy si uvedomuje rozdily mezi ctenim 
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a porozumenim textu. Spolecny evropskj referencni ramec ma v jazykovem vyucovani 

nezastupitelnou roli, nebot' obsahuje soubor kv6t, norem a pravidel, definujicich prubezne 

a vystupni znalosti studentu v celoevropskem mefitku. Interkulturni kompetence a 

sociokultumi aspekty ciloveho jazyka jsou jeho nezbytnou soucasti. Z vyse uvedenych 

duvodu je Spolecnemu evropskemu referencnimu ramci venovana cela kapitola, ctenar se 

zde muze seznamit s jeho strukturou a pfimym dopadem na vyukovy proces. 

Nasledujici kapitola se zabyva problematikou textu. Po uvodni charakteristice a 

definicich se pozomost soustfed'uje na ruzne druhy textu, se kterymi se studenti bezne 

setkavaji. V teto souvislosti je velmi vhodne aplikovatelne pravidlo - cim vetSi ruznost, 

tim lepe. Nicmene uCitele by si meli b)'t vedomi uvazliveho zafazeni urcitych typu textu do 

v)'uky. Aby tak mohli Cinit, je nutne seznamit se alespoii v zakladni podobe s ruznymi 

typologiemi textu a jejich jednotlivymi parametry. Tato problematika je nejdfive nastinena 

V teoreticke casti, ktera ma SVOji korespondujici verzi V useku praktickeho zpracovani 

dotazniku. Poslednim pfispevkem v teto kapitole je diskuse o zafazeni klasicke literatury 

do vyuky. 

Nezbytnou soucasti vytvofeni jakekoli ucebnice jsou podkladove znalosti V oblasti 

psychologie, zamefene na danOU vekOVOU kategorii. Z tohoto duvodu je V praci zafazena 

kapitola popisujici obdobi rane a pozdni adolescence. Rozvoj mysleni, zpracovani 

informaci a feseni problemu jsou pro tuto skupinu studentu charakteristicke. Je nezbytne 

porozumet zakladnim principum, ktere se odehravaji na fyzicke, mentalni a emocionalni 

rovine. V teto souvislosti nesmeji b)'t vynechany pozadavky na moderni v)'uku anglickeho 

jazyka. Jednim z nich je problematika kritickeho mysleni. 

Prakticka cast zaCina obecnym uvodem o pedagogickem vyzkumu. Jsou zde 

obsazena zakladni data a informace 0 jednotlivych skolach, ktere se vyzkumu zucastnily. 

Pote nasleduje vlastni analyza kazde skoly zvlast'. Tento postup byl zvolen na zaklade 

pozadavku gymnazii, nebot' vsechna pozadala o vlastni vysledky pro svoji vnitfni potfebu. 

Kazda otazkaje pojednana formou tabulky a nasledneho komentare. 

Zakladni cile vyzkumu byly cetne. Hlavnim ukolem bylo zjistit zajmy a postoje 

studentu k textum, pota.zmo ucebnicim anglickeho jazyka. Tyto faktory si kladly za cil bud' 

potvrdit anebo zpochybnit vhodnost prave pouzivane ucebnice. Otazky v dotazniku se 
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tykaly zejmena celkoveho hodnocenf ucebnic, volnych komentaru na vice ci mene 

preferovana temata, delky a narocnosti textu, stejne tak jako dopliikoveho obrazoveho 

materialu. Rozhodujicim faktorem pfi zaverecnem zpracovanf bylo pohlavf studentu a 

lokalita daneho gymnazia. Jednotlive rozdfly vyplynuly na povrch ve forme dflcfch 

informacf, ktere jsou sumarizovany V zaverecne srovnavacf tabulce- viz tabulka 56 a jejf 

nasledna analyza. 

Ve vlastnfm vyzkumu, krucialnf roli sehralo podrobne planovanf a postup pfi 

distribuci. Dotazniky byly cflene rozdany v dostatecnem pfedstihu vzhledem k dobe, kdy 

se kazdy vyucujici rozhoduje o pfipadne zmene ucebnic pro nasledujici skolni rok. Pozdni 

jarnf mesfce zajistily dostatek casu ke zpracovani dat a poskytnuti informaci jednotlivym 

skolam. Jedno gymnazium vyuzilo podkladoveho materialu pro vymenu ucebnic. 

Zaverecna cast je zalozena na srovnavaci tabulce obsahujici zpracovane vysledky ze vsech 

skol. Zde se jasne zraci uvodni hypotezy zminene V zacatku prace. Protoze nejlepsim 

kriteriem vedeckeho vyzkumu je praxe, osobni zkusenost zalozena na rysledcich vyzkumu 

vytvari prakticky zaver diplomove prace. 

Praktickym vysledkem diplomove prace byla vymena ucebnic Matrix nahradou za 

New Opportunities na GJN Z. Primamim duvodem vymeny bylo zpracovane teoreticke 

pozadi v kombinaci s rysledky vyzkumu. Tyto oznaCily ucebnici Matrix jako neadekvatni 

pro studenty GJN Z. Vymena probehla na zaklade popudu z fad studentu V zari 2007. 

Temef pulrocni praxe ukazala zmenu jako velky pfinos, v jehoz dusledku doslo 

k celkovemu zvyseni urovne ryuky anglickemujazyku na teto skole. 

Aplikovana lingvistika jasne souvisf s praxi, a proto i tato prace uvadi vzorek 

pfikladu pouzitelnych ve vyuce. Pfiloha obsahuje 30 ruznych textu vybranych z ucebnic 

Matrix a Opportunitites. Prvnich 10 textu predstavuje priklady hodnocene negativnimi 

terminy. Nasledujicich 20 pfikladu zastupuje texty hodnocene velmi pozitivne. Tato 

pffloha muze bYt pouzitajako prakticka pomucka pri ryuce anglictiny. 

Integralni soucasti diplomove prace je samostatny svazek vsech dotazniku, ktere 

slouzi jako prUkazny material vyse uvedenych deskripci. 
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12. Contents of Appendices 

Appendices 1-1 0 - the text samples are taken from the textbook Matrix Intermediate 

Appendices 11-20 -the texts are taken from the textbook New Opportunities 
Intermediate 

Appendices 21-30- the texts are taken from the textbook New Opportunities Upper 
Intermediate 
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Appendix no. 1 

Memory test 
Look at these numbers and objects for 30 
seconds and try to memorise them. 

~ 'TS 

K g 
2 Now close your books and write down the 

numbers and objects you can remember, then 
compare your list with a partner's. Which were 
easier to remember? 

99
• 103 

~ ~ ~ 
1,000,000 , 41 Sit ": 

Skills 
1 Reading for general meaning 

Ski~ read the article. Think of a good title 
for tt. Compare it with other students' titles. 

Exom troining 

Skim reading helps us to identify what a whole text is 
about. Before you start to answer qu~stions about o text, 
try to read 1t through quickly and have a general idea af 
what1t IS about. Do not worry about the meanings of 
mdiVIdual words. 

·- --- ..-..----.:c-· 
Your brain 1s like a sleeping giant. During recent years, 
research has shown that the brain is much more intelligent 
than we ever imagined. Even the commonly-heard 
statement that. on average. we use only one per cent 

5 of our brain may well be wrong. It now seems 
that we use even less than one per cen t, 
which means that an enonnous amount of 
our brain can still be developed. 

A good example of what the brain is 
10 capable of is a man called 'S'. He wa~ 

famous for having a perfect memory. If 
you asked him what happened to him 
on a particular day fifteen years before, 
he could not only tell you but would 

15 pause for a moment and then ask, 'At 
what time?' His extraordinary ability was 
studied for many years by a psychologist who 
finally concluded that, at a very early age, S's 
brain had the power to remember every detail about 

20 his life. Apart from that, S was like any other human being. 

., Another example is a young man called Dario Donatclb . He 
recently graduated from a university in Pittl:burgh, where be 
speciali sed in techniques for remembenng numbers. H 
describes himself as quite nonnal, stati ng. 'My me m or " 

2sjust like anyone else 's. There arc probably hundred> of 
thousands of people whose memories could work fa,ter than 
mine if they bad the same interest in numbers as I have: He 
has become one of the great memorisers of all time, and has 
broken the world record for memmisi ng the largest amount 

3o of nun1bers. He recently memorised a number of &evenly
three digits. When asked bow he did this. he replied. ' 1 group 
the numbers into pairs, or threes or fours. and l link them 
with something 1 am familiar with. for example , Ill} 

brother' s age, a date of binh. d month of the year, etc: 
35 He can now remember almost \00 number• ut an • on<! ume. 

However, realistically, could we all do the same? 
The important thing to remember is that our 

brain actually improves with time and 
practice. The more we do to encourag 1t 

•o to learn. the more successful it will be. 
So, perhaps the best advice might be 
to take a trip to the local library or 
bookshop, buy a book about. 
sumethmg that ha' always interested 

•s us but which we know very little 
about, remember to read it regularly, 

and see how quickly we can train our 
minds to learn something completely · 

new and different. We may be surprised by 
50 what we can achieve! 

Adapted from Tony Buz.'\n Make Ilw most of JOitr m.md (COlt Dook.t; Ltd ) 



Appendix no. 2 

Let's focus on modals 1 

any drea ms 

1 Modals in context 
A Rea d t he article about dream in and . thm k is correct in 

1
_

10
_ g choose the modal wh1ch you 

Drea~ning is 
g(Jod for gou! 

Most of us think that dreams are unimportant, but 
recent studies show that they ' may I can't be 
much more important than we think. We've all 
woken up trying hard to remember the dream that 
seemed so important the night before. We feel we 

2 
could I must remember it if we tried but we tell 

ourselves that we 3 can't lmustn' t. However. we 
4 can I can't all learn to remember our dreams 
and, once we know how to do this, we s mustn't I 
can programme them to solve our problems. 

The best way to try to understand your dreams 
is to keep a journal. If you do this, and you 

6 must I 
can' t do it on a regular basis, after a while, you 
notice that you often have the same dream over 

and over again. 
Every night before you go to bed, train yourself 

to take several deep breaths and relax. Then say to 
yourself, 'Tonight I want to remember a dream and 
I will remember a dream. As soon as I wake up, l 
7 must I haven't got to write it down'. Go to sleep 
with a pad and pencil beside your bed, expecting 
to remember. lt may sound silly and you may say, 
'You s can' t I must be serious!' , but it actually 

does work! 
If you don't normally remember your dreams, 

you often wake up with only a feeling of what you 
dreamed about- for example, anger or calm- but 
you 9 can't I must still write down your feelings. 
After a few weeks, this routine will start producing 
results. Then, you 10 can't I can look back at what 
you've written and try to match what happens in 
your life with the dreams you've had. 

B What is each correct modal in A expressing? 

• p~sls ibili ty • logical conclusion • prohibition 
' a 1 lty • personal ob I igation 

C Read the articl e again and find out: 

1 what the writer is suggesting you can do 
2 how you can do this. · 
3 why this might be a good idea. 

2 Recognising modals .;;; , 

r ! Tip May I a k you a difficult 
! question, Slip? 

I
! Slip Of course you can, bu t 1 

may not be able to give 
you an answer! 

Tip What do these Engli h 
'moda ls' rea lly mean? 

Slip I haven't a due. but 
they must be Important 
because we have to 
study them. 

A How many medals do Tip and Slip use? 
Which modal is used to ask for permis~ion? 

8 Choose ~he correct meaning, a orb, for the 
medals 1 n these sentences. 
1 Some people can rem ember everything 

they dream. 
a possibility b ability 

2 You have got to programme yourself t o 
remember your dreams. 
a obligation b pro hibit ion 

3 I must make an effort to remember m 
dreams. Y 

a personal obligation 
b logical conclusion 

4 Sue ~ust be ill ! She 's not in school thi s 
mormng. 
a obligation b logical conclusion 

5 You can't be cold! You're wearing three 
Jumpers. 
a logical conclusion b ability 

6 We might I may be able to come to the 
party. 
a permission b possibility 

7 May I Can I make a suggestion? 
a possibil ity b permission 



Appendix no. 3 

'0ind some British, Welsh, French and 
Scottish characteristics in the article. 
Are you surprised by any of these? 
Why? Why not? 
what are your nationality's 
characterist ics? What major events 
have he I ped to iorm them? 

6 Modifiers 
A Which of these words have a similar . 

meaning? use a dictionary to help you 1f 
necessary . 
• very • rather • quite • really 

8 Use one of the words to complete each 
sentence. More than one answer may be 
possible. 
1 My new neighbours seem to be 

_ _ _ _ a nice couple. 
2 London is a popu lar place 

with tourists. Millions visit the city each 
yea r. 

3 The British have a different 
sense of humour from the French. 

4 1 saw a ___ _ astonishing sight the 
other day. 1 couldn't believe my eyes. 

5 Although we think walking is - - - 
a boring thing to do, we need the 
exercise. 

6 Five plus five is ten. That is - --
right. 

7 Phrasal verbs- put 
Underline the phrasal verbs with put and 
match them with the meanings in a-f. 
1 Would you please put these books away7 

2 We put the meeting off until next week. 
3 Co uld you put me through to the school 

secretary? 
4 I'll be in town tomorrow. can you put me 

up tonight? . 
1 5 They have put bus fares up agam. 

6 1 can't put up with that awiul noise! 

a postpon e 
b connect by telephone 
c increase 
d give me a bed for the night 
e return to the proper place 
f bear or stand 

National characteristics 
The English are not easy to understand. As one of the characters in 

a play called The Old Country put it: 'In England we never entirely 
mean what we say, do we? Do I mean that? Not entirely.' 

The British are famous for their tolerance and sense of humour, 
o yet, as writer Paul Gallico observed: 'No one can be as intentionally 

rude as the British, which amazes Americans, who do not 
understand such behaviour.' Britain's nearest neighbours can be just 
as astounded as the Americans. French writer And re Maurois wrote: 
'In France, ihs impolite not to have a conversation With someone: in 

10 England, it is unwise to have one. No one there blames you for 
silence. When you have not opened your mouth for three years, they 
will think, "This Frenchman's quite a nice fellow."' 

The truth about the British is, of course, much more complicated, 
but certain generalisations can be made. Britain is an island - a fact 

15 not changed in anyone's mind by the construction of the Channel 
Tunnel- and it has not been successfully conquered for nearly 1,000 
years. f'or this reason, Britain and the British remain deeply 
individualistic. To the English, the Welsh seem a much more 
talkative group than themselves. This talkative nature is one of the 

20 Welsh national characteristics and Wales became a very popular 
place with preachers and trade union leaders, particularly in the 
19th century. In contrast, the Scots, who have a rather different 
historical and religious background from the English (they were 
never conquered by the Homans, or by the Normans after 1066), are 

2s seen as quiet and serious. 
Jn the 1950s, many Commonwealth 

citizens, mostly from the West lndies, 
emigrated to Britain. There are now 
around half a million West Indians in 

30 Britain and four black politicians were 
elected to parliament in 1987. OU1ers 
came to live and work, too. Asians came 
from the Indian subcontinent and 
Africa, and Chinese people from Hong 

35 Kong, many of whom have put in a lot 
of effort to build up successful 
businesses. All. these people, together 
with Arabs and Africans, help to form 
what is now a multiracial society. 

40 But, although the people in Britain all 
have different accents, different cultural 
backgrounds and different views, and 
even different languages, they make up a really astonishing island 
race, whose culture and customs are mixed so well together 'that they 

•s form a character which is the sum of so many parts. 
'To understand Britain, however,' its people tel! you, 'takes many 

visits.' Bearing in mind their inability to say what they mean, this 
probably translates as: 'Although we regard tourism as rather 
undesirable, we put up with it because we do need the business the 

so visitors are bringing in.' 

Brlan Bell, Insight Guide- Great Britain ·~ ·JHd 
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Appendix no. 4 

5 Nouns, verllts And Adjectives 

Th~ wor~s- a~d phrases are in the ~rticle. Choos~ the 

best meanr11g m context, a, b or c. 

1 truly (line 3) 4 support (line 19) 

: honestly a carry the weight of 

re~lly b give strength to 

c_ farthfully c provide with the 

2 drsastrous (line 14) 
a unlucky 
b terrible 
c unbelievable 

3 taken over (line 1 5) 
a removed 
b managed 
c occupied 

necessities of life 

5 a couch potato (line 27) 

a a boring person 

b a lazy individual 

c an overweight adult 

6 carry on (line 42) 

6 Prepositions 

a behave strangely 

b lose your temper 

c continue to do 

Use one of these prepositions to complete each sentence. 

• with • for • at • on • off • to • in 

1 When I look back - - - my childhood, 1 always 
feel happy. 

2 Eating too much junk food can result ---
people becoming overweight. 

3 We can be healthier by adding fresh fruit and 

vegetables our diet. 

4 These shoes are too big ____ me. 

5 lt is difficult to come to terms the loss of a 
loved one. ----

6 My brother is better - - -- Maths than I am. 

I 2 

What are the disadvantages of being tall in a 

modern world? What are the advantages? 

What other things affected the development of 

human beings in the past? What other things affect 

our development nowadays? 

3 What can we do to make sure that we do not end up 

as couch potatoes? Why might the life of a couch 

potato appeal to some people? 

____ ............. __ ~ . ..__ ____ __.._ .. 

·Too big for our boots? 

Every ten ·years, the average persi>n in Europe grows 

about another 13 millimetres. Every year, more and 

· more truly big people are bOrn. So welcome to the high 

society, or, to be more accurate, welcome back to it. 

s To understand the reasons for this return to our former 

height it is necessary to look back on our histol)( For most 

of our evolutionary past, our ancestors got their food from 

a wide variety of sources: while women were gathering 

herbs, fruits and berries, men were adding to our diet by 

10 killing wild animals. One study found that the 'hunter

gatherers' used to have a diet of 85 different pLants, for 

example. 
Then, about 9,000 years ago, agriculture was invented

with disastrous resulis. Most of our planet's green places 

15 were taken over by farmers, which meant that just three 

plants- wheat, rice and maize- became the staple diet of 

the human race. This left us smaller and less healthy. Still, 

agriculture spread because a piece of farmlalid could 

support ten times the number of people who lived off it as 

20 hunter-gatherers. 
During the last ice age, 10,000 years ago, people were 

slightly rounder and taller- an answer to the cold. Larger, 

round bodies are undoubtedly better at keeping iri the heat! 

Since our climate began to get hotter, we appear to have 

25 become slightly thinner and smaller. As global warming 

begins to take effect, we may shrink even further . . 

Mankind's future could be that of a couch potato, a lazy 

creature, with a taste for far too much jlllnk" food, 

comfortable sofas· and home entertainment. Some 

Jo scientists say that not enough exercise will result in 

humans developing smaller skeletons and bodies which 

are too fat. On the other hand, .nowad!lYS, in Europe, 

America and Japan, diets are beginnn.;g.to be. what they 

were before. 
Js As a result, heights in some countries are soaring, but 

the world has not yet been intelligent enough. to come to 

terms with this. A standard European bed length was fixed 

in 1860, while the height of a door was decided in 1880, and 

both have remained the same ever since. Even worse, the 

.a leg room in some planes and trains seems to have shrunk 

rather than grown. The question is, where will it all end? 

We cannot carry on growing for ever! 

The Observer- Robin Mckie and Roger Trcdre 



endix no. 5 

30 family went without holidays and spare cash 

for ten years so that they could pay for )ana's 

coaching and equipment.Jana's mother is a 

school teacher and lives in Drno in the Czech 

Republic. She regards herself as a 'pusher' 

League 
35 without being pushy. 'When you have small 

your son have Premier 
children, you have to decide for them at an 

in his toes? Could your daughter 
early age what you want them to do. Later 

wept when he was voted BBC Sports 

Personality Of The Year. Dad, a former 

professional footballer and now an insurance 

salesman , still has hopes that Michael might 

10 do well both on and off the field. But the 

worst parts of it all are ·the public 

humiliations, when Michael gets sent off the 

ticld, for example, and the lack of privacy, for 

in a Broadway musical? When your 

ones have talent, it takes a special 

to cope, as Julia Grcgson discovers. 

How many of us really understand the huge 
40 

leap of time, attention, energy and 

understanding it takes to turn a talented 

they can choose their own direction.' Jana is 

one of the top-ranked women players in the 75 

world and has earned over $9 million in prize 

money. 'Tennis has done so much tor ]ana,' 

he's recognised wherever he goes. 

So, if someone in your family wants to get 

to the top, you should hdp them to be 

realistic about their chances.You should move 

heaven and earth to make sure they get the says her mother. 'I don't know where to 

begin: travel, the opportunity to speak other opportunities they deserve. However, if and 

youngster into an international star? And how 
languages and meet other people. She's so oo when failure comes, you must show 

far would you, or should you, be prepared to 
.f d b f f: til 45 fortunate to be able to do a sport she loves so understanding and tell them to look on the 

go 1 you suspecte a m em er o your an y. 
· much and be paid for it.' bright side. it's a big, wide world and they can 

1\'JS good, even amazingly. unbelievably good, 
Film star Leonardo DiCaprio lived with his 

mother, lrmdin, for many years in Los 
thrills and bills, the total invasion of privacy 

d h 
. f: ·ty l'fc, Angeles. lrmelin separated amicably from his 

.r what they did? Could you cope with the 

Jll t e 1111pact on ann 1 e. . . 

Wh 14 Id S S 
. lb his so father, comJc-book art1st George, when Leo 

en -year-o teven pie erg cut 
. . h h. £i . was a baby. She cheerfully put up with Leo's 

cmem:lttc teet on ts Jrst w ar n1ov1e, 

it was Mum, according to Steven , who 

swiftly became a successful teenage actor. crawled tl1rough enemy fue in a soldier's 

poor record at school and wild teenage ways 

until Leo made a commercial aged 14 and 

uniiorm before making lunch, and Dad who 
squeezed into his old airforcc 55 Friends say that Leo's relationship with both 

parents is so good it can't be real. His mother 

handles hls business afE1irs and his father helps uniform and worked out 

exactly how much flour was 

needed for a convincing 
him to choose scripts. 'My mother is cool,' 

Leonardo says. 'She doesn't care about this 
25 c>..-plosion. 

The mother of Jana so whole thlng. fame. She just cares about me.' 

Parents of England striker Michael Owen 
Novotna, a Wimbledon 

tennis champion, 

recalls that the 
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have four other children but they are 

unashamedly proud of their World Cup son, 

and so they should be. Mum has kept a 

65 scrapbook ever since he was a small boy; she 

always get out there and try again . . 

r 
In pairs or small groups, d;scuss 
these questions. 

, 1 If you were famous, what 

I
. would you want your 

parents to do for you? 

2 Without the help of their 

I 
family, do you think young 

people can ever succeed? 
Why? Why not? 



l 
j 
i 
1 
I 

A What is a risk? Why do you think 
people take risks? 
A riskometer measures ordinary and 
unusual risks on a scale of 1 (low) to 8 
(high), like the Richter scale for 
earthquakes. 

B Where do you think these risks appear 
on the scale? Match each one with a 
number. 

7. I 6.4 6.3 5.5 1.9 I. 7 1.6 0.3 . 

• Dying when vacuuming, washing up or 
walking down the street • Travelling 160 
km by train • Driving 160 km by car 
• Destructive asteroid hitting earth 
• Smoking 40 cigarettes a day fcir 35 years 
• Working as a deep sea fisherman 
• Flying 1600 km as a passenger 
• Rock climbing for 20 years 

Skills 
1 Analysing the text 
A In pairs, each read one of the articles about 

risk-taking and answer these questions. 
1 Where do you think the articles are from? 

(a book, magazine, newspaper). Say why. 
2 flow does the presentation of the articles 

attract the reader's attention? 
3 What is the style of writing like? Is it 

formal (using passives, reporting what 
someone thinks, more formal expressions) 
or informal (using contractions, direct 
speech, exclamation marks)? 

B Now skim read your partner's text, then 
compare your notes about the two texts. 
Which did you prefer? Why? 

risks 
2 Understllndin& the text 

Answer these questions for the article you have read , then tell your 
partner the answers. 

Article 1 
1 What two points is the writer making in the first two paragraphs? 
2 What three different types of risk does the writer mention in the last 

three paragraphs? 

w.tlffiliM 

RISKY BUSINESS 
Professor John Adams, a risk expert from University College, London, 
believes that experts and the public understand risks differently. 

Virtually all risk assessors look at risks from the point of view of an 
insurance company. The probabilities of all the things that can possibly go 

5 wrong are calculated to produce an overall view of the likelihood of an 
event happening. 

Ordinary people, however, assess risks in a different way. They ask 
themselves "more basic questions like 'Is this worth the risk?', 'Do we 
really need this new genetically-engineered chicken?' or 'Is this person 

10 lying to me?' A few pioneering experts are now beginning to take this 
common-sense approach more seriously and reject the traditional 
methods used by insurance companies and officials. 

Professor Adams says that risk can be divided up into three classes and 
each should be evaluated entirely differently. 

" According to Professor Adams. the first category contains obvious risks 
such as riding a bike or climbing a tree. No formal risk assessment is 
needed. On this level we are all risk managers- but of our oVIin actions! 

The second category contains those risks seen through the eyes of 
scientists. These are the 'classical' risks such as car accidents where there 

' 20 is a link between behaviour and its results. With sufficient infomnation 
gathered from the whole population, this approach allows us to assess 
risks with reasonable certainty. it also shows up some unexpected truths. 
Drivers born under certain birth signs are far more likely to have accidents 
than others, for example. All these risks are easily calculated using simple 

25 maths. 

The third category of risks, however, is far more difficult, if not 
impossible to wcrk out. These are 'virtual' risks such as pesticides used for 
crop spraying, or tow-level radiation. it is these risks that make 

. industrialists and environmentalists fight governments. The result is that 
: 30 the general public is left feeling confused and uneasy about these different 

opinions . 

. Danny Penman, Tomorro.Vs World magazine 
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Aiticle 2 
1 What i~ Frank's 'Simple scale of Risk? 
2 What are Henry Wynn 's feelings about the scale? 
3 Why did Frank create the scale? 
4 What three examples of risk does Frank give and why 

does he give them? 

Riskometer 
measures life's 
ups and downs 

Yesterday; Frank Duckworth, 59, a retired 
statistician, presented his 'Simple Scale of Risk to 
the Public' at a conference at Warwick University. 
It's based on something similar to the Richter scale. 

5 Its zero measut·es simply living on Earth for a year 
and he developed the scale using data from various 
sources. 

Henry Wynn, director of the Risk project at 
Warwick, said: 'Frank's doing a great job. We all like 

10 the idea of a riskometer as long as there's caution. 
·But if you avemge out these risks, you'll get your 
ups and downs all the time.' 

'I looked at things we're familiar with. So, if a new 
risk comes along, the 'man on the street' would be 

15 able to make a comparison - to help him decide 
whether to take the risk or not,' says Dr Duckworth. 
'Just as an example, most of us have no idea at all 
bow dangerous a profession like deep sea fishing is. 
We think t11e most dangerous job's coal mining, and 

20 it's just not true.' 
'And, you may not believe it, but the number of 

accidents on fairground rides around the world 's 
very low,' he says. 'So, if a person does 100 rides, the 
chan:ce ofa fatal ~ccident's approximately one in a 

25 million - 2.0 on the riskometer!' 
. '1 myself don't worry about taking a 1600-km flight 

to ·Australia. The most dangerous bit's the car 
journey to the airport! ' he added. 

John Ezard. Th e Guardian 

.· 

3 Ma.tchl .. 

u... nhtl., 
~i .. C~k that you untkrstand what the people 

: in the reoding tots are saying. The speakers may use 
differmt words from the statements you have to match. 

Stat~m~nts 1-7 are from both artid~. Match them with 
the people who mak~ them, a, b or c. 

a Professor johnAdams b Or Frank Duckworth · 
c H~nry.Wynn 

lt's more risky being on the ground than up in the ·air. 
2 som~ risks a~~ not difficult to work out statistically. 
3 We shouldn't rely completely on this new method of 

measuring risks. 
4 Your date of birth can decide how likely you are to 

have an accident. 
5 Ordinary people need to compare known risks with 

unknown ones. 
6 There is one type of risk that almost nobody can 

ealculate. 
7 Often what we think is risky is actually quite safe. 

Vocabulary 
4 Synonyms 

Match the words in A with the words in B. 
A • class • method • probability • opinion • calculation 

• connection • care 
B • view (Article 1,1ine 5) · likelihood (1, line 5) . 

• approach (1' line 11) • assessment (1' line 16j • link 
(1 , I in~ 20) • category (1, line 26) • caution (2, line10) 

5 Plural nouns for &roups 
A Find words in Article 1 for people who: 

1 have special knowledge or skill 
2 decide the amount or value of something 
3 have a position of authority 
4 control (part of) an organisation 
5 own or manage large factories or companies 
6 want to protect the world we live in 

B When talking about groups of people like those in A, is it 
necessary to use the definite article or not? Why? 

T1me to talk? 

In small groups, find out which of these points of view 
your partners share and why. 

o I love taking risks. That's what makes life worth living. 
• I might take some risks. lt depends on the situation . 
• You won't catch me taking any risks. lt's crazy! 
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Let's focus on sentence structure 
A With a partner, ask and answer these questions. 

What is claustrophobia? 
Do you or does anyone you know suffer lrom 
claustrophobia? 
Can you think ol any other types of phobia? 

B. Read this article by teenager Nick Paton Walsh and find 
out which par:t of caving he did not enjoy: 

C linging on. crushc:d between two surfaces in semi
darknc:ss is routine for conunuters travelling . to 

school or work by tube. What is different about caves. 
however, is that they also .offer peace and quiet. Fifteen 
metres below the ground, the only sound is the trickle 
of running water. 
We put on the heavy \vet suits that are the standard 
clothing for c:tvcrs. A guide whose name_ was Jamie 
appeared. I asked him what niight happen to us 
underi,=und . ' I suppose you could . catch a cold; he 
replied. He has . chosen a rome which he knows is the 
easiest and driest because of the storm outside, and it's 
Jamie who we're ail relyiug on to keep us out of danger' 
Sometimes visitors to these old mines arc numerous 
<'nough to caust' overcrowding. but there is still a wild, 
natural beauty in the caves and runnels. 
We turn off our h~lmct lights to experience the 
'ultimate darknes.,' th.1t the underworld ofters. It's Jan:tie 
who explains that the human· eye adjusts to the absence 
of light in three stages, the last of which is imagining 
that you sec soinething which isn't there. If you v;ave 
your hand in front of your t:tee, even though there is no 
light that enables you to s~t' an image, your brain 
pretends that it can seC' your ,,;avlng hand! Jamic thinks 
I'm ready to crawl into a narrow tunnel -just to see if 
I can make it - hm it makes me feel more 
claustrophobic than being stuck in a lift! 
However, as we turn arotmd, blink our way back into 
the daylight and head for home, the caves seem a far 
nicer place to crouch in than a peak-hour commuter 
train. 

1 Definlna ~tive cbluws 
A Choose the correct answer. Defining relative clauses: 

1 tell us how something is done. 
2 te"ll others which person or thing we mean. 

B We can't leave out the relative pronoun H it is the subject of the relative clause. 
Exampl~ 

the heavy wet suits that qre the standard clothing for covers. 
Underline the defining relative clauses in 1-4 a·nd decide in which clauses you could leave out the relative pronoun. 
1 A guide whose name was jamie appeared. 
2 He has chosen a route which he knows is the easiest 

and driest ... 
3 it's jamie who we're all relying on ... 
4 . .. there is no light that enables you to see an image ... 

C Read whatTip and Slip say to each other and choose a, b 
or c to complete their conversation. ';) •• 
a belonging to b things c people 
/-·-----··-···- ·--
! J'lp I know that you use 'who' and 'that' for ! 1 , but what's the difference 

I between 'which' and 'that? And what 
does 'whose' mean? 

sa, well, if I remember correctly, 'that ' 
iind 'which' can both be used for 
2 __ --· At first , I thought 'whose' 
was the plural of 'who' but I think it means J __ 

2 Usinll definins relative clauses 
A In which of these combined sentences can you leave out the relative pronoun? Why? · 

1 ]amie took us caving last week. jamie is the guide. 
}amie is the guide who I that took us caving last week. 

2 jamie works in the caves. The caves aren't very dangerous. 
The caves that I which }amie works in are not very 
dangerous. 

B Combine the sentences in 1-5 to make one sentence with a defining relative clause. 
1 Two hundred years ago people worked in the caves. The 

people used to mine lead. 
2 There were stalactites hanging from the roof. My helmet 

banged into the stalactites. 
3 A miner worked in the caves. His name was Paul. 
4 An activity centre offers a weekend introduction to 

caving. Near the caves there is an activity centre. 
5 There were other people doing the course. I met the 

other people. 
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P•~nous lives 
Brainstorming 

Work in small groups. What kinds of 
things would you find in a biography? 
Write your ideas in a spidergram. 

school 

Studying the sample 
1 Ordering events 

Read this biography about catherine 
Cookson, a popular British writer. As you 
read, put these events into the correct 
order. 

She fell in love with one of her boarders. 
She lived in South Tyneside. 1 

She bought a large house. 

She wrote her first novel. 
She lived in Sussex. 

Her books were adapted for television. 
She married a schoolteacher. 
She returned to the North-east. 
She worked in a laundry. 

2 Result and purpose 
A Which of these sentences from the biography 

describes purpose and which result? 
1 In the late 1920s, young Catherine was so 

desperate to escape that she moved 
south to Sussex in search of respectability 
and security. 

2 She worked in a laundry-and saved as 
much as she could, so that she was finally 
able to buy a large house and take in 
gentlemen boarders. 

B look at the other words in italic in the 
biography. Are they describing purpose or 
result? 

C therine Cookson lived a life as Catherine often suffered from 
ramatlc as anythlnr she wrote physical and mental illness and, on 

about In her best-selllnr novels. the advice of her doctor, she took 
Britain's most popular story-teller up writing. lt was in 1948 that her 
was born In 19o6 In South Tyneside first novel, 'Kate Hannigan', was 
into a life of real poverty. Catherine completed when she was 42. During 
later drew on her childhood her lifetime, she had more than 90 
experiences for her novels. books published. Her award-

In the late 1920s, young winning dramas were so popular 
Catherine was so desperate to that they attracted audiences of 
escape that she moved south to over 13 million for each screening of 
Sussex in search of respectability the television adaptations. 
and security. She worked In . As her health became worse, the 
a laundry and saved as much couple settled back in the North
as she could, so that she was east where she continued to write 
finally able to buy a large house even from her sickbed. 
and take in gentlemen boarders. Her story of triumph over 
Schoolteacher Thomas Cookson poverty attracts thousands of fans 
was one of them and they fell In each year to where she lived. 
love and married. Their affection Trained guides accompany coach 
was so great that it lasted until tours so that visitors can discover 
their deaths, within three weeks of more about the places associated 
each other In 1998. with her life and writing. 

'Each house had only two small rooms. and upstairs or down the 
conditions were the same - the plaster on the walls was olive with 
bugs*.' 

Tht Fifteen Streets 
• bugs - small instds 
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you . 
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lt to tell if you have 
n. 

if you have not 
nted to in an 

1portant it is to use 
. e in an interview. 

-~ 

,. 
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by marketing .your body bnguage, 
.. 20\'~u can Con[rol yo\.lr O~'ll success.' 

Acconling · to experts, ·· body 

language accounts for 55 per. cent · 
·of the effect we ·have when 
communicating. Tone . of voice 

25 accounts · for 33 per cent, and words 

. when we . go . for an for just 7 per cent- so what you saY 
inrdview, most of' us marters much less · than bow-you 

think carefully about behave. 
what to wear and what ·to say but Employers nowadays are cautiou.< 

Learn to 
speak bodv 
language 

5 hardly ever about how to ·act - in 30 about the fast-talking interviewee 
other words, what our body who has le-Jrned certain word< and 
language is telling the interviewer. So phrases but wh.o may be hiding a 
how can we appear c'ool when we basic lack of knowledge or:simply 
are feeling so nen·ous? lying. So they look increasingly for 

'o Judy Jam~.,;, a body lanb'llage 35 other signs which will show .a 
specialist and author, says that most person's character and ability .- su~h 
intcrvkwees who ask for advice are . ·as body language. 
told 'Just be yourself' .This, she says, is Yol\ will be more impr~<ive at an 
the wrong approach. ' If you are just interview if you have prepared . by 

15 going to be yomsclf. why not turn 40 doing a 'dress rehearsal' of your facial 
np in an old tracksuit? You . would expressions· and hand movernents in 

never do that, so why just 'be _fi-ont oi a mirror.lt sounds riditulous 
yourseW in body' language? Instead, · but it work.. . 

. . ····- ....... ,, 

When it come.s to f.:~cial 'signals, . you should 
•5 always ~mile when you enter the intervieW room 

and when the interview has finished, because first 
and la.~ impressions count. Try to smile fro~ the. 
eye.s first- if models c:in do. this, so can ·W.,. There . . 
is nothing worse than a painted-on smile and 

50 terrified eyes. . . . . . . - . - . 

. You should al~~ try to m2lntain eye.,contact 

with tb~ mtCrv:;ewer, but. not for too long. If you 
· are iri. front .of iq)anel of interVieWen)ook fintat 

the person Wh~ hM ·aSbd yo~ a questioil, and then 
55 at.each of th_e otbe~ panel mernben in turn. 

Looking juat at the: questioner is a common 
triistm. . ' 

· 6,-;ce you are sitting down, );our bands should 
. generally stay loosely in your lap. Use them to 

60 make a point occaslonaDy but ne-= nile tbell!. 
. abo?e shoulder bel, md do· !lOt plly with J'DIIi' 
·hair, watch 11np cc jewellery. 

lell-tale sip that the inUniew hla .-.. 
are increased ~!let, the ~ IIC."feoo 

11!1 name and pabepa -IOIIIe c:bel-body~ 
look o{rele( m., IIIo be a gi-.y lip- die 
pmoea oC c:llaeliBt a candida~ it ~fix 
ialudeouaa, Mb. 
rr,.. ....... bile ~;the interviewer 

111 will be cr,6ae 110t re bet- in a £amiliat f.ishion. 
M-ede up. - awiding eye-contact and a 
paniDs bmMib which 'is firm~ than ·the one 
which )IOU - peetled ,inth; . 

Body 1anpce it a subject tliat ~~all heard· · 
75 about,~ - ue not - Of the dl'ect that Our 

own bocfy language lw on others. In fact. it is vitll .· 
- and after SOmeone hM noticed it for the _first 
time, ewn mbconsciously, they . are unlikely to · .' 
ch2nge their opinion beca~ of what yOu s."'Y- So; · 

"" at a~ intervi~ take the trouble. to get it right . • 

n.n,... 

3 a lhl're was a panel of f< 
b The workman had bro 

4 a lt was at that poilll in t 
b What is the point of gi\ 

5 a Mary was behaving in ; 
b I like clothes but I'm nt 

4 Expres5ions 
· A The expressions in 1-5 are in 

meanings a--e. 
1 ·turn up (lines 15-16) 
22 a dress rehearsal (line 40) 
3. i When it comes to {line 44) 
4g_ last impressions count (I in 
5 /~take the trouble to (line BC 

B Now ask and answer these ql 
1 Have you ever turned up ir 
2 Have ever taken part in a c 
3 When you are learning En~ 
4 Why do you think first and 

5 zer-O artide .. , .. 
· We do not U5e an artide wher 
and what they are used for e.: 
Match the activities 1-4 with 
1 worshipping 
2 receiving medical treatmer 

• at school • at university • at • 

We do not use an article when 
lunch, at breakfast, at dinner). 

Do ,.,. llll'ft widl tltis stamr 
Body longiHigt chD~ accordi 
what you art doing. 
Use these ideas to help you tal 
• how you greet people at he 
• how dose you stand to oth• 
• other kinds of body contad 

hands, linking anm 
• good table manners 

> "C 
"C 
(D 

= Q.. 
t-1• 
~ 

= 0 • 
~ 
0 
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2 Travellers' Tales 

p 
1 

Before you start 

1 ltead about the travellers and 
choose the best answers for these 
questions (a, b or c). 

1 How do Christina and Benedict 
both make a Living? 
a from charities 
b from their books and TV 
c by meeting exotic people 

2 Where have they both been? 
a New Guinea b the Amazon 
c Antarctica 

3 What are they both not doing at 
the moment? 
a promoting books b working 
for radio c travelling 

2 Read these questions and 
answers. Match the answers with 
Chrfstina (C) or lenedict (B) . 

1 Do you get Lonely? 
D No, because I make friends 
on my journeys. 

2 Where do you Live? 
DOn a farm. 

3 Are you doing any radio 
programmes at the moment? 

D Yes, I'm doing a programme 
ibout Ethiopia. 

4 Have you ever been to the Arctic? 

D No, I haven't been there. 
5 How Long have you been a travel 

writer? 
D Since my mid-twenties, I 
suppose. 

Christina Dodwell was born in Nigeria and has always 
loved travelling. Sbt has been a trgyeller god travel writer 
since her mid-twenties She has made journeys by horse 
around Africa, New Guinea 9-ndl_urkey. She has also travelled 
by canoe, ~ sledge and €i_gQ!.igBt in China, Kamchatk.a and 
West Africa, though she hasn't been lo the Poles. 

Christina once spent time with cannibals but doesn't worry 
~ · - . She,... ahowa Jeor arid when she lhinka there 

••••~. aM 101'· 'My husband is a policeman. t!JU 
'tMWk Win !M-yjl!ggt I 

'Gtilna lives with her husband 
~:!· ~ surroundetJ by hones 
- Collie. She WOfb fOr a charity -·-up to help !be Third W&i\TGnd the often mgku TV 

;=s=~~fe 
In =·a:. baob hove been ttaNialedlnto aeverollanguoges. 

Beneclict Alien Is an experienced explorer who has visited 
remote natura l environments all over the world . He has lived 
with lhe Amazon Indians, with a tribe in New Guinea and 
with Aborigines in Australia. He hgs crossed the Amazon 
forest wjth no mgp or compass, walked across the mountains 
of'New Guinea and canoed from New Guinea to Australia. 
He has also mode journeys across the Gobi and Namib 
deserts on foot and by camel and trekked across the Arctic. 
He has been lost in the jungle more than once and survived 
by copying the local tribes and eating plants. 

Benedjct doesn't like travelling with people and 
he usually makes films of his journeys without a film 
crew. He doesn't get lonely because he makes 
friends wherever be goes, even of his camels! He 
cilso talks to his video camera. 

'lt's getting hot out here. Hotter than I've ever 
been,' he said on his trip in Namibia when 
temperatures reached 50°C. 

Benedict has worked for the BBC for years and 
has mode several television series. He has also 
written nine books. His IV p~rgmmes and books
have made him very pgpular io the UK He isn't 
travelling at the moment but is promoting his latest 
book, ·lcedogs, about a 1,000-mile trek through 
Siberia. · 
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'This,' said the scientist taking a glass slide and 
putting it under the microscope, 'is the famous 
cholera bacillus.' 

The young man looked into the microscope. 
'Little pieces of pink,' he muttered, 'and yet they 
could destroy a city. Are these dangerous now?' 

'No, not very dangerous. But here is the living 
thing.' The scientist picked up a test tube. 'This is 
bottled cholera.' 

10 The rather nervous young man looked at the test 
tube with satisfaction. He was at the scientist's 
house that afternoon with a letter of introduction 
from an old friend. The scientist explained the 
terrible effects of cholera and added, 'But it is very 

1s safe here, you know, very safe.' 

1!1 - --
When he came back, his visitor was looking at 

his watch. ' I must be going,' he said. 
The scientist showed him out of the house but 

20 when he got back to the laboratory, he suddenly 
had a really horrible thought. 'Oh no!' he cried 
and rushed aher the young man. 

[!] _ _ _ 

'He has gone completely mad!' said Minnie. 
'It's that horrid science of his.' The horse and cctb 
Ieh and then her husband stopped another cab 
and followed it. 'I know he is a bit eccentric,' 
Minnie said to herself, 'but this!' She put on her 
coat and hat, picked up her husband's shoes and 

JO went out. She stopped a passing cab. 'Drive me 
up the road,' she said. 'I am looking for a 
gentleman with no shoes and hat.' 

By this time, t~ee cabs were driving extremely 
fast through the streets of London. The man in 

H the first cab sat holding the test tube. He was 
quite afraid, but also incredibly excited. He was 
the first anarchist to do such a thing. He had 
planned everything brilliantly, forging a letter of 
introduction for the scientist. Now, he would be 

40 famous if he could put the contents of the tube 
into the water supply. 

The anarchist looked back. The scientist's cab 
was catching up. He stood up and gave the driver 
more money saying, 'Hurry up! Faster!' The cab 

45 moved suddenly and when the anarchist put his 
himd down to keep his balance, he broke the test 
tube. He .looked at the two or three drops of 
liquid on his hand. 'Well, I'll be the first to die,' 
he said and drank the remaining drops. 

so IIl-,---
The scientist looked at him. 'I see now.' Then a 

big smile came over the scientist's face. The 
anarchist waved goodbye and walked away. 

[!] __ _ 

ss 'You see, that man who came round to the house 
is an anarchist, though I didn't know that at the 
time. I was showing him a new bacteria we have 
that makes monkeys turn blue. Like a fool I said it 
was cholera. And he stole it and ran away, probably 

60 to poison· the water of London. And now he has 
drunk it. And he'll turn blue! But my problem is I'll 
have to prepare more bacteria. What? Put on my 
shoes and coat? Oh! Very well, dear.' 

(From The Stolen Bacillus, by H. G. Wells) 
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6 A Memo 
Before you stllrl 

1 Work in pairs. TeU your partner 
about one of your first memories. 

• When ;md where did it happen? 
• What happened? 
• How did you feel? 

2 Read the extract from Groucho 
Mane's •utobiography. Which of 
these titles do you think is the 
best? Why? 

• A Night at the Theatre • My First Date 
• Young Love 

'Love )\it nae ~.lve. I was .stillin · . 
but little ~ ~ to grow on my upper lip. 
A~ girl, Lucy: flat above ours: She was 
ptett;y with lbv~ ltl"a-.n hair and perfect teeth. One 
dJy'1 ~ I had ~my pc;clcet money for soi:ne time, 
I Qivlted Lucy to go to a variety show with me. I only 
had seventy cents but I had worked it all out: . two 
tickets for the theatre, fifty cents, and · four tram · 
tickets, twenty celita. . 

It was JMll&l)' and it had snowed earlier that day 
so we took the tram. Lucy looked ·charming arid I 
looked handsome as we got off in Times Square. 
UnfortunatelY, a candy vendor was standing outside 
the theatre. I hadn't thougili'-'a'bout that. Lucy saw her · 
favourite coconut candy and asked for it. Like.a fool, I 
bought it for ten cents. . . . . 

We were miles away from the stage and the noise of 
Lucy eating her candy was louder than the a~ors' 
voices . Durin& the ,;}erformance, Lucy ate every single 
bit of the candy. On the way out, I was a bit upset 
about the c;andy. But.then I realised I only had enough 
money jbr one ticket back home. Today I feel terrible 
about this, but remember, I was onJy twelve, it was 
vecy.c:olc:l and Lucy had eaten.a:Il the Candy. 

I her and said, -r.ucy, when we left home 
u veaitv cents; enough for the tickets and the 

planned on candy. I didn't want 
candy and you had all the candy. I 

to go home by tram and leave · 
rm mad about you. So 

;}#qJtJil!IQit dumce. rm going to tO!iS 
to rjde home. If it 

some curious 
What had I done 

(From Grouncho and Me, by Groucho Marx) 

L___ ______ 0 

3 Are these sentences true (T) or 
false (F)? Correct the false ones. 

1 0 Groucho waited for some time 
before he invited Lucy out 
because he was nervous. 

2 0 He offered to buy Lucy some 
candy. 

3 0 He was upset because Lucy 
ate all the candy. 

4 D Lucy went home by tram. 
5 D She was angry with him. 

Presentation 
4 Complete the table with: hadn't, 
had, snowed, planned, eaten, saved. 

PAST PEIFECT 
Affirmative 
It had 1-::--- earlier that day. 
Lucy had 2 all the candy. 
Negative 
I 3 ___ thought about that. 
I 4 s on candy. 

· Question 
Had he 6 ___ any money? 
What 7 I done wrong? 

5 l'ut the •ctlvtttes below in the 
order in which they really . 
happened. What tenses are used in 
the story to refer to each activity? 

a I was upset about the candy. 
b I bought the candy. 
c Lucy ate all the candy. 
d I didn't plan on the . candy. 
e It snowed. 
f I realised I had money for one 

ticket. 
g We took the tram. 
h I invited Lucy to the theatre. 
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1 lead the text and answer 
ttiese questions. 

1 What is 'the knowledge'? 
2 What are Britain's biggest 

·. transport problems? · 
3 Why is Britaingood for 

cycling and walking? .. ·. 
. 4 What are the. advantages 

of canal boats ·and 'steam 
railways? . . . 

5 Which · places in the text 
would you like tovisit? Why? 

2 Your· Culture Think of.three 
differences and three similarities . 
between. transport in Britain and 
In your countJy. · · 

3 Which of the sent~nces about 
Britain do you think are true?. 

1 Most phone boxes are red. 
2 Phone calls are cheaper in the 

evening. 
3 Restaurant tips are usually 10%. 
4 'Bed and breakfasts' and youth · 

hostels are not very expensive. 
5 Plugs in Britain are the same as 

the rest of Europe. . . . 
6 In Britain it is usually between 

25°( and 30°( in the summer. 

0 4 Listen to a radio programme and 
check your guesses to Exercise 3. 

6Mtfa.l'ilf~ 6u.fft<1''8G 
Find more information about 
visiting Britain. Think about these 
things. 

• interesting places to visit 
• adventure holidays 
• shopping 
• going out at night 

Work in groups. Use your 
information to talk about these 
things. 

1 What places would you like to 
visit in Britain? 

2 What differences can you identify 
between Britain and your country? 

3 What do you think you would find 
strange in Britain? 

I n Britain, we still 
calculate distances 
in miles and we 

still drive on the left. 
Though just to be ~ 
difficult, there is one 
IQa.(J in London, near. 
the savoy Hotel, where 
yoll' have to drive on 
the . right! Many of 10 

. _ _, , .. Britain's roads follow 
ancient Roman roads ind you have ''to pay at Some o.ld toll bridges daring 
back hundreds ofycars. In London, ~ still have rea doublc-deeker bl!Ses 
and black London cabs. Befon: they can ~tf. London cab .drivers still 
have to spend about 18 manths leu~ing ~I about t~e street; ofLondon " 
to tct 'the knowledge'. · · 

H~. not everything aboUt British transport .is' ~ it Used t_o be fifty 
years ago.'Theteate naw niorc dWt 25 'miUion rus on 'our ro~ds 50 traffic 
jams are common !0~ Britain's 'motofW2}-s, · like ' the infamous M25 
around London. And eve'ii. :rhollgh -~ invcQted me railwa~: our train 2<l 

ne~ork is not in a terribly go00 State; foU get ddays · eau~ ,. by 
unpredictable events such as 'leave$ ofi. the lines' in autuni.il. To iinprove 
the situation in transport, the govemment iS investing a lot of nidney in 
the railways and coining our with 'new' ideas like roJI !rioro..Ways and . 
congestion charges in major citieS like Lo:ndon. . . . 25'' 

. Despite. all of this, th~re are some fania5tic ~ays of g~ti:ing around th{ 
country and enjoying yourself at the _sa.ine time: FoLexample, y(}u can go 
on a cycling holiday.' Britain has thousands of miles of quiet c'ountry -
lane$ and fo~ tracks :which: are· ideal fo-r keen cydists. there are even 
more footpaths for walking holidays from 'one end of die country to 'the 30 

· other, like Offa's . Dyke Foothpadi on the lovely !>orders of England arid 
Wales. Foi ;the more adventurous, there are plenty of places fur horse 
riding ,and c.l!lOeing as weJJ as hang-gliding, p~Jidi()g and ballooning. 

if you want something a bit safer 'and .less energetic, go ~n a. nair~~ hoai. 
Br.itain has a great network of canals, a lot of them_ going th·rough j5 . 
spectacular ,countryside. Another-' rdaxi:d option is to go·_·;o'! on( of · 
~ntain's many steam rail~ys like. the Severn VaiJey_ ·Railway -or-the 

. Sru~Y'don Railway whiCh goc5 iip the highest nioilntain in Wales:Jimsit . 
i back'and enjoy)~! .· ' · · :. . · · · - · · · · - -
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Before you start 

1 Your Culture Mao lurt of the ·-· 
popular, quality and local newspapers 
and magazines in yc)ur country. Which 
do ~u like? Give reasons. 

- ~mpte -, 

---------- 5 . US ----

'-RAD AND JEN 
PARTY TOGETHER t 

TWO LOIIIIIES delivered ice 
to the house for the bottles of 
Krystal champagne. 

j 

- T~tJ;'s, a -,gssip magazine about celeb,rities 
~ co(!,ed Jleat which I can't stand. ·• 

One guest hinted Pitt made a 
special effort (or the party .. He 
told a friend as he was leavmg: 

_ ~eliding 
'Brad looked absolutely 
amazing.' 
- ---:·~~~ ......... --~ r - --..,_ /' 

t ~-~-~the newspaper articles (A-C) 
and answer the questions. 

1 Which headliii~ -··; : ~-
'" · :: 1:: ~re Ji:I'Jil.fu~~~i language? 

'.;· ~ri'a'· fuU sentence? · 
c play with words? . . . 

2 Which article is ... 
a about celebrities? 
b of local interest? 
c of general interest?. 

3 Which newspapers ... 
a use formal punctuation? 
b ·use capital Letters for emphasis? 

_. _ c have short paragraphs? 
4 Which type of newspaper are the 

articles from? 
... _ a Local b popular .c quality 

Brad Pltt and JennHer \ 
Anlfton ...,. thrown • huge f 
party for her ltlrthdlly - 1 

fuelling rUmour'S they IISilY --' 
beck togeiiMr. 

They spent TWO DAYS j' 
preparing the birthday bash at ' 
their Beverly Hills manston on 
Saturday night, a day after 
Friend& star Jennifer turned 36. 

The couple, who separated 
after a four-year marriage, 
welcomed FIFTY guests. They 
included Morgan Freeman~ Me! 
Gibson, Cindy Crawford and 
Amold Schwarzenegger. 

00
Cadbury faces mobile ~~~~ce 
by Andrew Cl•rk 

Britain's teenap:rs are rejcctins 
sweets in favour or mobile 
phone lop-up cards. occord

ing to the multinalionaiiW<els com
pany, Cadbury Schweppes. which 
bas suffenid a IOCODd consccutivc 
year of flat UK sales. The company, 
which makes Dairy Milk chocolate 
and Creme Eggs, said the slowdown 
was 'unusual' in a market that bas 
traditionally had modest but steady 
srowth. Jt has been · made worse 
by the closure or many smaller 
newsaaents aDd corner shops. 

O!ief executive, John Sunderland 
said: 'Five years aso. r didn' imag
ine that today we'd be competing 
with mobile phone cards for 
teeoasen' pocket money.' He was 
speaking u Cadbury announced 
annual pre-tax profits of £886m. 
Europe-wide sales rose 6•!. to 

£212m, despite the disappointing 
perfonnance in Britain. C.dbury 
hopes lo imp~ sales through oew 
sales channels; il is introducing 
sweets machines in pubs and clubs 
and is advertising its snacks in 
mobile phone text messases. 

The company admined it also 
needed new thinking lo put the 
sparkle back into its fizzy drinks 
operation in America. where 
C.dbury's 7 Up and Doctor ~'<wer 
an: not doing well. 

mcool idea for 
town centre 
ice rink 

H arford people will soon be 
able to enjoy skating on a 

synthetic ice rink in ' the town 
centre. n.. I 00-square-metre 
rink will be in Peel Square. 

A council spokesman said: 
'lt will be an all-weather ice 
rink - skaters will be able to 
u<e it in any weather. And 
trained monitors will be there 
to offer useful skating tips.' 
Skating will be free and the 
local council will provide 
skates. 

But the idea has been 
criticised by opposition 
councillors. Cllr fan Smarr 
s:>id: 'lt's OK having a skating 
nnk but my concern is they 
don't seem to be spending 
money on the serious issues 
like housing.' ' 

Another councillor opposed 
to the idea said: 'If they have 
money to spend, then they 
should spend it on other things 
like the Civic Theatre. lt's 
barmy that we can afford to 
do this but we can't clean one 
of our 'oldest buildings. I can't 
believe it. We don't need an ice 
rink. Winters in Harford are 
always icy and old people have 
been skating all over the 
streets for weeks!' · 
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25 Get Learningl 
Before you start 

1 Look at the photos and answer the questions. 

1 Where are the people? Who do you think they are? 
2 What are the people doing? Why do you think they are doing it? 
3 Which activity would you find the most difficult to learn? Why? 

2 Which of these things have you used to help you learn 
English? Which others would you like to try? 

books, cassettes or COs, classes, computer games, computer 
programs, the Internet, lectures, mobile phones, radio or 

: television programmes, videos or DVDs 

1he UIC has 1 high number of 
mobile phones, witll about 
80111 of homes owning one or 
MGft. Moft tlhCJneS nowa• 
l!aYC links to the tnttmet 
111d an do pic:ture messaglng. 
They ere also a tot smaller 
than tomputers so you can 
lake ttlem anywllere. 

Students can use the phones 
to sa Kfrss to teaming 
mat8ials. 'And for llng111ge 
cllsses, tbere are amazing 
possibilities. Students an see 
and speak to people In a 
sdloal In ffance or Germany.' 
S1Y5 Ms l'aggettl. ,'ve also 
used mobiles on school trips - students .tlllkUIIb 11111 said 
pictures bad: to friends working at school! 
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[!] How mllny jobs Clln you 
think oft Twent]? Thirty? No 
tloubt tiN list inclutln tloaor, 

. lawyn; wuhn; m«hAnic, 
p!Mm/Mr, AM so on. The most 
tkJKIIJd CArt'U ildviser anJd 
pn-h.ps 11111N A hunJ,...d. B-ut 
rh= Arr owr 500,000 jobs in 
txistmu trJ choou from! So, if 
JOlt WAnt to Jo ~«//, how cAn 
JOlt tkcitk the bm WIIJ to m4/u 
11 livinf? This J«e!t, PAul 
H~~milton talta 11 light-heArted 
lt»lt 111 some very ODD JOBS! 

00 King Alfonso XIII of 
Spain was going deaf so he 
employed an 'Anthem Man'. 
His only job was to give a 
signal ro the king when the 
national anthem was being 
played so that he would know 
when to stand up and when to 
sit down! 

IIJ If you cannot find a 
runeless monarch to be your 
employer, the railways offi:r 
jobs of all sorts. In Japan, 
'Passenger Pushers' are 
employed fuU rime by the 
railway companies in Tolcyo. 
During the rush hour; when 
hundreds of people are trying 
to get on the metro, they do 
their best to squeeze everyone 
into trains so that the doors 
will close properly. 

00 Another technological 
advance that led to job 
creation on the railways was 
the invention of chewing gum 
in I 928. When they finished 
their gum, many passengers 
just dropped it on the floor 
of the station and management 
at New York's Grand Central 
Statio~ had to do something 
about it. In the end, they 
employed a professional gum 
remover who had a lot of 
work to do - he collected, 
on average, over three kilos 
of the sticlcy menace per day. 
I suppose you could say he got 
attached to his job! 

IIJ Escalators have provided 
inspiration for other rewarding 
careers. When the first moving 
staircase was insralled at 
Harrods Department Store in 
London in 1898, it made 
many people scared. Shop 
assistants were put at the top of 
the escalator with instructions 
to give brandy and smeUing 
salts to customers! And in 
1911, when Earls Court 

5 Read the text again and answer these questions. 

1 Why are 'Passenger Pushers' necessary on the 
metro in Japan? 

2 Why does the writer describe chewing gum as a 
'menace'? 

3 Why did Harrods employ special shop assistants on 
the escalator? 

4 Why were sewage works a problem in Berkshire? 
5 Why was Miss King successful? 

underground station installed 
irs first esCalators, many 
people were worried about 
their safety. London Transport 
had a pa-t idea; they 
employed a man with a 
wooden leg. His job was ro 
wallc up and down the 
escalators all day to show 
passengers how safe they were. 

[!] In 1982, dozens of 
neighbours in a village in 
Berkshire made complaints 
about the smell from the 
nearby sewage works. So 
twelve people were employed 
to sniff the air outside their 
homes to estimate the smell. 
The Amsterdam police have a 
similarly specialised task force 

called the 'grachtenvissers'. 
Their sole duty is to help 
motorists whose cars have ~t 
stuck in canals! This trend 
towards specialisation has 
grown dramatically in the last 
few years bur it is not an 
entirely recent phenomenon. 
In medieval Japanese armies, 
special soldiers did the 
gruesome job of counting up 
the number of decapitated 
heads after each banle! 

[i] In America, Miss Edith 
King was given an unusual 
job in the army. She was 
employed by the US War 
Department in I 905 with the 
task of finding soldiers who 
had run away from the army. 
She collected $50 for each 
deserter. Her only weapon was 
flirtation. If the runaway 
soldiers thought they were 
going to have a good time, 
they were making a big 
mistake - she led over five 
hundred into cowr. She must 
have had real charm! 

[ID Being unemployed often 
makes people think of uni_que 
ways to make money. Take 
Jim Parker from Sacramenta. 
Last year he got the sack 
from his job in a high-tech 
company and has found ir 
impossible to get full-time 
work. In desperation, he 
became self-employed and is 
now trying hard to seU 
advertising space. If the price 
is right, he intends to tattoo 
an advert - on his forehead! 
He has already rwned down 

an offer of $7.5,000. 

6 'Odd jobs' mean both strange jobs and small 
jobs (e.g. washing someone's car). Have you ever 
done any odd jobs? Tell the class. 

Example 
I've done baby-sitting a few times. I got paid .... 
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Every day !le~ m new words, new expressions. I pick 
them up from school exercises, from conversations, 
from the books I tAke out of Vancouver's well-lit. 
ctlruflli public library. There ~re some nims of 
phrase to which I develop str~nge allergies. 'You're 
welcome', for example ... I can hardly bring 
myself to say it- l suppose because it implies that 
there's something to be thanked for, which In 
Polish would be imP.9-~ ... 

Then there are words to which I take an 
~ liking, for their sound or just because 
I'm pleased to have deduced their meaning. 
Mainly they' re words I learn from books, like 
·~· or 'imclJ:nt' - words that have a 
lill;):a_ry value, that only exist as signs on the p~gc. 

But mostly, the problem is that ... the words I 
learn now don't stand for things in the same 
unqu~tioned way they did in my native tongue. 
'River' in Polish was a 'lital sound, energised with 
the essence of riverhood, of my rivers, of my 
being immersed in rivers. 'River' In English Is 
J;Qj_g. It has no accumulated associations for me. 

When my friend Penny tells me that she's 
~ or happy or disappointed, I try 

laboriously not to translate from the English to 
the Polish but from the word back to its source. 
to the feeling from which it springs. Already, in that moment of strain, 
spontaneity of response is lost. And anyway, the translation doesn't 
work. I don't know how Penny feels when she talks about envy ... 

Mrs Ue~rma · . n Is among several Polish 
ladles who have been in Canada I 
enoug~ to consider themselves ;~11 
versed m native ways and who s 

5 find rnc -'~fi . . . ~cm to = l!:.ll:.ill m some quite 
fundamental respects. Since in Poland I 
was ~onstdered a ~ young girl, this 
requtres a basic revision of my self

to Image. But there's no doubt about it· 
after the passage across the Atlantic i'v~ 
emerged as less , ... ~,,; ... 1 ' 
le _._. ~. ess~ 

.ss =s!rable. In fact, I can see in thes~ 
w.o~cn s eyes that I'm a somewhat 
l!i.tifl!l spc'Cimen - pale, with thi k 

5 eyebrows and without any bounce in ~ 
hair, . dressed In clothes that hav~ 
nothmg to do v.ith the !.;!J!:rult fashions. 
... On.e of them spends a day v.ith me 
pluckmg my eyebrows and t · ' 

20 1llii h d . • rymg 
~~ s a cs of hpstick on my face. 'If 

Yl.oku ~'>ere my daughter, you'd soon look 
I e a pnncess.' 

The car is full of my new friends, or at least the crowd that has more or less 
accept~d me ... They'r~ as .!i.Y>.Iy as a group of puppies .... It's Saturday night, or 
rather S~turday N1ght, and party spirits are !lhlU:;!_tQIY. We're on our way to the 
local Wh1te Spot, an early '?nadian version o! McDonald's, where we'll engage in 
t?e. ~ - as far as I m c?ncemed - nte of the 'drive-in'. This activity of 
s1ttmg m your car m a large pa~king lot and having sloppy, big hamburgers brought 
to you on a tr~y, accompamed by creasy french fries bounding out of their 
cardboard cont.1mers ... seems to fill these peers of mine with mun. monkeyish 
groupy comfort. It fills me with a fi.nl.dlx distaste ... ' 

'Come on.. foreign student, cheer up,' one of the boys sporting a f]Qm;ry 

~awai~an sh1rt and a c~cw cut tells me, poking me in the ribs good-naturedly. 
What s the matter, don t you like it here?' 
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1 L~ok at the piCtuM What d~ 
··you know about Australhi? 

2 Work hi pairs. StUdent A turns 
to page 129, Student B turns to 
page 131. Read the factflles about 

.· Australia. Then take turns to ask 
questions to completi the • 
Information in your hlctflle. 

3 ~you think tttis. ~ents 
. about Aborlgtnes are true (T) or hllse 
(F)? Read the text and find out. 

1 · D Aborigines originally came 
from India. 

2 D They were farmers. . . · 
3 D There Is no written Aboriginal 

Language. ·· ·· . ·· . 
4 · D Europeans destroyed their 

traditiOnal way of life: . 

0 4 Listen . to someone 
talking about AustraUa 
and make notes about 

• outdoor activities 
• sports • animals 
• farming and industry 
• immigration 

Now compare your notes with . 
another student's. 

Prepare a short presentation about 
another country to gfve to the class. 
• Choose a country you're interested in. 
• Choose different areas to find out 

about, e.g. climate, the environment, 
famous people, important industries, 
popular sports and activities, 
population, wildlife. 

• Decide what order you are going to 
talk about the things and then give 
your presentation to the class. 

• While you are listening to other 
presentations, think of one question 
to ask. 

Aborigines . . .. . 
Aborigines probably .came to Australiafroln Indonesia 50,000 
years ago. The oldest skeleton is about 38;000 yeats old and was 

. ' . ' . ·. found with traces of ceremon.ial paiiu. . 
. Originally, Aborigineswere nomads 
. . and didn't have a sense of land 

.. o~Iiership, altllough tribes •. . . •. 
. retui-ned to particular places to . 
· bury their dead. Some places; · 
.like'UlunJ; 'were sacred beca~se 
they were. asspciared with . 

'Dreamtime', the ·rime when the 
earth was formed. . · 
Aborigine legends, songs and 

dances teU of powerful spirits who 
created the land and people during the 

Dreanuime. There was no written Aboriginal language and 
most of the 600 tribes spoke different dialects. However, the 
tradition of the Dream time united the people. Rock paintings 
ahowing this creation period can be found all over the country. 

The arrival of Europeans gradually brought an end to the 
traditional Aboriginal way of life. Today, most Aborigines live 
in cities and towns and only a few continue the old nomadic 

of life. 



My name ts Captain ~alton. Myfosh.!d 

loring the Arctic when we . 
was £XP · ffl . tlng Ice He was 
a man on a piece 0 oa · ''""t he 

called Victor Frankmstdn. One " "'" • 

t toljj mt a strange tale. 

'My dear captain, how shall I bqlnliJrew up near 

Geneva. I was a happy chll4. My parents had two other 

sons, Emest and WUUam. and they took In an orphan, 

Elizabeth. When I was sevmtem, I went to the 

Unlversey of lncolstadt. A professor there Inspired me 

to study chemistry. Tbls chanpd my life as I became 

obsessed with the seudl for the secret of life. I worked 

day and night for two yean and, finally, I found the 

secret. To test my discovery, I dedded to cniate a new 

life In the laboratory; 

I collected parts of bodies and, after two years, I was 

ready to brlnJ my creature to life. But when I saw the 

monster I had created, I felt horror and disgust. H<lW 

can I describe the monster? You could see the muscles 

under his thin, yellow skln. His hair was lone and 

blaclc, his teeth were pearly white, but his eyes were 

watery and his lips black. 

When my friend Henry Clerval arrived, I said nothin1 

abOut the monster, which by now had left my house. 

Henry brought news of my family. They were well and 

had taken In a servant called justlne. lmap ne my shock 

when a letter arrived from my father - my youna 

brother Wllllam had been murdered! 

I went to my parents' house. just before I got there, 

I saw the monster running throUJh the trees. I realised 

the monster I had created killed my brother! When I 

cot to the house, I was horrified to discover that 

justlne, who had been found near the scene of the 

crtme, was accused of the murder. I knew she was 

35 Innocent but could say nothing. She was hanJ:ed. 

Soon afterwards, while I was spendlnc some time alone 

In the mountains, I met my evil creation again. The 

monster bqged me to listen to his story. This Is what 

he said: 

I a&Jeed to his demand, though the Idea was tcnfble to 

me Wbm I returned bome, my father mentioned his 

wish for me to marry Ellubeth, whom I loved dearly. 

But llefore the marrtaae. I nc:cded to so to England to 

CCIIIIplm my work. 

lfemJ C11111 wltb - tlo EDclu4 and, CYmtually, I 

~_,.._.creatio
n. As I was brln&inl her 

t1o r-.. eo hive 1e1taus doubts lbout what 1 was 

e ....._ htiUCidenlr,IIIIJ IDOftlfer arrtYecL He said: "You 

are 1DJ aator tJUt I un your mater~• In my confuslon, 

1 kote the ilocly 1nto flec:a. 111e moastcr left. ..,me: 

•1 wiU be with you on your weddina nlcbtf• 

1be not da)' the poBce armted me. I was accused of the 

10 murder of a JOUna man. They showed me the llocly • it 

W1S D1J friend Henry! My monster bacl claimed his third 

victim. 1bey put me In prison but, In the end, I was 

proved Innocent. 

I was haunted by what the monster had said about my 

75 wc:ddlna night and I wanted to destroy him. On our 

wedclina night. I was chectlr~~ for the monster outside 

when I heard screams. I ran upstairs, only to find 

Elizabeth 4eadl The monster was at the window. He 

lauchecl before he ran off Into the night. 

eo The destruction of the monster was now my only aim. 

I followed him all ewer the Earth - the Mediterranean, 

tbe Black Sea. Russia - but he always escaped. He went 

north. I followed him to the frozen wastes of the Arctic 

but he was one step ahead. I was 4riftln& on a piece of 

as broken lee when, dear aptaln, you found me. I am dyinJ. 

Please believe my tale and promise me you will do all 

you can to kill this monster.' 

Those wtrt his last words. He died in my cabin. 

I went out and thtn I heard strange noises. When 

vo I retumtd to . my cabin, I saw the monsttr, a horrible 

creature, lmtding next to Frankmstein and crying. 

He told me how miserable ht had been and how 

guilty he felt. He wanted to die and assured me he 

would destroy himself Then, he jumped out of the 

cabin window onto the ice and was taken away by 

the waves into tht darkness. 

uWhm 1 left your houu 1 
and lived secrttJy In th • c~ across a cottage 

blind irran arul his chill ba~ ;wrtchlng an old, 

speak and I reallstd h m.. tamtd how to 

,~ :~fc~7e!rtono :;::orl:S~ n~':i%~~~~!:: 
and coultha'tsp to tht old man. Ht was kind • 

children rttu.:::tfh ugly body. But as soon as his 

stickS. I ran awa; cf: screamtd and hit mt wtth 

flrl from drowntni In ao":f OCC:Sion, 1 saved a 

50 /rltnd saw mt ht ftrtd Vtr ut whm her 

the reward of klruhi . ~ 6U1I at mt. This was 

•nd rtvmgt on mank:!'d. f:ti/::: tttr:nal hatrtd 

your Yf'Ung brother. But no: I victim was 

mort than a comJHirtlo 1 want nothing 

55 mt a ftmalt corn n. WClnt you to makt 

far crway from ahh~~~:;'d1 :.._ wf1ll. ll~ togtther 
• r•vlltU. 
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.. . .. . . 

. ,] Autobiography· 

Before you start 

1 Think about ~~ impcmant sce~t tn your Hft 

th1t you remember very de1rly. Tell the dlss~ 

Exainpli! .·A scene.I reniemberve,Y_weU is when I 
won a competition at primary sch"'?l . :' . 

Reading 

2 and the Strltegies. 

· Reading Str~tegies: Revision 

· • Before reading, look at the title, pictures 

and the first couple of lines of the text. 

Look for clues to help you predict what kind 

of text it is and what it is about. 

• Read the text to get the general idea. 

Ignore words you don't know. 

. • Read the text again. Try to work out the 

meaning of important new words. Use if 

dictionary if you can't. 

Read any comprehension questions and try 

to think of possible answers. Then find 

answers to the questions in the text. 

Use the Striltegies to answer these questions 

about the texts. 

Text J 
i What time of year do yo~think it is? Why? 

2 Who. do you think Peter is?. H.ow do you think 

the diary writer feels about him? 

· 3 How old do you think the writer is? Give your 

reasons. 
4 What do you think 'is unusual about the 

writer's sitUation? 

Text 2 
1 How was t he girl different from other 

children? · 

2 Why was her .teacher so important for her? 

3 How did she learn new woids? · 

4 Why 'did she feet tiappy when she understood 

the meaning of the word 'water'? 

. What do you think· happened later to the 

writers of the texts? Check your answers on 

pilge 135. 

· .' ' ·. r:r· .. · . he weather's been wonderful since yesterday and I've 

· < · .· peited up _quite a bit. My writing, the best thing I have, 

·.... .. . ·, ,is ~pming along well .. l go to th~ attic alm~st ev~ry 

morning to get the stale air out of my lWlgs. This morning 

when. I went ~ere, Peter was busy cleaning up. He finished 

quickly 11Iid Cllllle.~er .to '\Vhere_I was sitting on lilY favomlte 

spot on the f109r. The tWo of us looked out at the blue sky, the 

··, bare chestnlittreeglistenlngwith dew, the seagulls and other 

. birds.glintili.g'With snver as they swooped through the air, and 

we were.so inoved and erit rat1ced tha t we couldn't speak. He 

stood ·with his head against a thick beam, while I sat. We 

breathed in the air, looked outside and both felt that the spell 

shouldn't be brok(m\viih'\vords. We rema[ned like this for a 

long while, and.by the time he had to go to tlte loft to chop 

\vood, I knew he was a good, decent boy. He climbed the 

·ladder to the loft ahd I folloWed; during the fifteen minu1es he 

was chopping wood, we .didn't say a word either. I wi11ched 

him from where I was standing and could see he was 

obViously doing his best to chop the right way and show off 

his strength. But I also looked out of the open window, lening 

my eyes roain over a large part of Amsterdam. over the 

·rooftops rutd on to the horizon, a strip of blue so pale it was 

almost imisible. 'As lorig as this exists,' I thought, ' this 

sti.nshine imdihis cloudless sky, and as long as I c·an enjoy it, . 

how can I be sad?' · 

•• p·· ···· ····· ··_t ·····,•"·· 
Unless you write yourself, you can't 'know how wonderful it is; 

i aiw~ys ~.st;d to bemoan the fact that I couldn't dra\..i, bui 

now I'm overjoyed that at least I can write. And if I don't have 

the talent to write books or newspaper articles, I can always 

write for n1ysdf. But'fwan't io ·achieve more than that. l can't 

imagine havirig to live like Mother, Mrs van Daan and all the 

women who go about their work and are then forgotten. I 

. neeo to have sOmething besides a husband and childrerl to 

devote myself to! I don't want to have lived in vain like 

most people, even those I've ne\·er met. I want to go on 

· livihg even after my death! And that 's why I'm so grateful 

to God for having given me this gift, which I can use to 

develop myself and to express all that's Inside me! 
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Rob 1..~ 35 year$ old. 1/e used to u'Orll tiS a DJ; fiOll' be 
(IU 'TI a n •m rd si.Jof/. Hut business is bad tmtl his long-time 
Jltll'fller. /.au ra, lms just u·alkecl n/11 011 him. 

All m} life IH' haH·d SWlday~ .. but this Sunday is a corl<.er. I get 
bad. to the fl.u at one; by two, things have got so bad that l decide 
to go homt• - hom e home . Mum and Dad homc. lt was waking up 
in the middle ot the night :tnd wondering where I belonged that 
did it: I don 't belong .11 home. and I don't want to belong at home. 
hut at least home h a some" her I know 

. I) parent~ arc O K, 11 ' ou like that w rt nf thing. which I don't. 
M) dad I' " hit ' hm but .,omt·thing of a knm,-aJI , which Is a pretty 
fatal mmhinauon: \ OU can tell from his ~ill )'. flL•;sy beard that he's 
going to be the ~ort who dot.·, n ' t tall. much sense and won't listen 
to an · n:'J. m ~{) mum as just a mum. which io; an unforgivable: 
thin)! to ' :t) in an} ci rn tmstann's t·xcept this one. She worries, she 
gin·, m · a hard time abo ut the •hop. ~ht gives me a hard t i mt.~ 
abt,u t my chiltll t'" nt"' I w i~h I \\ ilntcd to see them more hut I 
d mt . :md whl'l1 l H got nothing dse to k cl had about. I feel bad 
about th.u The) ·n be plea~cd to set· me thl!> afternoon, although my 
heart . inl ., when I \e t' th.tt C.enel'il't '£' is on TV tl1is afternoon. 

'h ·n I gt·t th trc . the JOke 's on m~: · they're not in I ve come a 
million ,tnp~ on the ~1ctropolitan Unc on a Suntl:ty .afternoon, I've 
" aitnl dght ) l~t r. for a hu, , C.c>nel'i£'1'<' i~ o n the tekvision and 
they n· 11tll h<rc.ll tt' ) d idn t C\ en call to le t me l nnw they 

ouldn t ht: lwre. not that I t allt:d to let the m know I was coming. 
If I \ \a ' at all prone to :-cU-pit~· - w hich I am. I would feel had about 
the tnrlhk m>n) of find ing your p~R:nt' out when . final l~ . you 

net· tlwm. 

llut jtL't a' I m about to head hack to the hu' 'top , m} mum opens 
the w ind•l\\ of tht· h•mM' oppo:<iH· .md )·d h at me. 
·Ro ' Rnhc: rt ' Come in! 
I \'C nnn n~t· t the peopk over the road. hut it soon Jxcomes 
oh\ iou' that I' m in a minority ol on<~ : the house Is packed. 
' \\ hat'. tht: tKca, ion' ' 

'Wine ta~'!ing .' 

·~ot 1>-ad's home-made?' 
·~o. Proper wine. This afternoo n it 's Att•trJ lian We :111 dup 111 

and a man comt.-s and explains it all: 
·J didn't know you wen: inten:sted in wine ' 
'Oh, yes. And your dad lm·es it .' 
... 111e room is full of p<.~ople I don 't n:cognisc. 

I ·asn't expecting this. I came for an afternoon of , iknt 
misery, not wild part}i ng; the one thing 1 wanted from t h~ 
afternoon was incontrovenlblt: proof th:ll 111} life m.t~ he grim 
and cmptr. but not as grim and empty as life in \\ 'atfonl \\'rong 
again! .. . life in Watford i' grim,} c:.~ ; hut grim and full \\l 1at 
right do parents have to go to partic:< on Sunda\ aftcmoon' fo r 
no reason at all? · . 
C.t'twt•le t 't' b on the tclly this afternoon . Mum : 
'I know.we·n: taping it. · 
When did you gel a video?' 
Months ago.' 

'You never told me.~ 

·You nc\·er asked . 
•~ that what I'm supposed to do every week> As!-. > ou " het her 

you 've bought any con:mmer dumhlcs?' 

... We go home and watch the n·1<t of (ienellieL ~' 

My dad corn~ back maybe an hour late r. 
'We're all going to the pictures; he sav~o . 
This is too much . · 
·You don't approve of the pkntrcs, 1>-Jd .' 
'I do n't approve o f the ntbbish you go to watch 1 appro' c of 
nke well-made films. British films · 
·what's on?' my mum asks him. 
'Hmt •ttrtl 's I:'nd.lt's the follow-up to A Room ll'ith a l 'it'tl' 
'Oh, lovely.' my mum says. 'h anyone else t::oing from acro~'> th~ 
road?' 
·onlyYnmne and Brian. llnt get a mow on. lt ~tan~ in h :tlt ,1n 
ho ur.' 
'I'd better he going back; I say. I have exchang,:d hard I\ a word 
with dthcr of the m all afte moon. · 
'You're going nowhere; my dad says . ·You 'rt· coming" ith u; 
My treat.' 
lt's not. the mone) , Dad.lt's the time . I'm working tomomJ\\ . 

'Don't be so feeble, man. You'll still he in bed hv cle \ cn. lt'll do 
} ou gtKxl. llu<:k you up. Take your mind off thi~gs · 
'Jllls is the firs t relt:rence to the fact that l h:t\'C th ings off 
which my mind nt·cds taking. 

nd anyway, he's wrong Going to the pictures a ~.:nlLhim .fh e 
with )'our mum and dad and their i n~an(' lncnd ' do< , nn.t take 
your mind off things, I d i,.;ovcr. lt ver} much p ut' ) our a11 intl 
on things ... 

ad:apt<"d from Higb Fitlt•fil y by Nicl. Hornb 
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A 0 c us --r--

6 Crazy But True I 

Before you start 

1 Match the headlines with 
the pictures (1-3) and the 
newspiper extrids (A-C). 

1 

On Thin leP 

A Erica Glendale, a.t ZO years old, is one of the oldest cows in 
Britain. Erica has delivered 238,000 pints of milk in her 
life and used to be a champion dairy cow. 'She won prizes 

every year when she was In her prime and we would always 
celebrate together,' said farmer Bob Maxwell. Erica has retired 
from competitions but last week, after he had finished work. 
Bob took Erica for a birthday treat to the Rod Uon Inn for a slice 
or cake and a drink. 'If you work with an animal for ZO years, 
you get pretty a ttached to it,' said Bob. 'All the regulars love 
F.i-Ica,' said one customer. 'But I think the Red Lion ought to 

think about getting a new carpet.' 

B 

Mrs Janet Wi))ialns, of wrexham, bad 
a nasty shock last weekend. She was 
driving her car in Chester, when she 
noticed people were waving at he~s 

, . she passed by. She started to get e 
feeling that something was wrong. 1~ 
was I She bad taken a wrong turn an 
was driving on a frozen canal!. She 
managed to get out of the c_ar JUSt 
before it sank through the tee. 

2 Headlines in British newspapers often 'play' with 
words. Match the headlines with these references 
(a-c). 

a an expression meaning to be in a dangerous position 
b saying you are sorry or wrong 
c an expression meaning to be retired 

Which of the stories did you like most? Why? 

Revision: Past Tenses 
3 Read sentences 1-5 from extracts A and I . 
Match the tenses and verb forms with their uses (a-e), 

1 We would always celebrate together. 
2 She used to be a champion. 
3 He took Erica for a birthday treat. 
4 People were waving at her. 
5 She had taken a wrong turn. 

a a situation that continued for some time in the past 
but is no longer true 

b a regularly repeated action in the past 
c an event that occurred before other past events 
d a single event in the past 
e a longer activity around an event in the past 

( 

Mrs Merrick, 70, had just come back from Bodmin, 
where she had been shopping, when she was 
attacked by Billy, a nmaway bull . When Mrs 
Merrick bravely tried to defend herself, Billy 
knocked her over and !>tarted eating the contents of 
her shopping bag. The pensioner was f"mally 
rcscu.ed by a man who had been working in a 
nearby garage. 'The fanner sent her a lovely steak 
and kidney pie,' said one neighbour. 'But he didn't 
say whether Billy was In it.' 

4 Put these events from extrlct 8 in the order in 
which they actually happened. Some events may have 
happened at the same time. · 

a Janet got out of the car. 
b People waved at Janet. 
t Janet took a wrong turn. 
d Janet noticed the people. 
e The car sank. 
f Janet drove on a frozen canal. 
g Janet felt something was wrong. 

L 
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L. 

Before you start 

1 Read the Key Words. Which · 
sort of street art do you prefer? 
Tell the class. 

kEY WORDS 
advertising billboards, buskers, 
downs, drama groups, fireworks, 
graffiti, 'live statues', musicians, 
open-air concerts, pavement ~ 
artists, sculptures, statues 

0 2 Listen to the music. 
What style is it? 

• rock and roll • jazz 
• hip-hopjrap • folk 

Which of these things do you 
associate with the music? 

• young or middle-aged 
people? 

• Europe or the USA? 
• black or white culture? 
• rural or urban cultu re? 

Reading 

3 Read the article and check 
your answers to Exercise 2. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Until relatively recently, graffiti was considered to be an example of anti· 
social behaviour, the work of vandals. Nowadays, many of those 
'vandals' are treated as respected artists, and some of them have made 
i1 in the world of business. Sue Clarke reports. 

New Yorkers used to see the graffiti on the walls of poor neighbourhoods and 
subway trains as something menacing and an example of urban decay. The 
scrawled names and slogans were seen as unsightly and aggressive. the work of 
vandals seeking to express their identities or even make a political point. Up to 
the 1970s, most New Yorkers hated graffiti, considering it as an eyesore that was 
illegal and punishable by fines. 

Since those days, graffiti has changed a lot and it is no longer found only in 
the subway and the poor ghetto areas of the city. Now adays. it has the status of 
'street art' and you get graffiti in places where you wouldn't expect to - in 
advertisements, on clothes, on toys. and even on the Wall Street Journal's offic1al 
website! In the early 1980s, there was a real craze for graffiti art and the 
sophisticated Manhattan art world had displays of street art in its galleries . The 
trend was short-lived - until the arrival of hip-hop music in the late 80s. 

In her book, Subway Art, Martha Cooper says " Graffiti came back w ith hip· 
hop music and people are now appreciating it for its style, which they couldn' t 
back then, because they couldn't get beyond the vandalism thing.'' Hip-hop was 
originally black ghetto music, sung by young African Americans from ttre poor, 
run-down districts of American cities. When it suddenly got to the top of the 
American music charts, hip-hop culture was spread, bringing graffiti with it. 

Today, companies are starting to realise the appeal of graffiti in advertismg. 
Kel Rodriguez. who used to spray New York subway trains, was the art ist chosen 
to design the Wall Street Journal's website and it is obviously done in graffiti
style. "Some of that graffiti feeling. that energy, sort of got in there." Rodriguez 
explained . 

Many of this new wave of artists give lectures on developments in their art. 
Lee Quinones is having a lot of success in Europe and feels that European 
galleries and museums are more open to his art form . "They want to support an 
artist as he develops." comments Quinones, who can get up to S10,000 for his 
paintings. Indeed, the Groninger Museum in Holland is one of the few museums 
in the world that displays and recognises graffiti as an art form. 

Another artist. Blade, has his own website devoted only to the world of 
graffiti. This website has a 'merchandise page' where Blade sells things w1th his 
own original designs all over the world - everything from baseball caps to yo
yos! Leonard McGurr, a street artist for 25 years, went from painting subway 
trains to designing and marketing graffiti-inspired clothes for young people. 
"Graffiti has been a story of survival, " he says. "There's a way to benefit from 
your work without spoiling public property." 
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1 0 Body Language 

Before y011 stort 

1 What ea• JMOple llavt MM to tlletr 
lledy? Match the ICiy WeNs with these 
Jilts .t tilt body. 

01rm, ears. eyebrows, hair, nails, navel. 
nose, tongue 

KEY WORDS 
dyed, pierced, shaved, tattooed. varnished 

~ Would you COMtdtr having lny .t these 
~ . things done? TtU tbt ell ss. 

Example 
I might have my hair dyed one day. But I 
would never have my eyebrows pierced. 

2 lttad tht text and answer these 
questions. 

Why do some body piercers give 
the profession a 'bad name'? 

2 How can body pierdng 'go wrong'? 
3 Is body piercing expensive? 

Presentation: Relative and 
Participle Clauses 

3 Read these sentences from tht text. 

a ~ick Shannon, who is o qualified 
body piercer, took me to his salon. 

b I've also known people who hove 
got diseases. 

What word(s) In the sentences above do 
the dluses (In ltDiics) refer to? 

Which dlust in #toties, 1 or b, ps: 
• infonnation that we need to 

identify the person/ object we're 
talking about? (defi ni ng clause) 

• extra information which is not 
necessary to identify the 
person/object we're talking about 
and can be left out? 
(non-defining clause) 

Which type of dlust uses commas? 
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Before you stort 

1 Try to match the discoveries 
(1-5) wfth how they were 
discevered (a-e). 

1 the equation e • me' 
2 Hubble's law 
3 penicillin 
4 t he first computer 
5 t he model of DNA 

a scientists worked together as a 
team 

b there was a lucky accident 
c a scientist observed something 

very c.arefu lly 
d a scientist had a moment of 

inspi ration 
e scientists were competing to 

make a discovery 

Reading 
2 Read the text and check your 
guesses from Exercise 1. 

3 Read the Strategies. 

!~ading Strategies: 

E<nswelj!19 Tr~_e[f..~~_guestio~ 

• First, read the text to get the 
general idea. 

• Then read the questions/ 
statements and identify 
important words. 

• Find the relevant part of the 
text and identify the 
important words. 

• Decide if the important words 
in the question/statement and 
text express the same ideas. 

of 

........... .,.,-" . 
............. CIWK Suddelllr.lt 
-' ........ wllldl would 
ID"'* _,_ ._.,, 

Albert Elnlllln ... ...,. ol nant dftelopntetlb, • Malle Culte's ltSIMh "*' 
~ w ht he.tlleen~ OR his-. ltl ............. llqiiiiMon 
~how a -..fliceol.._catU pniCiuce 11'1 ~6 _.cl enefiY· 
Einstein hn dewwinltlllldtn his 'lhellly ol telltMV not wen .-ne. mes or 
lensth are anllllt,. lher YII'J fiCCOI6II to our peftpedhor of "-· For llllmflle. If 
we could see~ 1f10111n1 at the lp&ld cl~ lhey would appw much heavier 
and 11tser arid woald seem to move In slow molon. 

ly the lmt Einlblln hid become world-t.mous, 
• ,ounc ell~ '""'*'' flom the First World 
War started work at the Mount Wlllon 
Obeet vato~r In CaMomia. Uslni the IROII hfch· 
powered telescope oils line, he ~ • 
patnstaklnJir .. ot.lwdal• cl nebulae. 5INII 
patches of l&flt that ......- outside our plaxy. 
Edwin Hubllle - on the brink cl rnalcins the 
greatest astr0f10fJ11cM brHic!Miu&h of the century. 
He discovered that these nebulae were In fact 
calaxies lke our own, millons of ~&ht years -Y 
from us, which proved tllat the universe was vastly 
larger than had previously been thought Then, 
Hubble proved that the universe Is a.ctualty expandtns 

and that the further away galaxies are the faster they move. 

Just before Hubble'5 LAw was published in 1929. another 
far-reaching findins was mide by the son of a Scottish 
shepherd. Before p ng on holday. he left a petri IJsh 
with bacteria near the window of his laboratory When he 
came back. he WIS just lbout to throw the dish away 
when he noticed somethinc out of the ordtnary. He 
double-checked and saw a blue moukl in the clsh around 
which the bacteria had been destroyed. ThiS blue mould 
was In fact the natural foml of penicilin which Fleming 
realised was an effectiYe w~r~ of Idling bacteria. A few years 
later, penldUin was belnc mass-produced and helpinc to 
save the Ives of millions. Despite the outcome of his discovery. Flem•ns remained 
modest and unassumin&. 'Nature rnalces pendn.' he said, 'I just found tl' He was not 
ewn Involved In manufacturtns it 

Durin& the Second World War when penldln was first bein8 used, the US Navy were 
bolcln& for ways of irnprovin8 the ac:curacy of their artllery shels. but this Involved 
lncn!dlbly complex calculations. The navy turned to Eckert. an engineer, and Mauchly, a 
physicist. ID produce a machine ID do the job Although they and thetr team did not 
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25 On The Rood 

' ! 
i. 

Before YIHI stort 

1 Look lt tile photos. Which 
objects In the IICiy Words do you 
think would be Most useful on 
1 tr:ll' ~ke this? ltank them 
fiom the most to the least 
useful. 

· ' · .' .~· back pack, camp bed, 
fishing hooks, mosquito net, 
water bottle 

.: _·--·!' <; alarming, 
apprehensive, courageous, 
comfortable, daunted, excited. 
exhausted, impatient, 
impressive, painful, promising, 
frigh tened, turbulent, uneasy 

Reading 
2 Read extract t; Choose 
adjectives from the Key Words 
to describe the narrator's 
emotions and experiences. 
Explain your choices. 

3 Read extracts 2-3. Find 
adjectives in the Key Words to 
describe each situation. 

r iD ~:...{.er 1~1, two JOwll ~en, a biochemist~~ a 
j ,nedk;(.t;'dent, set out on a journey from their native . 

I 
Arpntlna tbrouah ChUe, Peru and Brazil to tba United States of 

America: Tbe biochemist was AJberto Granado; his companio~ was 
tw~.~y-three-year-old Emesto CCh•) Guevara, the future; / · • 

nnrolil"onary and cultural icon. Here are three utracts from • 

Gu.Vara's diary of the journey, publlshe~ as The Motorcycle Diaries. 

/ I Thropgb Argentina b7 aotorbike 

I The night before our departure, I came down with a cough and a high 

temperature and consequently, we were a day late leaving Bahia Blanca. 

Fln)lily, at three In cho aft~moon, we left under a blazing sun and by the 

tyne we reached the sand dunes around Medanos, it had become even 

)\otter. The bike, with Its badly-distributed weight, kept bounding out of 

I control, the wheels constantly splnrilng over. Alberta fought a painful battle 

with the aand and insists he won. The only certainty is that we found 

ourselves resting comfortably in the sand six times before we finally made it 

out on to the Oat. We did, nevertheless, get oui, and this Is 'my compaftero's 

main argument for claiming victory over Medanos. 

From here I took over the controls, accelerating to make up for precious lost 

time. A fine sand cOvered part of a bend and - boom: the worst crash of the 

whole trip. AJberto emerged unscathed but my foot was trapped and 

scorched by the cylinder, lel)ving a disagreeable souvenir which lasted a long 

time because the w<>und wouldn't heal. 

A heavy downp<>ur forced us to seolt shelter at a ranch but to reach it we 

had to get 300 metres up a muddy track, and we wont flying another two 

times. Their welcome was magnificent but the sum iotal of our flrst . 

experience on unsealed roads was alarming: nine crashes in a single day. On 

c,amp beds, the only beds we'd know from now .on, and lying beside our bike, 

La Poderosa, our snail-like dwelling. we stUI looked into the future with 

Impatient joy. 

2 Hitohhiking thl'ou.gh Chile 

Scarcely a few metres separated us from the Civil Guard post marking the 

limits of the town, but already our backpaclts felt a hundred times heavier 

than they were. We decided to make our first stop and test our luck with the 

passing trucks. All we could see in the ·direction of the road was a barren · 

hlUslde, with barely any vegetation; placid Tacna, with its little dirt streets 

and t.erracotta roofs, waited so far in the distance it seem~d almost 

daunting. The first truck to pass caused us great turmoil; we stuck out our 

thumbs apprehensively and to our surprise the driver stopped just ahead of 

us. Alberto took command of the operation, explaining the purpose of our 

journey and asking him for a lift; the driver gave an affirmative nod, 

indicating we could climb in the back, with a whole band of Indians. 

Collecting our bags and 'cnizy with gratitude, we were about to climb up 

when he called out to us: 'Five soles to Tarata, you _know that, right?' Alberta 

furiously asked why he'd said nothing ear lier, when we'd asked to be taken 

free of charge. The driver wasn't sure_ exactly wha~ 'free of charge' meant, 

but to Tarata it was five solos ... 'And everyone of them will be like that: 

\ Alberto said angrily, directing all his frustration toward me, who had 

~ suggested the idea of walking out of town to hitch a lift, rather than wait 

' ·there like he wanted to do. The moment became decisive. e could1fo back. 
1 in whlch case wo'd be admitting defeat, or wo could co inue on foot. letting 

\ 

1wh~ver would happen, happen. We decided on ~ nd co'urse and 

started walking. 1 / 
I 



l'it'th century BC Athens was one of the first societies to have a golden age Philosophy, or 
literally the ·search for truth', was born with philosophers like Protagoras, Socrates and 
Plato. Hippocrates, 'the father of medicine', the historian Herodotus and others began the 
systematic study of the world. With the playwrights Sophocles. Aeschylus and Euripides 
came the birth of serious drama in western culture. attracting thousands to sec their 
masterful tragedies and comedies. Sculpture and painting both nourished and a great 
programme of public building was undertaken, culminating in the magnificent temple of 
the Parthenon. 

Why did this all happen in Athens and not somewhere else? To start with, 
Athens could afford it. The city state of Athens was the greatest trading centre 
in the Mediterranean with an empire which provided plentiful food and other 
goods. Rich Athenian citizens had plenty of time for leisure and culture as 
most of the work in the city was done by slaves and much of the llusmess and 
trade conducted by 'metics' or foreigners. Many of these foreigners, such as 

Herodotus, were drawn to the cultural magnet of Athens and played a 
vital role in the cultural life of the city. · 
Socially, Athens was in a period of transition between a conservative. 
aristocratic society and an urban, commercial society in which citizens 
were equal by law. Athens became the first direct democracy in history 
where major political decisions were taken hy large numbers of citizens 
At the same time, Athenian society was moving away from the old beliefs 

in the gods and ancient myths toward::. values based on rationality and 
a belief in human nature. 

~'11t':.llll 3 In the late 16th and early I 7th cent . 
creative flowering of all for . unes there was a sudden 
were poets such as Don ne m~ of literature in London There 
explosion of creativity I an Spenser but the main 
building of London's fir:ralsh~:~:;~ around the theatre. The 

2 In the I 5th century, the Italian city slate or Florence was to 
undergo a frenzy of creativity as the cradle of the 
Renaissance. Outstanding painters and sculptors like 
Botticelli, Donatello and later Michelangelo and Leonardo da 
Vinci rediscovered classical traditions. They aimed, like the 
Greeks before them, to create an ideal form of beauty based 
on nature. Bmnelleschi's breathtaking cathedral dome i just 
one example of the architectural splendour of Florence 
during this period. 
Why did this happen in Florence and not in other Italian 
cities like Hlan, Genoa or Venice' One reason was that 
Florence was able to build on the cultural achievements ot 
the previous centul)'. The 14th century had not only 
produced great writers such as Petrarch and Dante but also 
gifted painters like Giotto. Another reason was that Florence 
was simply the richest city; its central position made it a 
major trading and industrial city Florence was also the 
scene of a commercial revolution which saw the 
de1•elopment or modem banking and acmunting. 
As a result, Florentinc society was in a state of flux between 
the old, stable medieval world and a new dynamic 
commerciill world. There was greater social mobility than 
before with many opportunities for individuals to go up (and 
down) socially. The new merchants and bankers had money 
to spend and they were not afraid of showing off their new 
weulth by building magnilicent palaces and filling them with 
superb works of art. Finally, there was an open and tolerant 
climate for artists to work in, helped by an increase in the 
number of schools and an improved literacy rate. 

from an amateur recreation in n 1576 ~hanged drama 
few years, a dozen theatres e~o,a pro~esslonal art. Within a 
professional actors and attracre~ ~I:d Increasing numbers oJ 
behaved audiences The . gc but not always well-
PI · re was an Insatiable d ays and well over 800 pi . . emand for new 
London belween 1570 anda~2~t::.~ntten and perlormed In 
emerged, like Marlowe Jonson w ~ lant playwrights 
Shakespeare. ' • e ster and, of course. 

What caused this burst of litera , . . 
lime, London was unde . ry ac.:trvlly ~o lake place? At this 
growing rapidly, attraclin;g~~g dr~matrc changes. 11 was 
s~ch as the young William Sha~san ,~ fro!" the countryside, 
crty was al5o undergoing esrt:are from Stratford The 
f an econom1c revoJ r o commerce with ships from lond . u Ion a~ a centre 

London was the home of theE I on gomg all over the world 
but traditional society Wds b~~~ Ish court.and the aristocracy, 
money from trade lond g revolullomscd bv the ne•" · · on was a pia h J • · .. 
be made or lost. A iJew class was e ce .w ere fortunes could 
show their new status and loolc'mergmg, ready to spend lo 
themselves. Theatres like the Gl mg for ways of enjoying 
to salisfy the demand fo ~ grew up outside the city 
poor. The London theatre ~~n~~r~~~n~ent f~r both rich and 
actors and playwrights like Sh kg ~mess With companle o 
celebrities in !heir tim , a espeare or Jonson who were c. 



Appendix no. 29 

_ _ _,.,...- -;..-:"'-- Dr Hemy }efo•/1 is a successful and 

...- Wdl'r}{nown London doctor u.•ho is liJc..cd.for his plt'aJt~nt charactcr 

tmd ft"Spt"<1ed for lu> work. The my.•Urious Mr l:"Au•ard Hyde, on the 

other ha11d, upprors to bt" a thoroughly bad man, although fie is 

romplndy tmk11own in Lmufon socit'ly . .-1 wdl-k11mvn man is 

murdered 1111d l:"Award Hyde Jr:cm.< tn be rc.•ponsiblc. So how does 

Mr Hyde amrt•to ha•·e the key of Dr JckJ•II:,· home? And why JOt:s 

Or ]t·l(y/1 givt· his lawyrr. Mr Uttcmm, a new will i11 111hich h~ lro•<:s 

cvaything to Mr Hyde? One night, Pool~. Dr Jc!(yll$ butler, visits 

Mr Utt<'l"iOil and asks him to comt' quickly to Dr jel(y/fs house. 

When they arrived, the hurler knocked gently on the door and 

a \'Oicc inside asked: 'Is that you, Po"IOlc(' . 

'Yes, ir's all right,' said Poole. 'Open the door.' 

ll1ey en tered the brightly lit hall. All the servants were crowded 

togerh<·r thtt<' like frighrcncd shec·p. . 

'Why :ore you all here?' askc<l Uttcrson. 'Dr Jekyll would not be 

ple:1scd.' 

'T~ey 're all afrai'!·' said Poole. 'And now,' he said, :~ddressing 

'We'd beticr say .norhing about this,' ._,id Uttcrson, putting 

all the pafXrS in his j:>ockct. 'If your master has ,;m away 

or is de:td, we may atlcasr <.1vc his good name. I must go 

home and read rhesc papers but I shall be back before 

midnight; when we shall send for rhe police.' 

Wlrcn Utt~~son returned horn~, Ire rt"rJd Hcn1y Jc~ll's full 

a knchen boy, 'bnng me '' c:lndle and we'll );('l rhis done 

immediately.' Thcr1 he begge-d i\lr Uttcrson to follow him to Dr 

Jekyll's study. . 

stlltemmz ofthc case. . ·. 

,___ ______ ...____..__..... · ·~)! 

1 ,..._. 6.,.,.. iltl:u rid:,f-'«i'f W.wu fft-iwitl. ~ . 
1 

0 '+ 
Pc;lc knocked on the •tudy dt • .,r ;md said, 'Mr Uuersi>n is hcrt·, 

Si r. 

'Tdl him I t·an't set~ anyont"t' said ;1 voice fro m inside. . 

P•.M>It: led Utrcr50n in silence b:~ck 10 rhe kitchen. 'Sir,' he said, 

looking l\1r· Uttcrson in tht eyes, 'was tll:tt my master's v11icef' 

'h seems much eh:lngcd,' r~pl icd rhe bwycr, very l"lc. I 
'Cha r.Jgcd~ No, sir. That is_"'" my ma~lcr. He wos g~)~ rid of cighl 

d.1ys .tgo \1 hen \\·C heard hm1 cry oulm rl1c name ol God. And 

who's there insrcad of him?' 

:Thi~ i' a strangt~ story, Poole; s:1id ~1r Uncrson, biting his finger. 

Suppose Dr Jekyll was murdered. Whar could persuade rhe 

murderer to Stay? That doesn't make sense.' 

Eventually. Ullt•rsau reJunJJ" to rlu· 1111dy und dnnand..f lo enter. Th~ 

t 'Oit:f from inside Ufiiil'J 011t/ lJt!CTSOJI rt.•af/'st·~· it i..\· s\1r /-Jv-dej t'Oi'ce. 

Pooh· ami Utterso11 decide to break imo the .<trffly. • 

ll•ey looh·d into the room. There it lay in the quiet lamplight, 

a good fire burning, p.1pers set nc;nly on the desk and rhings 

arranj,'Cd for tea. Right in rhc middle, there lay rhe body of a 

man, horrihlr twisted :md not yet qu ite srill . They went towards 

it carefully and recognised tht• f.1ce of Edward Hrdc. He w:rs 

dressed in clothes rh at were f.1r roo big f{lf him, clothes of the 

dcxror's size. The muscles of his f.1cc still moved but life was 

quite gone; rhuc was a broken bottle in his hand. 

The two men turned to the t!esk. On ir they found an envelope 

:tddresscd lo Mr Uucrsnn. The bwycr opened it and several 

papers fdl_ to the lloor, including;, new will from Or Jekyll- but 

on pbce ol I he n:lmc of t::dw:ml Hyde, the lawyer read his own 

narne. 

'l don'trtndcrsrand,' Slid Urterso n. 'Hyde hls been here for dl vs. 

1-ft• must h:l\'c been ao~ry to ~e n1y O;l01C inst(~.<ld of his bur he. 

didn't destroy this I'"J>er.' 

'Why don't you read that note, sir? ' asked Poolc. 

'fk-c<tu sc I'm " lr;Jid to.' replied the lawyer. And with rh,n he fixed 

his eyes on the p.1pc:r and read the note. 

Uil.itUr; '~ 7 W1U artWt,, r""11tJ: /woe.~' ~~ btu~tU-"' 
rur.mJ. •M. ""'"'"'a/JU. HUUt.. "'"' r bojA"' t. uu."' ~ lifo· 

1 .i;d.~ witi.£HW<.!un.rf""'1r lW W...Udw<-jt. "'f 

body .M H<Wi uulwtw.U~ u-..u. ... .._.""'j'· 

Tfu.jirrt roHt- 1 bAHit t1u. ff<i.>ci<vt., z •xrrioc&dterri/1kr"", 

lt.I'Ji-1/0<t ~..djftt; but· ilw< 1 frk f""-1"" uullr4tf':U: 1 "'"' jik 

t/u. win. t• tU wit. 'Uof'w., 1 k,Diw{. Ut, t/u. w.in-.r, 1 wv /"" tJu, 

frrttUHt.tlu."fr.u•l!a-J:Mr 'HJ"'-t• 'Wfwl.1 tod..tlu.mi6cbvt. 

MjAlif.., 1 t.u-.. ~~~ry.J<irllMU - ... .58 ,._ 1 Wtwo 

i<Wititit.t; "'f ..-ijw.t tdf uu~,,., ~.iy wit Uiw.ity. 71<ir ftUV" 

/dOfiity WfU t/u. cJar '-".f'"WWIL 1 t/u./4wut fuditi<J 1 "'f' tou/, 

1 rrw•dtlu.~Wil. """"}' t!Hu! vA.tU :Mr :HyJt-, 1 did 

uJtilwdotbtt- cn...w. 'Euul."""'i 1 CJUt. ltAniiy bdiwt-7 did tfuH< .. 

'But t/u. ""'j' btja4 t4 /woe. W<f''tlich.bf.t..1Jutr. oru: .. 1 ""~ /1> 

bed as 1Jr .J<fcy/1. uul wc/u. "!'""' :}.(r 'Hytb.! :My/wW bU~~.HUo hc"f 

uul CWU?.d- i~t. ~ '11W<jt wrrt. !]tltu'j ()(/.t rf cl>ltl:rd uul 

""1'""" wM "'" ":f trulc; 7 ""'' luuttd, ;t../tx&wtr, HUVtlvu; witlo 

"'""" "'"' ..... lwrj•fU.J</r rr· 
TltAVt- hwr.""r;..,., . .,. ;,.,...., ... ,. 'tutit· _,.._ ~ u. tJu. rft.At"1 . 
:M•· 'Hr- 11u. U<iwv .. 'f """1r "-"''t ru"" tb w..i UfHU,. ... 

7/w,.. bu:c..u- rvibu.rfy wu.le W. [rvmffl. !M, bMy AJ<ti. ..wut. . 

. ':Nchody lw ev.r ri<[jtruiil!. U«lu.turlbt.- ""'j'· l ~ ,._.~'!J 

tltir tfMcmw<t. 7t if .rchUfy t/u. Wt tU.U. tiW '.Hwy .)Jrylt =<

tlu-..Jc.hif o-.tl ... ,'jl,t' ..- rulti.f ""'"'F· 7wuutluu-ry. 1j:Hytb. 

fiJu4 thif tt,.w.wu, fu. will. tu.r if to ,UCU· ~Half m luwfr""" 

'"'"- 1 kMur lumr :Hy4 wi/.t tit' riUliW<j uA. t~ ilf.•"f cf-.air er 

H<AJ•ck wu<rly ur.uut ~!:hit r«HJ<IirtuW<j Ur, tt.rrtJr fer'""! 

'"'"'d.'f ~ wut :nylk· b .. ~~"' tlu.lw<jffWlor ''r' 0r 

wil.th•jwltlr .. "'.v":J<'toW...IU<'"""iif' 

1 b 1t1>t """· 7fti.< if "'ftr""lu1V1du.tl., u-.tf.wluU:fo'J-r 

CDHC<rtU A. fU' .... tuft/! if ltJ>t *l'tif :Jltrt- t/wt., M 1 (Ay «-tr.tJ. ... 

!'""' tlu.lifo-f tltAi: ~ 'Ht1Vf )JcyUto u.. uttf.. 



Appendix no. 30 

She idshe'd 
lm: m~ IOr ct.:rmty, 
but mAnaged to reduc 
it to eight moaths 
tor t~ood bch.wiour. 
She said we fined 
like a hand in a glOv<, 
tout then the hot 
wcath<-r cam~ and such 
accessories weren't n~Cd. 
She ""id the flllure 
was our>, but the deeds • 
wrr m.1de out in 
her nJmc. 
She .. id I was 
the onlr on• wh<' 
undc!1'tood compldel). 

and then he ldt me 
and sni.l sh·· knew 
that I'd undc"tand completely. 

I ...,;r"- I UJtdi ~ tJ,ct, fi,.,t ~ 
by Chrislina Rossetti 

t.hrL,tina Rossctli (1830-IS74) was born in London. S~e ~"as 
a prolific writer and (lOCt and her mo•t famous culkctmn " 
'Goblin Market and Other Pocms' ( 1862). ller brother, Dante 
Ciahrid, w6b a famous Pn .. ··RaphJclitt" paintc:r. 

I "ish I could rcmnnber thAt lint day, 
Firot hour, lint mo_,t of )'>U m"'1ing ""'· 
If bright or dim th ~. it misht be 

1mm~r or winter for all(lht' I an uy: 
unrecorded did it slip __,-, 

So blind was I to""' ~nd to fo.--e. 
dull to mark the buddins' of my •= 

That would not blossom yr1 for many 1 ~ 
If only I <"Ould rcculkct it, uch 
A day of days! I let it come and go 
A tracdet.s' ~• thAw · of b)-son<" snow; 
11 ~ tn mean so ~ttk, mcanlso n1uch; 
If only now I could recall that touch, 
Fint touch of hAnd in hAnd - Did otiC but know! 

I aupt- onydUnJ tputt;.-1 
1 t.Jdinc , ••" SJO"" ... ka-u 
'Wu-1111 eo&o.r .u .............. ,...,. 
)--"'""" 

bypxw - .... 

M)· nlUnkcy-,.Tl"IICh' man is my~~ ~ootle-; 
the kn-.r of my life. my youth and IF· 
My bean belongs. to him and to him onl)> 
the children of my lleoh a,re his and bear bio rq~ 
Now ,rown to ycim advancins through th~ dorm> 
tlle hone)"d kiss, t~ lip6 of wine and lire 
fade blissfuD)· into the distant years of)'lnder' 
bu! all mY days of 1Jafpin... ond wonder · 
arc cradled in his armo and eye$ entire' . 
They urry 111 under lho! waten of the world 
out put I~ s~rposts' of a disUnt plan.'! 
And crttping through the~~ of the <>a:an 
they tangk' us with ro~ and ram' of ""'Til<>ri~ 
whet< we hav\' been t"(\ether, )'"U and I 

I mu ...... ") ·•r~h -..dju~tabk~tr 
! .,. .... 'd ~I<' - i~merioan) ~~.an, d.irli!ll 
l )'lflda."' dwf';ae.l 
4 a1til~ - ~~.-onirlccdy 
J. itJrp<Kh- in\X'nlcd wurd; mi:ur.s ~a!' 3nd out)"Wt 

I' """'~ - fLanti f'V"';nf. in the .'tlt.a 
7 lantrt!t- k) join 
S r.un ·- mJtrri.al to moak 1upt 

My naistr.-..· ey<"S are noth J"ke h 
~~·raJ is far more red than~~ :ips·'r~~un; 

srn>w lx: white wh · th L . ' 

If hairs be wire . 'bl !k .~n •..:r brc''"'' a"' dun'; 
I ha•·c S..'en ro;;; da~-...;~;;' grow on h~r head 
Bur nu such roses -I . L·. ra:l and whnc, 

• · -· In •..:r chc."ks; 
And an some pcrfunws ;,. th 
Than in the breath that fro ere mo~ delight 

.1 ~""" to hear her speak, yt.·r"~~lfl ~astr<ss rt'elu'. 
fhat musk harh' a fa·r naore pi . """ 
I gronr' 1 never .,,,.. 

3 
·-'d <""<ang sound; 

M . . g<ou t'Ss go; 
) llltslrt'Ss, wl•cn >h.: ,.·alks I d . A I b .rt"asonthc d ne )et, y ho.lv,·n I think k groun : 

A\ any •he l>elied' ' "rh f. 1 my •w ·~ rar,• 
WJ a !iiC C:omp.trc·. 

I Jun i.t.ul ~ll'.\ 11 •oitm r 

; d;l~.~~.Jr.'d rUtw,. ~ .1n or..J '' ..1 ric: t\ of fQH' 
· re.\.'~- ~ntdl,; 

!ho~lh · h.:.~!>( l61h~rmury} 
=> gr.:~nt- to otdmi t:'<.·nn ffi.~ 

fi ~~"1,1 ~ t:lilr:.f to tt:lfifl C."XJ"'.~I .. I.on 
7 nHr.., .. C' - <'f"'"r•Uorr ( 16th ~: .. nrt.ry 




